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AS YOU CAN IMAGINE, THIS DOCUMENT TAKE VERY VERY VERY LONG TO COMPLETE AND TO REDACT, ESPECIALLY IN A WAY THAT EVERYONE IS 

ABLE TO UNDERSTAND WHAT IS SAID, SO IMPLEMENTING NEW IDEAS, MODIFYING THINGS ALL THE TIMES, SOME PART ARE LEFT BLANK, SO 

IT’S A WORK IN PROGRESS, STILL SHARE IT, SINCE THE BASE IS IN IT: Q’S POSTS & WORLDWIDE EVENTS. 
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I created this documentation as for logging every Q posts without losing any information. I thought this was the main important thing to do. 

So I could work at the “same place”, having Q “correct info” and all of them, plus the comments, worldwide events and then develop from 

that and answers the questions. Everything is centralized in one document that will also be readable for the normies. I’m updating it daily 

and trying to add my handwritten note here and there. 

 

I’m 24 years old, I’ve been awoke for quite some times now and it wasn’t easy being young and awake. I’ve been digging any kind of 

information in all  domains for years. So I’ve accumulated quite a lot of knowledge and researches. When I saw the first Q posts I was directly 

taken into it, so I had to dig it, like all of you. I keep my conclusions for the end of the document, I want everyone to read Q’s posts if it’s not 

done yet. They have a great power as to red pilling people with questions.  

 

Inceptions and your mind do the rest of the job, too late, the mind got triggered, you’ve to dig into this rabbit hole, just follow the white 

rabbit and answer the questions. 

 

Whatever you read online (that include this document), only believe what resonate with your inner self, your intuition. 

 

I’m human just as you are, we make mistakes. I’ve done some research and worked it but I can still be wrong even tho from my point of view 

I could be right. Who knows? Maybe you could be wrong? Both of us? Both right? If you have any other information that I missed, even if it is 

just an idea or theory, feel free to hit me up. If you see any errors (even tho I triple check everything), please let me know! Thanks! 

 

As I said, I’m compiling all the information I can get, not only from 4chan, 8chan, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, MSM, Al ternative Media, 

Books, Newspaper, Documentations, online researches and so on but also directly from the “lurkers” (people who read, browse the web 

without interacting / talking with others), from anyone. Cooperation is key. Information is key. 

 

You can contact me at this email address: iambecauseweare@protonmail.com or on Twitter: https://twitter.com/1ambecauseweare 

 

 

Much love, 

I AM BECAUSE WE ARE. 

  

mailto:iambecauseweare@protonmail.com?subject=Q%20Documentation%20-%20
https://twitter.com/1ambecauseweare
mailto:iambecauseweare@protonmail.com?subject=Q%20DocCBTS
https://twitter.com/1ambecauseweare
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Link to the Reddit CBTS board: https://www.reddit.com/r/CBTS_Stream/ 

 

The reddit board was an idea brought up by the cooperation of the board owners (BO) from CBTS and The Storm on 8chan. 

 

They wanted to reach as many people as possible like Q asked us to do. So they had the idea of reaching some YouTubers that are already 

reporting on Q and to offer them a sort of backstage interview. The idea was to reach more people and with the most accurate information 

up to date, as well to answer questions from the YouTuber and the community behind, that follow the Calm Before The Storm. 

 

The first YouTuber to answer was a woman known as “Tracy Beanz”. She was willing to do the interview, which was done shortly after and last 

for about 40 minutes. Here is a direct link to it: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zx0WJ7q9KjA 

 

Tracy Beanz’s YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/user/tracybeanz 

Tracy Beanz’s Twitter: https://twitter.com/tracybeanz?lang=en 

 

After the interview, on the “backstage” of CBTS, the board owners had the idea to create the Reddit board and to ask if Tracy Beanz was 

willing to participate as a mediator / gateway (and moderator) between the 8chan’s anons and the rest of internet through the Reddit board. 

 

 

You can use this board to ask questions directly to the boards owners and to the anons that are at the core of the Q story and working 

directly. Ask them anything and they will reply to you, they check it daily. It is also a way to keep 8chan “clean”. What I mean by that is that 

going over 4chan or 8chan isn’t an easy thing to do, as for “how does is it work?” but also because the people there are anonymous (anon) 

and they are DIRECT. They don’t give a crap about your feeling and they will speak clear and loud to say it in a nice way. 

 

Link to the AMA (Ask Me Anything) thread: 

https://www.reddit.com/r/CBTS_Stream/comments/7kxskm/an_ama_with_the_cbts_board_creators/ 

 

You will also be able to find information such as a link to the most recent version of (((this))) PDF and other useful links. Those information 

appears on the right of the board, in a column. 

 

 

Think of the chans as a club where there are no feelings and there are no rules. You have spent decades making the club your own and safe 

for you to say what you want, and then all of a sudden, people migrate in from a far away land and start asking questions you have answered 

1000 times already. AND, the new people start trying to take over and make your private club what THEY want it to be. That is how people 

that have been on the chans feel about new people coming for Q. This is really the 'internet hate machine' and people should act 

accordingly. Here are some basic “rules” to follow for the “outsider” of the chans: 

 

1. WHEN ON THE BOARD FOR THE 1ST, 5TH, 100TH OR 500TH TIME, JUST LURK. THAT MEANS READ. DO NOT POST AND DO NOT ASK QUESTIONS  

2. ONCE YOU ARE CONFORTABLE, AFTER A SIGNIFICANT PERIOD OF TIME AND YOU HAVE LEFT YOUR FEELINGS AT THE FRONT DOOR, NEVER TO BE SEEN AGAIN, YOU 

CAN CONTRIBUTE. DO NOT EXPECT PEOPLE TO BE NICE TO YOU. DO EXPECT PEOPLE TO BE NASTY. 

3. LINKING BACK TO 8CH OR 4CH ON SOCIAL MEDIA IS DISCOURAGED. YOU CAN TAKE SCREEN SHOTS AND POST THOSE, OR SHARE THINGS FROM THIS REDDIT, 

HOWEVER, LINKING BACK TO THE ORIGINAL "HOME" BRINGS UNWANTED EYES TO THE BOARD, AND TO YOU. 

4. WE CREATED THIS REDDIT SO THAT EVERYONE COULD FEEL COMFORTABLE CONTRIBUTING TO THE CAUSE, AND WE COULD CROSS COLLABORATE WITH THE 

CREATORS OF THE BOARD ON 8CH. THEY WILL BE HERE OFTEN, CROSS UPDATING IN REAL TIME SO THAT YOU DO NOT MISS A THING. THIS MEANS WE CAN ALL 

BENEFIT FROM THE KNOWLEGE WE KNOW YOU POSESS, AND YOU CAN EASILY FIND AND TAKE THE MATERIAL YOU CAN USE TO REDPILL FRIENDS AND FAMILY 

WITHOUT BEING CONFUSED OR FEELING ATTACKED. 

https://www.reddit.com/r/CBTS_Stream/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zx0WJ7q9KjA
https://www.youtube.com/user/tracybeanz
https://twitter.com/tracybeanz?lang=en
https://www.reddit.com/r/CBTS_Stream/comments/7kxskm/an_ama_with_the_cbts_board_creators/
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If you don’t know what all this Q story is all about yet, you are about to enter the rabbit hole, a fascinating, creepy, scary, disgusting and mind 

blowing deep hole. This is not for the fainted heart but you’ve to face the truth as awful it could be. Why? Because real eyes realize real lies. It 

is only once humanity will have faced the lies and awakened to the truth that we will be able to do the right thing. 

 
This story is not only about America, it is about the World! It currently started to reach a few hundred thousand people if not millions all 

around the globe! All willing to help for a good reason, everyone feel it deep down, times of big changes are coming, no, it is already here. 

 
 

…
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Q Clearance Anon is a high-level anonymous source who has been dropping "bread crumbs" for several weeks, signaling worldwide 

governments & corporate corruption. Three families of focus include the Saud, Rothschild, & Soros families. 

 

The Saud family was the center of the recent arrests in Saudi Arabia (SA). They are thought to be connected to 9/11, Vegas, & a globalist 

agenda. SA is VERY connected to corporate America & corrupt politicians. The Podesta Group lobbied on behalf of SA, & Saudi Arabia has 

donated to the Clinton Foundation (CF), the John M Institute, Harvard, Georgetown, & Barack Obama (BO). 

 

James Rothschild is the owner of Comet Ping Pong, which has been the subject of human trafficking accusations. 

 

George Soros recently transferred $18bil to a NP. He supports the leftist agenda by funding numerous leftist groups, including ANTIFA. One 

of his top hedge fund managers was recently arrested for human trafficking. One victim claims he said, "I'm going to rape you like I rape my 

daughter." Soros is also connected financially to Clinton, McCain, & the Saudis. 

 

The Clinton Foundation has taken money from many dirty places. Evidence shows that the CF funneled money through Perkins Coie to retain 

Fusion GPS (FGPS) & create the Trump Dossier. We know Clinton bought the DNC & possibly influenced Trump's campaign hires to validate 

the Dossier. James Comey reportedly received $6 million from Lockheed Martin, who also donated to the CF & once employed Stephen 

Paddock. 

 

Wikileaks recently released VAULT 8, which shows that [C]lowns [I]n [A]merica has the ability to impersonate Russian cyber security firm, 

Kaspersky Lab, which means they can put Russia's fingerprint on anything. NYT then released an article about [N]o [S]our [A]pples breach, 

where [C]lowns [I]n [A]merica condemned [N]o [S]our [A]pples & blamed Russia. 

 

Other things we are looking into: Satanic Rituals, Occult Symbolism, Human Trafficking, Vatican, IC, $$ Transactions, BlackRock Financial, Seth 

Rich, Uranium ONE, Vegas, FED, Petrodollar, NK, Alien/Disclosure, Red Cross, Titanic, Hefner, CIA & Ravi Traverse, Sealed Indictments, EU & 

UK Royal Families, Israel & Zionism, Rothschild Family,  

 

Why? Everything has a reason. Everything is connected. Follow the White Rabbit. 

 

Here are the “QMap”, it’s the only thing you really need. The Qmaps are just a collection of Q’s posts on both 4chan and 8chan saved as 2 big 

images. We show these to Q so he confirms it. 

 

QMap FULL & CONFIRMED – Part 1 of 3 (10.28.17 – 11.20.17) : https://imgur.com/iHmD0bt 

QMap FULL & CONFIRMED – Part 2 of 3 (11.20.17 – 12.13.17) : https://imgur.com/dM9j8ED 

QMap FULL & CONFIRMED – Part 3 of 3 (12.07.17 – 12.25.17) : 

https://media.8ch.net/file_store/d5b5c50cfafe578c0a3d01e4c793496aa90d4f57ce947fc0a910c24036dee775.jpg 
*Please email me if you ever notice one of these links is dead, thank you. 

 

The Qmap images are way too big to be included directly in this document; otherwise I would have done it. Click on the link or email me if 

you can’t find them anymore. 

 

Q’s posts (archives on 4plebs, only since Nov.  10th when Q started to use a tripcode) : http://archive.4plebs.org/_/search/tripcode/%21ITPb.qbhqo/ 

Q’s 8chan posts archives : http://qarchives.ml/ 

Interactive QMap (updated daily and live): https://qcodefag.github.io/  

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/1327.html#1327
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/1367.html#1367
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/1411.html#1411
https://wikileaks.org/
https://wikileaks.org/vault8/#Hive
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/4249.html#4249
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/1346.html#1346
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/1816.html#1816
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/848.html#848
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/1342.html#1342
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/26613.html#26613
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/40157.html#40157
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/106.html#106
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/3952.html#3952
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/4409.html#4409
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/1357.html#1357
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/1398.html#1398
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/1362.html#1362
https://imgur.com/iHmD0bt
https://imgur.com/dM9j8ED
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/d5b5c50cfafe578c0a3d01e4c793496aa90d4f57ce947fc0a910c24036dee775.jpg
http://archive.4plebs.org/_/search/tripcode/%21ITPb.qbhqo/
http://qarchives.ml/
https://qcodefag.github.io/
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Figure 1 Fact 5 Anons requests, POTUS Tweet (DJT account) 

Q is someone with access to the President's twitter account and direct ties with the Oval office and Trump. We still do not  know if it is a 

Group of  

 Fact 1. Q posted a bunch of stuff. 7 minutes later the President ended a tweet with "+++." 7 minutes later Q posted with "+++" 

(POTUS has rarely if ever used symbols in his tweets)  

 Fact 2. Trump posted a photo on twitter file-named "DOITQ". Connect the dots of the "Thumbs up" in the photo and you draw a 

"Q." Place 16 random Scrabble letters in a row. What are the odds that you will spell anything in any 6 or more spaces? Let alone 

anything that could read as Q confirmation. Is random or human more likely? 

 Fact 3. Photo of North Korea shows up in POTUS welcome home from Asia video. For sure someone close to POTUS put that photo 

in the video. Q asked many questions about NK and hinted that Barack Obama was in NK at the time. 

 Fact 4. After telling us that the Rothschild ++ are now being targeted, the helicopter story crash at the Buckinghamshire’s 

Rothschild Domain happened. Mission failed for unknown reason. 3 bodies identified, not the fourth one. No news of Lord Jacob 

de Rothschild since then. 

 Fact 5. We (several anons) asked Q on the 11/20/17 (CST) around 3:40am  (CST) on the CBTS #445 thread to tweet wonderful 

day. Next day –after 24h no tweet- from Donald J Trump, the 11/21/17 at 2:49pm (CST) he tweeted our request.  See picture 

above (Figure 1). 

 Fact 6. Trump's Thanksgiving Message: VIDEO LINK 

>0:36 "AS STORMS RAGED WILD" 

>0:41 "Their first act was to pray" 

>1:39 "Restore... Thanks... Patriots.. Warriors who kept us safe and free" 

>3:44 "We are doing something special. People are feeling It" 

 Fact 7. Trump retweeted and shared a post from magapill.com which is a website that keeps tracks of Trump’s accomplishment 

since he interred in office. What is so special about that? The answer is that the day Trump shared this website, the first news on 

the main page was about “Q Clearance Patriots”, the insider on 4chan, yes about Q.  See picture on the right (Figure 2). 

http://time.com/5036123/donald-trump-twitter-thanksgiving/
http://www.magapill.com/
https://imgur.com/a/Red4t
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“Strangely” after Trump’s tweet, the website went viral for a few minutes and down. A few moment later it was backup, no 

explanation, only a weird excuse from the host which even the owner of the website find odd. The MSM talked about it too. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 Fact 8. Q warned us about the NYC “pipe bomb” attempt before it happened. He told us about the fireworks and BDT 

(Bangladesh currency). Check it out. 

 Fact 9. Q posted the Painting of George Washington crossing the Delaware River on Dec. 24, 2017 at 05:36am (GMT+1) and then 

the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) shared the picture on Twitter on Dec.  

 

 
Figure 4 Fact 9. Datetime cross check between Q's post and the DoD's tweet. 

 
 Fact X. Other tweet POTUS – Q’s post happened with Q warning us ahead. I won’t add them to the facts list every time. Only the 

most significant one. 

Figure 3 Fact 7 Trump share 

magapill.com 

Figure 2 Fact 7 MAGAPILL.com about Q Clearance Patriot / White 

Rabbit. 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-endorses-says-george-173613540.html
https://imgur.com/a/kbZeT
https://imgur.com/a/dUw8q
https://imgur.com/a/byF8B
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Any of the above facts would strongly indicate that someone with Q Clearance and access to the POTUS's Twitter account is definitely behind 

“Q” on 4chan & 8chan. Not to mention about the “predictions” from Q’s posts. Check the dates and the dates of events such as the Saudi 

Arabia cleaning of corruption and arresting of the princes or the last in date about the NYC “pipe bomb” attempt from the Bangladeshi dude. 

 

If none of the Q predictions come true, then it's all a waste of time. Not true. The mere fact that someone with access to the President's 

Twitter account is putting conspiracy theory stuff on 4chan is huge news: 

1. Q could be leaking. 

2. Q could be trying to damage POTUS. 

3. Q could be trying to discredit POTUS. 

4. POTUS could be experimenting.  

5. Q could be POTUS / close to POTUS using us as real news. The mere fact that someone with access to POTUS twitter is posting 

here makes this worth watching. 

 

The only real advice I can give you is to be a critical thinker, open minded but checking facts, double checking, crossing dates, times, interests. 

Think by yourself and just connect the dots ! 

 

Godspeed to you. 
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The chans = 4chan & 8chan. 

 

Because they're the last bastions of free speech. Mainstream media is hopelessly compromised and, as we'll see further down, a major part 

of the problem. Social media is controlled and actively censored. The chans are where it's at: pure uncensored raw discussion, analysis and 

detective work.  

The bulk of his material has been in the form of a list of questions that mostly answer themselves. It is theorized that this form of dropping 

information is very difficult to detect by semantic analysis and may have given him a good head start not being detected early on. He has also 

made liberal use of the term '+++' which apparently causes trouble for some scraper software. I want to read all of Q's 

What's up with that? As well as leaking hints as to what's going on behind the scenes, Q is also pasting coded instructions to the teams of 

watching operators. They may be copies of instructions sent over other secure channels, or they may be the real live instructions themselves. 

We don't know. 

What are we talking about? TL;DR The good guys have had enough and are taking down the bad guys worldwide. Strap in. Details below. 

 

Let me tell you why you're here. You're here because you know something. What you know you can't explain, but you feel it. 

You've felt it your entire life, that there's something wrong with the world. You don't know what it is, but it's there, like a splinter 

in your mind, driving you mad. It is this feeling that has brought you to me. Do you know what I'm talking about? 
- Morpheus, The Matrix.  

 

Behind the scenes, a titanic battle of good versus evil is taking place. On the good side, the President of the United States, the NSA and his 

loyal armed forces and World Wide allies. On the evil side, the elites who rule over us and their friends.  

 

Q says 80% of this battle will never see the light of day but it is happening, it's very real and the ramifications will one day extend to the entire 

planet. 
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Godfather 3 
MBS. Getting his family out of international association of gangs. 

New theory: Jefferson Beauregard Sessions III. 

Snow White & seven dwarfs. CIA & Seven supercomputers.. dopey sleepy, etc. Clowns. Operation mocking bird. 

Alice & wonderland HRC and KSA. 

Iron Eagle ++, see redshield logo. 

Hansen and Gretchen Me, you, we, the people. They follow the breadcrumbs. 

Speed? GEOTR on the run to save the globe? 

Jason Bourne 2016, (clowns/dreams) Collusion of clowns and big data mining companies such as g00gle, fac3b00k to big brother you. 

Fantasy land 
North Korea. Who control NK? Who really controls NK? Rocket man is a short and fat actor. Who’s 

the director? 

Keystone Key = Info – Stone = Anons. See Q’s post on December 5th or on 8chan. 

 

Bake 
Starting a new thread containing all previously 

researched information. 

Dough 

/Batter 

Information gathered containing answers/leads to Qs 

questions. 

Sequence 

Arrangement of information to help you 

understand the order/connections between 

events. 

Signatures Name of material related to specific topics. 

Stringer 
Code specific language; can relate to flight info or 

chapters in manuals. 
  

+++ Saudi Arabia ++ Rothschild 

+ Soros (Y) ? 

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/88704.html#88788
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/38423.html#38467
https://imgur.com/a/0cgHb
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Adm R Admiral Michael S. Rogers - Director of the NSA JA Julian Assange 

AF1 Air Force 1 - POTUS plane JFK John Fitzgereld Kennedy 

AG Attorney General JK "John Kerry, Jared Kushner" 

Anon Anonymous KKK Klu Klux Klan - started by D's 

ANTIFA "Anti-Fascists, Soros backed domestic terrorists" KSA Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

BIS Bank for International Settlements LV Las Vegas 

BO Barak Obama MB Muslim Brotherhood 

BOD Board of Directors MI Military Intelligence 

BP Border Patrol ML Marshal Law 

CF Clinton Foundation MM Media Matters 

CIA Central Intelligence Agency MS-13 Latino Drug Cartel 

CS Civil Service MSM Mainstream Media 

CTR Correct The Record NG National Guard 

DC District of Columbia NK "North Korea, also NORK, NOK" 

DJT President Donald John Trump NP Non-Profit 

DNC Democratic National Committee NSA National Security Agency 

DOE Department Of Energy OP Original Poster 

DOJ Department Of Justice PG PizzaGate/PedoGate 

D's Democrats PM Prime Minister 

EMS Emergency Medical Services POTUS President of the United States 

EU European Union RNC Republican National Committee 

F&F 
Fast and Furious - Feinstein's failed gun sale 

attempt 
RR Rod Rosenstein 

f2f Face to Face R's Republicans 

FB Facebook SA Saudi Arabia 

FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation SAP Special Access Programs 

FED Federal Reserve SC Supreme Court 

FOIA Freedom Of Information Act SK South Korea 

HI Hawaii SS Secret Service 

HRC Hillary Rodham Clinton ST Seal Team (eg. Seal Team 6) 

HS Homeland Security U1 Uranium 1 

HUMA Harvard University Muslim Alumni US United States 

H-wood Hollywood USSS United States Secret Service 

IC Intelligence Community VJ Valerie Jarret 

ID Identification WH White House 

IRS Internal Revenue Agency WW "World War, and possibly World Wide?" 

ISIS Israeli Secret Intelligence Service   
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In the logs (transcription of Q’s posts), there are four kinds of posts: 

 

Q’s posts on 4chan: 

 

Q’s posts from 4chan are always looking like this in this document (grey head and a blue body). 

 

 

Q’s posts on 8chan: 

 

Those are Q’s posts from 8chan, only difference.  

 

 
UNVERIFIED (no tripcode) Q’s posts on 8chan: 

 

Those are UNVERIFIED (no tripcode) Q’s posts from 8chan, only difference. This type had to be added due to the tripcode ban roblem from 

the 12.15.17. 

 

 
Anon’s post on 4chan and/or 8chan: 

 

This is the anons posts from 4chan and/or 8chan. They are used when Q respond directly to an anon or link his posts. 

 

 
  

https://imgur.com/a/nSWjf
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Q Anon QMap include posts starting October 28
th

 even tho we have no direct proofs that it is the same person as the one later posting, 

always signing Q (he start using Q as a signature November 2
nd

 mid day) but he only started using a tripcode Nov. 9. So before Nov. 9
th

, we 

can only deduce it is the same person (Q), if you notice how he types his messages, what habits he got, you can at least think it was the same 

person since Nov. 2
nd

, I can’t say before that, there’s resemblance, definitely. So, while keeping a critical but open mind, deduce what seems 

legit too you. 

 

If this comment made you doubt, please read the rest of the document because you will change your mind a few times before the end of this 

document. 

 

Feel free to contact me either by email or twitter if you have any questions. 

 

Enjoy the journey to this deep rabbit hole, 

Godspeed. 

 

 

  KKEENNNNEEDDYY  MMUURRDDEERREEDD  BBYY  TTHHEE  DDEEEEPP  SSTTAATTEE..  

  MMOORREE  JJFFKK  AASSSSAASSSSIINNAATTIIOONN  FFIILLEESS  RREELLEEAASSEEDD..  

  CCOONNFFIIRRMMEEDD::  LLAASS  VVEEGGAASS  SSHHOOOOTTIINNGGSS  AA  SSAAUUDDII  FFAALLSSEE  FFLLAAGG..  

 
4plebs archives of the firsts posts: https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/search/uid/BQ7V3bcW%20/order/asc/ 

 

>>146981635 

Hillary Clinton will be arrested between 7:45 AM - 8:30 AM EST on Monday - the morning on Oct 30, 2017. 

 

>>147005381 

HRC extradition already in motion effective yesterday with several countries in case of cross border run. Passport approved to be flagged 

effective 10/30 @ 12:01am. Expect massive riots organized in defiance and others fleeing the US to occur. US M’s will conduct the operation 

while NG activated. Proof check: Locate a NG member and ask if activated for duty 10/30 across most major cities. 

  

https://www.veteranstoday.com/2017/10/27/kennedy-murdered-by-hard-line-faction-of-us-military-researcher/
https://www.archives.gov/press/press-releases/nr18-05
https://www.veteranstoday.com/2017/11/27/confirmed-las-vegas-shootings-a-saudi-false-flag/
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/search/uid/BQ7V3bcW%20/order/asc/
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/post/147005381/
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/146981635/#146981635
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/146981635/#147023341
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/post/147005381/
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Mockingbird 

HRC detained, not arrested (yet). 

Where is Huma? Follow Huma. 

This had nothing to do w/ Russia (yet). 

Why does Potus surround himself w/ generals? 

What is military intelligence? 

Why go around the 3 letter agencies? 

What Supreme Court case allows for the use of MI v Congressionnal assembled and approved agencies? 

Who has ultimate authority over our branches of military w\o approval conditions unless 90+ in wartime conditions? 

What is the military code? 

Where is AW being held? Why? 

POTUS will not go on tv to address nation. 

POTUS must isolate himself to prevent negative optics. 

POTUS knew removing criminal rogue elements as a first step was essential to free and pass legislation. 

Who has access to everything classified? 

Do you believe HRC, Soros, Obamama etc have more power than Trump? Fantasy. 

Whoever controls the office of the Presidecy controls this great land. 

They never believed for a moment they (Democrats and Republicans) would lose control. 

This is not a R v D battle. 

Why did Soros donate all his money recently? 

Why would he place all his funds in a RC? 

Mockingbird 10.30.17 

God bless fellow Patriots. 

 

  DDEENNVVEERR  SSHHOOOOTTIINNGG..  

Open your eyes. 

It finally came out that Rod/Bob were key players in the Uranium scandal. 

Don’t you think POTUS would be tweeting about removal given clear conflict. 

Why did POTUS meet Bob under the cover of FBI Dir interview? 

Bob is unable to serve as Dir per the law. 

Gowdy comments on Comey (history will ....) 

POTUS has everything. 

Not everyone is corrupt (fewer than you think). 

Follow Huma. 

Operation Mockingbird. 

Priority to clean out the bad actors to unite people behind the America First agenda. 

Many in our govt worship Satan. 

Not about Republicans v Democrats at this stage. 

Where is HRC? 

Why is the NG called up across 12 cities? 

Trust in your President. 

God bless, Patriots. 

  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/146981635/#147023341
http://www.denverpost.com/2017/10/29/two-injured-shooting-outside-denver-house-party/
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147075091/#q147104628
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Some of us come here to drop crumbs, just crumbs. 

POTUS is 100% insulated - any discussion suggesting he’s even a target is false. 

POTUS will not be addressing nation on any of these issues as people begin to be indicted and must remain neutral for pure optical reasons. 

To suggest this is the plan is false and should be common sense. 

Focus on Military Intellingence/ State Secrets and why might that be used vs any three letter agency 

What SC decision opened the door for a sitting President to activate - what must be showed? 

Why is POTUS surrounded by generals ^^ 

Again, there are a lot more good people than bad so have faith. This was a hostile takeover from an evil corrupt network of players (not just 

Democrats). 

Don’t fool yourself into thinking Obama, Soros, Roth’s, Clinton’s etc have more power present day than POTUS. 

Operation Mockingbird 

Patriots are in control. Sit back and enjoy the show. 

 

Follow the money, it’s the key. 

What is Pelosi’s net worth by way of one example. Why coincidentally is her memory apparently going? 

Cover for possible future indictment to plead what? 

What if John M never had surgery and that was a cover for a future out if needed against prosecution? 

Why did Soros transfer his bulk public funds to a NP? Note this doesn’t include massive slush funds that are pulled by several high ups. 

Why did Soros’ son have several meetings with Canadian PM and how is that related to Clinton’s? 

Can you rely on being able to board a plane and fly away? 

Why is MS13 a priority _ nobody got this. 

Could people pay such gangs to kill opponents and why / how to insulate against exposure? 

The truth is mind blowing and cannot fully be exposed. 

Also many are thinking from one point of view, US only, this evil is embedded globally. US is the first domino. 

Have faith. 

 

Some of us come here to drop crumbs, just crumbs. 

POTUS is 100% insulated - any discussion suggesting he’s even a target is false. 

Follow Huma tomorrow. 

POTUS will not be addressing nation on any of these issues as people begin to be indicted and must remain neutral for pure optical reasons. 

To suggest this is the plan is false and should be common sense. 

Focus on Military Intelligence/ State Secrets and why might that be used vs any three letter agency 

What SC decision opened the door for a sitting President to activate - what must be showed? 

Why is POTUS surrounded by generals ^^ 

Again, there are a lot more good people than bad so have faith. This was a hostile takeover from an evil corrupt network of players (not just 

Democrats). 

Don’t fool yourself into thinking Obama, Soros, Roth’s, Clinton’s etc have more power present day than POTUS. 

Follow the money, it’s the key. 

What is Pelosi’s net worth by way of one example. Why coincidentally is her memory apparently going? 

Cover for possible future indictment to plead what? 

What if John M never had surgery and that was a cover for a future out if needed against prosecution? 

Why did Soros transfer his bulk public funds to a NP? Note this doesn’t include massive slush funds that are pulled by several high ups. 

Why did Soros’ son have several meetings with Canadian PM and how is that related to Clinton’s? 

Why is MS13 a priority? 

Could people pay such gangs to kill opponents and why / how to insulate against exposure? 

The truth is mind blowing and cannot fully be exposed. These people are evil. 

Operation Mockingbird. 

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147075091/#q147106598
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147075091/#q147109593
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147146601/#q147166292
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Why wasn’t HRC prosecuted for the emails? Put simply, Obama ultimately OK’d by using the non govt email addy to communicate w/ Clinton. 

Obama also had an alias along with each of his cabinet members. Therefore indicting HRC would lead to indicting Obama & his cabinet etc 

which could never happen. Remember he lied about knowing but that ultimately came out in the dump. Poof! 

 

Huma 

Husband in jail. 

HRC, Muslim Brotherhood, or child? 

What would you do? Kiss your child goodbye and leave without a mother or father for Clinton? 

Where is Huma today? 

Was she with HRC on her book tour? 

RE: Military Intelligence / State Secrets 

No FBI 

POTUS installed his people within each top spot at each 3 letter agency except 1 (good reason there as Adm R kick started this and scrubbed 

all POTUS nominations to verify oath). 

Do you think they aren’t in control of those respective agencies? 

What is most valuable? 

Information 

AG Sessions on leakers. 

Fire or prosecute? 

Reorg is underway and happening. 

Coincidence Senate Republicans pushing for Fed Judge confirmations last week? 

Why are Senate Republicans dropping out? Not by choice and were offered a choice (rest assured they will vote pro Trump). 

 

Projection 

D’s can’t lose control over the black population. 

At some point the great awakening will occur whereby these false local / national black leaders are 

corrupt and paid off to help keep the black pop poor and in need. 

D’s formed the confederate states against freeing slaves. 

D’s formed the KKK. 

HRC’s mentor is who? 

What happens if the truth about Haiti is released? Do D’s lose majority of the vote? 

Through the looking glass.They rely on the MSM to keep the narrative going but tech is entrenching on their controls. They missed this in 

2016 and desperately attempting to censor now due to CIA cash infusions. This will fail. 

 

Remember, the FBI, and MI, have an open investigation into the CF. Why did Comey drop this? Who was the FBI director during the Haiti 

crisis? How many kids disappeared? How much money sent to CF under disguise of H relief went to H? What countries donated big money to 

CF and why? How much was owed by accepting? When she lost how would this be repaid? What did Obama do with cash just prior to leaving 

office? Repayment to those who donated for favors/access? Dig!!!!! 

Again, good people were forced into bed with this evil under personal and family threats. Could you live with yourself helping to cover up 

such evil despicable acts if given a safe way out? These people worship Satan _ some openly show it. 

  

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147146601/#q147167304
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147146601/#q147169329
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147146601/#q147170576
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147146601/#q147173287
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Key: 

Military Intelligence v FBI CIA NSA 

No approval or congressional oversight 

State Secrets upheld under SC 

Who is the Commander and Chief of the military? 

Under what article can the President impose MI take over investigations for the 3 letter agencies? What conditions must present itself? Why is 

this so VERY important? Who surrounds POTUS? They lost this very important power _ the one area of the govt not corrupt and directly serves 

POTUS. 

 

Military Intelligence ref above is the absolute biggest inside drop this board will ever receive. 

Now think about why Antifa plays right into the plan? Always ahead. Good guys are winning. 

 

Now think about the timing of POTUS traveling to China/SK. I’ve said too much. God bless, Patriots. 

 

  DDIIDD  SSEEAALL  TTEEAAMM  66  MMEEMMBBEERRSS  SSTTRRAANNGGLLEE  GGRREEEENN  BBEERREETT  TTOO  CCOOVVEERR  UU  FFAAKKEE  ““BBIINN  LLAADDEENN  KKIILLLLIINNGG””  ??  

No signs of activity from Q. 

  

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147146601/#q147175452
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147146601/#q147181191
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147146601/#q147181801
https://www.veteranstoday.com/2017/10/30/seal6/
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  NNOORRTTHH  KKOORREEAA  NNUUCCLLEEAARR  SSIITTEE  CCOOLLLLAAPPSSEEDD  KKIILLLLIINNGG  220000    

  MMAANNHHAATTTTAANN  NNYY  TTEERRRROORR  TTRRUUCCKK      

  AASSSSAANNGGEE  CCAALLLL''SS  OOUUTT  CCIIAA  FFOORR  FFUUNNDDIINNGG  TTEERRRROORR  

  TTWWIITTTTEERR  GGOOOOGGLLEE  &&  FFBB  AAPPPPEEAARR  BBEEFFOORREE  CCOONNGGRREESSSS..  CCOONNFFIIRRMM  CCEENNSSOORRIINNGG  ““FFAAKKEE  NNEEWWSS””..  

SCI[F] 

Military Intelligence. 

What is 'State Secrets' and how upheld in the SC? 

What must be completed to engage MI over other (3) letter agencies? 

What must occur to allow for civilian trials? 

Why is this relevant? 

What was Flynn's background? 

Why is this relevant? 

Why did Adm R (NSA) meet Trump privately w/o auth? 

Does POTUS know where the bodies are buried? 

Does POTUS have the goods on most bad actors? 

Was TRUMP asked to run for President? 

Why? 

By Who? 

Was HRC next in line? 

Was the election suppose to be rigged? 

Did good people prevent the rigging? 

Why did POTUS form a panel to investigate? 

Has POTUS *ever* made a statement that did not become proven as true/fact? 

What is POTUS in control of? 

What is the one organization left that isn't corrupt? 

Why does the military play such a vital role? 

Why is POTUS surrounded by highly respected generals? 

Who guards former Presidents? 

Why is that relevant? 

Who guards HRC? 

Why is ANTIFA allowed to operate? 

Why hasn't the MB been classified as a terrorist org? 

What happens if Soros funded operations get violent and engage in domestic terrorism? 

What happens if mayors/ police comms/chiefs do not enforce the law? 

What authority does POTUS have specifically over the Marines? 

Why is this important? 

What is Mueller's background? Military? 

Was Trump asked to run for President w/ assurances made to prevent tampering? 

How is POTUS always 5-steps ahead? 

Who is helping POTUS? 

  

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/10/31/collapse-north-korea-nuclear-test-site-leaves-200-dead/
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/oct/31/new-york-police-shooting-manhattan
https://www.rt.com/news/408410-assange-cia-arms-terrorists/
https://techcrunch.com/2017/10/31/election-inference-shell-companies/
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147433975
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There are more good people than bad. The wizards and warlocks (inside term) will not allow another Satanic Evil POS control our country. 

Realize Soros, Clintons, Obama, Putin, etc. are all controlled by 3 families (the 4th was removed post Trump's victory). 

11.3 - Podesta indicted 

11.6 - Huma indicted 

Manafort was placed into Trump's camp (as well as others). The corruption that will come out is so serious that deals must be cut for people 

to walk away otherwise 70% of elected politicians would be in jail (you are seeing it already begin). A deep cleaning is occurring and the 

prevention and defense of pure evil is occurring on a daily basis. They never thought they were going to lose control of the Presidency (not 

just D's) and thought they had control since making past mistakes (JFK, Reagan). 

Good speed, Patriots. 

PS, Soros is targeted. 

 

Get the popcorn, Friday & Saturday will deliver on the MAGA promise. POTUS knows he must clean house (gov't) in order to 'free up' and 

demonstrate who has authority in order to pass important legislation. This was always the priority. Remember, AG Sessions cannot look like 

an impartial player that is out to get all former Obama team members as we need him for other important work. All will come into focus and 

for anyone to think POTUS is not in control is kidding themselves. Also, he's 100% insulated with zero risk of impeachment (fact). 

 

Why does Obama travel in advance of POTUS to foreign locations? 

Why is this relevant? 

Focus on the power of POTUS as it relates to the Marines. 

How can MI be applied to prosecute bad actors and avoid corrupt agencies and judges? 

Biggest drop on Pol. 

Above is reason why the shills are sliding. In case you didn’t know, shills log and send new info back to ASF for instruction. They use a 5 prong 

pre packaged injection (one post auto generates four more at random designated times). Common drive of posts they all tap into. Since they 

misjudged the influence of the MSM they are aggressively looking to censor throughout major platforms in exchange for CIA slush funds and 

WW access for expansion of said networks. Everything they do has been forecasted and prepared for. 

 

Why did Mueller meet POTUS 1-day prior to FBI announcement if Mueller COULD NOT be offered director due to prev term limits rule? 

Why is Pelosi begging for a new special counsel? 

What is Pelosi’s net worth? 

How was this obtained given salary as career official? 

Why is Pelosi’s memory going? 

Could it protect against prosecution? 

How so? 

What if John M’s surgery was fake? 

Why would this occur? 

What could this prevent potentially? 

What is the Mayo Clinic? 

Who sits on the BOD there? 

  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147434025
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147437247
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147440171
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#147441378
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Why do D’s want to control the black pop? 

Why do they intentionally keep poor and in need? 

Why do D’s project racism on a daily basis against R’s? 

Why do black elected officials do the crazy talk on behalf of D’s? 

How do D’s cover the historical facts of forming the confederacy, KKK, and oppose all things pro black re: legislation? 

What happens if D’s lose the slave grip on the black pop? 

Why do D’s, through the funding of the CIA, prop up and install Hollywood/media assets? 

Does this fall within Operation Mockingbird? 

What were the historical advantages D’s gained by having MSM and famous people peddling narrative? 

Who exposed the pedo network within H wood? 

You can’t answer the above but will laugh once disclose details. 

The network which controls this false narrative which in turns keeps the black pop under control is being dismantled. 

False local and national black leaders will be exposed next as shills for the D party. 

Follow the money. 

Maxine W has a $4mm home and cash assets in excess of $6mm. 

How is that possible? One example. 

All of these questions help to paint the full picture. 

 

Who did POTUS meet with yesterday? 

Was AG Sessions there? 

How many MI generals were on the WH list to attend a separate meeting? 

Could those meetings have been combined? 

Why were certain rooms in the WH renovated? 

Where was the meeting on Monday? 

Why aren’t phones allowed in this room (one of many). 

What firm was contracted to conduct the renovations? 

 

I’ve dumped some crumbs like this over the weekend which started the intense shilling. At this point we are far enough along you can paint 

the picture without risk of jeopardizing the operation. 

 

Who controls the NG? 

Why was the NG recently activated in select cities within the US? 

Can the NG work in coordination w/ the marines? 

Do conditions need to be satisfied to authorize? 

What former President used the military to save the republic and what occurred exactly? 

Biggest drop to ever be provided on Pol. Study and prepare. The masses tend to panic in such situations. No war. No civil unrest. Clean and 

swift. 

  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147443190
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147444335
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147444934
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147445681
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Note MI has the same SAPs as NSA, CIA etc as designated post 9-11. 

Why is this relevant? 

Who can be held hostage and controlled? 

CIA thinks its foreign offshore assets are strong enough to defend against the US executive (not accounting for military use on domestic soil). 

Why does the Constitution explicitly grant this authority to the President and what is it to prevent? 

They knew our agencies would grow in power so much so they could/can hold the executive hostage or engage with bad actors. 

Trump nominated someone new to direct every agency but one. He controls the top. 

 

Any person making statements they will not be seeking re-election was put in submission. For the betterment of the country not all will be 

prosecuted and all will do as told. You will see more of this occur (not normal yet disregarded) and even on the D side. 

 

Follow up to last post. 

Return to comments re: Pelosi and John M (some of us refuse to say his last name for a reason). 

This all has meaning - everything stated. Big picture stuff - few positions allow for this direct knowledge. 

 

Proof to begin 11.3. 

We all sincerely appreciate the work you do. Keep up the good fight. The flow of information is vital. 

God bless. 

 

Think about it logically. 

The only way is the military. Fully controlled. Save & spread (once 11.3 verifies as 1st marker). 

Biggest advanced drop on Pol. 

 

Not everything can be publicly disclosed because so much ties back to foreign heads of state. Much will be revealed, we want transparency 

but not at a cost we can’t recover from. 

 

>>147441102 

>What must be completed to engage MI over other (3) letter agencies 

 

During the 1950s and 60s, federal troops and federalized National 

Guard forces, accompanied by military intelligence personnel, were 

deployed to help integrate Southern schools23 and to help deal with 

civil disorders in Detroit in 1967 and other cities the following year 

after the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.24 Throughout 

this period military intelligence units also continued to collect data on 

Americans at home who were suspected of involvement in subversive 

activities.25 In the late 1960s, the Pentagon compiled personal 

information on more than 100,000 politically active Americans in an 

effort to quell civil rights and anti-Vietnam War demonstrations and 

to discredit protestors.26 The Army used 1,500 plainclothes agents to 

watch demonstrations, infiltrate organizations, and spread 

disinformation. 2 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147446992
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147448408
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147449010
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147449624
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147450817
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#147450119
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#147441102
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' According to one report, the Army had at least one 

observer at every demonstration of more than twenty people.28 

The Army's activities were summed up by Senator Sam Ervin: 

Allegedly for the purpose of predicting and preventing 

civil disturbances which might develop beyond the control of 

state and local officials, Army agents were sent throughout 

the country to keep surveillance over the way the civilian 

population expressed their sentiments about government 

policies. In churches, on campuses, in classrooms, in public 

meetings, they took notes, tape-recorded, and photographed 

people who dissented in thought, word, or deed. This included clergymen, editors, public officials, and anyone who 

sympathized with the dissenters. 

 

http://digitalcommons.law.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=6053&context=lalrev 

 

>Hahahaha, Trump has had MI infiltrate Antifa and all the dissenting local govts.  

Always 5 steps ahead! 

Please be true. 

 

>>147450119 

Well done. Picture being painted. 

 

Some things must remain classified to the very end. NK is not being run by Kim, he’s an actor in the play. Who is the director? The truth 

would sound so outrageous most Americans would riot, revolt, reject, etc. 

The pedo networks are being dismantled. 

The child abductions for satanic rituals (ie Haiti and other 3rd world countries) are paused (not terminated until players in custody). 

We pray every single day for God’s guidance and direction as we are truly up against pure evil. 

 

Would you believe a device was placed somewhere in the WH that could actually cause harm to anyone in the room and would in essence be 

undetected? 

Fantasy right? 

When Trump was elected you can’t possibly imagine the steps taken prior to losing power to ensure future safety & control. 

When was it reported Trump Jr dropped his SS detail? 

Why would he take that huge risk given what we know? 

I can hint and point but cannot give too many highly classified data points. 

These keywords and questions are framed to reduce sniffer programs that continually absorb and analyze data then pushed to z terminals for 

eval. Think xkeysc on steroids 

  

http://digitalcommons.law.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=6053&context=lalrev
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147451052
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#147450119
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147452214
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147453147
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World stalemate. 

We all have the goods on everyone else. 

That’s part of the reason why some things that tie back to foreign heads of state will remain classified (not all). 

We are in one of the most critical times of our country. Trump and others are working to balance the we’re doing well for America (for the 

common person to endorse) while at the same time purify our govt and remove the bad actors who are entrenched. There is so much string 

pulling and blackmail that we need to cut these off to truly gain the power granted to us by the Patriots and hard working people of this great 

country. 

 

Maybe one day but it cannot go slow. The initial wave will be fast and meaningful. It will send a signal to others immediately and you’ll see 

the tide turn (not even the MSM can hide and rest assured some will be jailed as deep cover agents). 

 

I’m hopeful my time spent here was not wasted. 

Note few if any shills inside this thread. Reason for that. It’s being monitored, recorded, and analyzed and don’t want the clutter. 

Take good care. God bless. 

 

  SSTTRRAATTCCOOMM  GGLLOOBBAALL  TTHHUUNNDDEERR  IINNIITTIIAATTEEDD..  

  AA  LLIIFFEE  OOFF  PPUUBBLLIICC  SSEERRVVIICCEE  &&  DDIISSCCLLOOSSUURREE  OOFF  SSEECCRREETT  SSPPAACCEE  PPRROOGGRRAAMMSS  

Q Clearance Patriot 

 

My fellow Americans, over the course of the next several days you will undoubtedly realize that we are taking back our great country (the land 

of the free) from the evil tyrants that wish to do us harm and destroy the last remaining refuge of shining light. On POTUS’ order, we have 

initiated certain fail-safes that shall safeguard the public from the primary fallout which is slated to occur 11.3 upon the arrest announcement 

of Mr. Podesta (actionable 11.4). Confirmation (to the public) of what is occurring will then be revealed and will not be openly accepted. 

Public riots are being organized in serious numbers in an effort to prevent the arrest and capture of more senior public officials. On POTUS’ 

order, a state of temporary military control will be actioned and special ops carried out. False leaks have been made to retain several within 

the confines of the United States to prevent extradition and special operator necessity. Rest assured, the safety and well-being of every man, 

woman, and child of this country is being exhausted in full. However, the atmosphere within the country will unfortunately be divided as so 

many have fallen for the corrupt and evil narrative that has long been broadcast. We will be initiating the Emergency Broadcast System (EMS) 

during this time in an effort to provide a direct message (avoiding the fake news) to all citizens. Organizations and/or people that wish to do 

us harm during this time will be met with swift fury – certain laws have been pre-lifted to provide our great military the necessary authority to 

handle and conduct these operations (at home and abroad). 

  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147454188
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147454631
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#q147455196
http://www.stratcom.mil/Media/News/News-Article-View/Article/1356103/us-strategic-command-to-conduct-exercise-global-thunder/
http://exopolitics.org/public-service-disclosure-secret-space-programs/
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147547939/#q147567888
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POTUS will be well insulated/protected on AF1 and abroad (specific locations classified) while these operations are conducted due to the 

nature of the entrenchment. It is time to take back our country and make America great again. Let us salute and pray for the brave men and 

women in uniform who will undertake this assignment to bring forth peace, unity, and return power to the people. 

 

It is our hope that this message reaches enough people to make a meaningful impact. We cannot yet telegraph this message through normal 

methods for reasons I’m sure everyone here can understand. Follow the questions from the previous thread(s) and remain calm, the primary 

targets are within DC and remain at the top (on both sides). The spill over in the streets will be quickly shut down. Look for more false flags – 

stay alert, be vigilant, and above all, please pray. 

 

“For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not perish but have eternal  life. Love is 

patient, love is kind.” 

God bless my fellow Americans. 

4,10,20 

 

Military Intelligence. 

No media. 

No leaks. 

How many MI generals have been in/out of WH in the past 30 days? 

Focus on Flynn. 

Background and potential role. 

What is the common denominator in terms of military backgrounds close to POTUS? 

Why did Soros transfer the bulk of his ‘public’ funds to a NPO? 

Why is this relevant? 

Who owes a lot to very bad actors? 

How can she repay as payment was made under promise of victory. 

What cash payments occurred by BO during the last 90 of his Presidency to foreign states and/ or organizations? 

What slush fund did AG Sessions (through DOJ) put an end to? 

How does Soros, Obama, Clinton, Holder, Lynch, etc all net many millions of dollars (normally within a single tax year). 

What was negotiated on the tarmac between BC and Lynch? 

Remember it was expected HRC was going to win during this time period. 

What if the wizards and warlocks tipped off a local reporter as to the supposed unscheduled stop? 

What if the NSA under the personal direction from Adm R had this meeting miscat and logged under a false identity to prevent bad actors 

from locating while also verifying to said players all was clear _ no logs. 

What really happened when the wizards and warlocks revealed what they had? 

Was Comey forced into the spotlight shortly thereafter not by choice? Right before the election no doubt which would cast suspicion? 

These are crumbs and you cannot imagine the full and complete picture. 

If Trump failed, if we failed, and HRC assumed control, we as Patriots were prepared to do the unthinkable (this was leaked internally and 

kept the delegate recount scam and BO from declaring fraud). 

Dig deeper - missing critical points to paint the full picture. 

There is simply no other way than to use the military. It’s that corrupt and dirty. 

Please be safe and pray for those in harms way as they continually protect and serve our great country. 

 

They are the true Patriots. We will never forget. Let these coming days be remembered in our history as the time we fought to recapture the 

republic from those evil bad actors who for so long have sacrificed the good people of this land for their own personal gain. 

Fight the good fight. 

LET JUSTICE BE SERVED. 

 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147547939/#q147567928
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147547939/#q147581302
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147547939/#q147581516
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Four carriers & escorts in the pacific? 

Why is that relevant? 

To prevent other state actors from attempting to harm us during this transition? Russia / China? 

Or conversely all for NK? Or all three. 

Think logically about the timing of everything happening. 

Note increased military movement. 

Note NG deployments starting tomorrow. 

Note false flags. 

Follow Huma. 

Prepare messages of reassurance based on what was dropped here to spread on different platforms. 

 

The calm before the storm. 

 

Would it blow your mind if I told you BO has been to NK and perhaps there now? 

Why did his administration do little to slow their nuclear and missle capabilities? 

Who feeds NK w/ strategic intel? Iran? 

What deal was done with Iran under BO? 

Why was the deal sealed under a top secret classification? 

Why wasn’t Congress notified? 

Why after BO left office all of a sudden NK has nukes and the tech to miniaturize for payload delivery within the US? 

What about NSA CIA DI etc all confirming tech won’t be in place for 5+ years (statements made in 2016). 

Why is all of this relevant and what does it tell you? 

Big picture is rare. 

 

4,10,20 

A,b,c,d,e...... 

 

What a coincidence the mountain that housed NK’s nuclear weapons and testing collapsed. Unbelievable timing. I wonder if critically 

important materials as well as scientists aka the bomb makers were inside when it happened. Shocking no global news agency suspects we 

had nothing to do with it. Enjoy the crumbs. 

 

We serve at the pleasure of the President. DJT 

 

These crumbs are not meant to scare anyone but merely inform. Resistance will be dealt with swiftly. The core focus is removing entrenched 

and fortified bad actors within our federal govt (past and present) as well as others. Simply be diligent - phone numbers will be provided if 

you witness an uprising or other domestic violence (in addition to 911). Any military seen is for your protection as well as to demonstrate our 

resolve. Watch for confirmations tomorrow. 

 

Before POTUS departs on Friday he will be sending an important message via Twitter. God bless. 

  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147547939/#q147586045
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147547939/#147588085
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147547939/#q147588421
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147547939/#q147590619
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147547939/#q147591125
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147547939/#q147591663
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147547939/#q147592019
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  TTWWIITTTTEERR  AADDMMIITTSS  TTOO  CCEENNSSOORRSSHHIIPP  OOFF  TTHHEE  PPOODDEESSTTAA  EEMMAAIILL  LLEEAAKKSS  ((WWIIKKIILLEEAAKKSS  DDNNCC,,  UUSS  22001166  EELLEECCTTIIOONN))..  

  DDEENNVVEERR  SSHHOOOOTTIINNGG..  

  BBRRAAZZIILLLLEE  IINN  MMEEDDIIAA  OOUUSSTTIINNGG  CCLLIINNTTOONN..  

 

Follow Huma. 

What just broke w/ Huma? 

What did HRC instruct Huma to do re: Classified markings? 

Why is this story just now coming out? 

What relevance does it have? 

Why is Donna running for cover? 

Was a deal granted in exchange for something? 

Who made the deal? 

Do we care about Donna or those who instructed her to violate the law? 

Why is this being leaked v. simply prosecuted privately? 

Who is attempting to change the narrative and soften the acts that are forthcoming this weekend? 

 

Why is the information re: BO important re: U1 and export approval to Canada to EU? 

Where is BO today? 

Did BO and/or his admin ever make false statements that U1 would never be exported from the US? 

Who made those statements? 

Who did they report to? 

Why is this relevant? 

The public has been given a select taste (i.e. sampling) - rest assured others have it all (100% verifiable and impossible to refute). 

Why is this relevant? 

Who controls the narrative? 

Why are left wing organizations beginning to report on DNC/D corruption? 

Does the CIA have operators inside the MSM? 

What happens if exposed? 

What happens if tied back as 'knowing' to execs? 

What does this have to do with 'leaking'? 

What if it can be verified no sourced stories (made up) were in fact (and approved) to be published? 

The wormhole goes deep. 

 

You can paint the picture based solely on the questions asked. 

Be vigilant today and expect a major false flag. 

Does anyone find it to be a coincidence there is always a terrorist attack when bad news breaks for the D's? 

What is that called? 

Military relevant how? 

BO could not and would not allow the military to destroy ISIS - why? 

How was ISIS formed? 

When? 

How has POTUS made such progress in the short time he's been President? 

Alice & Wonderland. 

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-11-01/twitter-admits-it-buried-leaked-clinton-email-tweets-last-two-months-campaign
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147591553/#q147632662
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147591553/#q147634822
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147591553/#q147636035
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What is Q Clearance? 

What hint does that explicitly refer to? 

DOE? 

Who would have the goods on U1? 

Does stating 'Q' refer that person works in DOE? 

No. 

Does it refer that someone dropping such information has the highest level of security within all departments? 

Why is this relevant? 

 

(May 2010) BO "Russia should be viewed as a friendly partner under Section 123 the Atomic Energy Act of 1954" after agreeing to a new 

nuclear weapons reduction deal and helping US w/ Iran. 

Who is the enemy? 

What is being continually stated by all D's? 

Russia is what? 

What did the Russia reset really provide? 

Clearance/pathway to complete the U1 deal? 

Why is the Canadian PM so important? 

They never thought they were going to lose. 

The calm before the storm. 

 

Follow Sen Grassley. 

What is different effective this week? 

What do you notice? 

Why does Sen Grassley (one example) have a higher than normal amount of security detail? 

Why is Grassley and others held in a secure location? 

When did this start? 

What has been different this week? 

U1 FBI informant. 

Have secret sessions been underway? 

How could this be discovered? 

What must be reported even if filed under 'State Secrets'? 

It's a name recognized around the world. 

Alice & Wonderland. 

  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147591553/#q147640127
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147591553/#q147641320
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BIG DROP: 

How did NK obtain Uranium? 

How did Iran obtain Uranium? 

Why did BO send billions (in cash and wire) to Iran? 

Why the cash component? 

Was the hostage component a cover? 

For what? 

Could any of the cash component be handed off to other people? 

How many planes carried the cash into Iran? 

Did all land in Iran? 

Did all land in the same location? 

Why is this relevant? 

Who controls NK? 

Who really controls NK? 

Don't think of a single person. 

Think of a powerful entity. 

Why is this important? 

Why are wars so important? 

Who benefits? 

What does hostage refer to? 

Who can be held hostage and controlled by NK having miniaturized nuclear weapons? 

Where is BO TODAY? 

Where is VJ? 

Alice & Wonderland. 

 

 ive watched as society has been effectively addicted to msm, apps, social media, games, music, all propaganda and 

the moment you try to open anyone eyes. you. are. shunned. being dumbed down, weakened and groomed for 

passivity and stupidity through food and their addictions. like calf literally being fattened for a slaughter. and with all 

the race war propaganda and pizzagate possibility, i became suicidal because i cant stand that no one will open their 

eyes and are being manipulated hard. 

 

i hope with all of my heart that Trump is going to make good on his promise to maga and clean the swamp. ive been thinking about joining 

the navy for corpsman greenside, and i would love to serve under a Trump administration if he really does clean swamp, (will try to join 

regardless no openings for corpsman right now though). I hope that what OPanon says is true. i will be praying for OPanon and all who risk 

their lives, for safety and that the Lord will guide them. and praying that what he says is true. and will be praying for the spiritual edification 

of God for Trump and for his complete safety in all of this. The pieces are coming together for me. and if this is true, those working with him 

are absolute geniuses because i would have never imagined their would be any way possible to take the monster of corruption that has 

overtaken this country. 

  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147591553/#q147642680
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147591553/#q147642589
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>>147642589 

Dear Patriot. 

We hear you. 

We hear all Americans such as yourself. 

The time has come to take back our great land. 

The time is now. 

Rest assured POTUS is backed by the absolute finest people alive who are all dedicated to the eradication evil and corruption from the 

US/World. 

Find peace. 

God is with us. 

God bless and be safe. 

-The WH 

 

Review BO's financial disclosure when he submitted pre-D election campaign. 

What is the annual salary of a sitting US President? 

What home(s) were just purchased by BO? 

How much did it cost? 

How does it reconcile? 

What is the net worth of Pelosi? 

How does it reconcile? 

What is the John M Institute? 

Notice any patterns relating to the CF? 

Where did John M obtain his surgery? 

Why is that relevant? 

What surgery did he supposedly have? 

How many days until he was back in Congress and sitting on the OS comm? 

What is John M's net worth? 

How does it reconcile? 

What is MW's net worth? 

How does it reconcile? 

You can play this game with most D's and many R's. 

What does swamp refer to? 

What does money buy? 

Alice & Wonderland. 

 

List out all who have foundations. 

Why is this relevant? 

How can donations be used personally? 

Analyze the filings. 

Who is charged w/ overseeing this? 

IRS? 

Corrupt? 

Politically motivated? 

The level of corruption in our country (and most others) is so severe there is ONLY ONE WAY. 

Alice & Wonderland. 

 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147591553/#147643257
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147591553/#147642589
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147591553/#q147645024
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147591553/#q147646189
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"For I know the plans I have for you,” declares the LORD, “plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future." 

 

Look to Twitter: 

Exactly this: "My fellow Americans, the Storm is upon us......." 

God bless. 

 

http://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/presidential-campaign/292310-huma-abedins-ties-to-the-muslim-brotherhood 

The Clinton campaign is attempting once again to sweep important questions under the rug about top aide Huma Abedin, her family ties to 

the Muslim Brotherhood and to Saudi Arabia, and her role in the ballooning Clinton email scandal. 

Her mother, Saleha Abedin, sits on the Presidency Staff Council of the International Islamic Council for Da’wa and Relief, a group that is 

chaired by the leader of the Muslim Brotherhood, Sheikh Yusuf al-Qaradawi. 

 

Perhaps recognizing how offensive such ties will be to voters concerned over future terrorist attacks on this country by radical Muslims 

professing allegiance to Sharia law, the Clinton campaign on Monday tried to downplay Ms. Abedin’s involvement in the Journal and the 

Muslim Brotherhood. 

 

The Clinton surrogate group Media Matters claimed predictably there was “no evidence” that Ms. Abedin or her family had ties to the Muslim 

Brotherhood, and that Trump campaign staffers who spoke of these ties were conspiracy theorists. 

 

To debunk the evidence, Media Matters pointed to a Snopes.com “fact-check” piece that cited as its sole source… Senator John McCain. This 

is the same John McCain who met Libyan militia leader Abdelkarim Belhaj, a known al Qaeda associate, and saluted him as “my hero” during 

a 2011 visit to Benghazi. 

 

>>147661217 Senator McCain and others roundly criticized Rep. Michele Bachmann in 2012 when she and four members of the House 

Permanent Select Committee Intelligence and the House Judiciary Committee cited Ms. Abedin in letters sent to the Inspectors General of the 

Department of Defense, Department of State, Department of Justice, Department of Homeland Security, and the Office of the Director of 

National Intelligence, warning about Muslim Brotherhood infiltration of the United States government. 

 

Why is this relevant? 

Who took an undisclosed trip to SA? 

What was the purpose of a f2f v phone call? 

Alice & Wonderland. 

 

>>147661217Senator McCain and others roundly criticized Rep. Michele Bachmann in 2012 when she and four members of the House 

Permanent Select Committee Intelligence and the House Judiciary Committee cited Ms. Abedin in letters sent to the Inspectors General of the 

Department of Defense, Department of State, Department of Justice, Department of Homeland Security, and the Office of the Director of 

National Intelligence, warning about Muslim Brotherhood infiltration of the United States government. 

 

Why is this relevant? 

Who took an undisclosed trip to SA? 

What was the purpose of a f2f v phone call? 

Alice & Wonderland. 

  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147591553/#q147646606
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147591553/#q147647154
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147647514/#q147661217
http://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/presidential-campaign/292310-huma-abedins-ties-to-the-muslim-brotherhood
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147647514/#147661332
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147647514/#147661217
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147647514/#147661332
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147647514/#147661217
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How did SA welcome POTUS during his trip? 

Why was this historic and not covered by MSM? 

How did SA welcome BO during his trip? 

How did SA welcome HRC during her trip? 

Why is this relevant? 

Not suggesting SA is clean by any means but they play a role in this global game of RISK. 

Combine all posts and analyze. 

The questions provide answers. 

Remember, information is everything, the flow of information is no longer controlled by the MSM but by you/others. 

Hence, why we are dedicating 'critical' time to distribute crumbs which can be followed in greater detail to paint the entire picture once more 

information is released. 

Why has POTUS dedicated so much time into labeling the MSM as fake news? 

Why is this relevant? 

We are fully prepared that all social media will be shut down to prevent the spread of this information (i.e. POTUS' Twitter etc. and/or mass 

censoring). 

Sealed Federal orders pre-submitted as prevention and masked as 'in general' (though that does not account for rogue agents/programmers 

within). 

Dates (impending actions) are deliberately provided for authenticity. 

Alice & Wonderland. 

 

 

Wikipedia – 2017 Saudi Arabian purge : https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2017_Saudi_Arabian_purge 

 

You can count the people who have the full picture on two hands. 

Of those (less than 10 people) only three are non-military. 

Why is this relevant? 

Game theory. 

Outside of a potential operator who has been dialed-in w/ orders (specific to his/her mission) nobody else has this information. 

Operators never divulge. 

Alice & Wonderland. 

 

Please refer back and collect my crumbs. 

As discussed, we've anticipated the Twitter and other social media blackouts. 

Rogue agents/programmers. 

Per sealed Federal orders, we quickly tracked and reinstated. 

Expect outages periodically (infiltrated). 

If this doesn't signal what I've been saying I don't know what will. 

Q 

  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147647514/#q147664082
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2017_Saudi_Arabian_purge
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147675249/#q147679416
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147675249/#q147680054
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Highly recommend someone take all my crumbs and put into a massive dump (a single shot). This will be considered the biggest 'inside' 

'approved' dump in American history. 

They are beginning to understand as Podesta's attorney was just notified. 

All my dumps are being recorded but again it doesn't matter. 

Alice & Wonderland. 

 

WHERE IS BO TODAY?!?! 

 

To those watching (you know who you are): 

You have a choice to make. 

You can stand up and do what you know to be right. 

Or you can suffer the consequences of your previous actions. 

Make no mistake, you are on the losing side. 

The choice is yours. 

If you decide to take down /pol/ and the net we will be ready. 

 

4920-a 293883 zAj-1 0020192 

Alice & Wonderland. 

 

Fellow Patriots, 

I'm being advised actions have created accelerated counter-actions. 

We have not yet ascertained the scope of the attack. 

Watch the news outlets. 

POTUS' Twitter take down was not by accident (as referenced several hours ago). 

Should the lights go out please know we are in control. 

Do not panic. 

We are prepared and assets are in place. 

God bless - I must go for good at this point. 

Q 

 

:::::Flash Traffic::::: 

Three letter agency embedded tracking/up-channel into POTUS' Twitter to specifically target through specialized geo and send his location. 

We anticipated this (see post a few hours ago). 

It has begun. 

Perhaps more posts to follow as expected imminent departure. 

Q 

 

>>147687684 

Let's be clear - you're telling us POTUS is currently under attack by our own intelligence agencies? 

 

Let's be real clear. 

The CIA just attacked the Command and Chief which was immediately detected by NSA/MI and alerted to POTUS. 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147675249/#147680749
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147675249/#q147681912
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147675249/#q147683156
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147675249/#q147687684
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147675249/#147688276
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147675249/#147687684
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147675249/#q147689362
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Re-review all my crumbs including today/yesterday/weekend. 

What does this mean? 

What actions are immediately occurring? 

If this leaks, or the immediate action ongoing at Langley, you'll have your verification ahead of schedule. 

Q 

 

  WWIIKKIILLEEAAKKSS  DDDDOOSS..  

  SSOORROOSS’’SS  FFUUNNDD  MMAANNAAGGEERR  HHOOWWIIEE  RRUUBBIINN  AARRRREESSTTEEDD  FFOORR  SSEEXX  TTRRAAFFFFIICCKKIINNGG..  

  PPOOTTUUSS  TTWWIITTTTEERR  DDOOWWNN  FFOORR  AAPPPPRROOXX..  1111  MMIINNUUTTEESS..  TTWWIITTTTEERR  AACCKKNNOOWWLLEEDDGGEE  TTHHEEIIRR  EEMMPPLLOOYYEEEE  EERRRROORR..  

  SSOOMMAALLII  AAIIRRSSTTRRIIKKEE..  

Where is John Podesta? 

Where is Tony Podesta? 

Did one or both escape the country and was let out? 

WHERE IS BO? 

WHERE WAS BO YESTERDAY? 

What is the difference between commercial and private re: security clearance for departure? 

Who is the TSA head? 

Which party did he contribute to? 

What is of particular interest when researching? 

How does HS interact w/ TSA? 

What updated post 9-11 protocols were put in place to prevent/stop inbound/outbound C-level targets? 

What local airports are in close proximity to DC? 

What happened shortly after 9-11 (specifically with all aircraft)? 

Who was authorized to depart? ONLY 1 PLANE was authorized during this 'mandatory forced grounding'. 

Who SPECIFICALLY authorized this? 

What airport did the departure take place at? 

Why is this relevant? 

How does it tie together? 

Podesta's plane has military escort (i.e. tag) and is being diverted (forced down). 

Short delay. 

This will be leaked. 

Watch the news. 

Have faith. 

What fake news anchor will not be on air tonight? 

Why is this relevant? 

What was stated in the past? 

Where did the $18b from Soros go? 

Why? 

Can it be used by bad actors (escape, bribes, rogue contractors, etc.)? 

Slush fund? 

Did the US gov't seize/stop/track other slush funds that prevent or create risk to operate? 

Why did JK travel to SA recently? 

What is SA known for? 

Where do the biggest donations originate from? 

Why is this relevant? 

What else is relevant w/ SA? 

https://www.politico.com/story/2017/11/03/trump-twitter-takedown-silicon-valley-244530
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147812859/#q147816901
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Safe harbor? 

Port of transfer? 

Why was there a recent smear campaign against JK and POTUS? 

Why is the timing important? 

Who released the article? 

The council of Wizards & Warlocks cannot be defeated. 

Nice view up here. 

Q 

 

What data just dropped? 

Why is this relevant? 

HUMA. 

HUMA. 

HUMA. 

Where is HUMA? 

Who is HUMA connected to? 

What organization? 

What is HUMA's family history? 

How did HUMA meet HRC? 

What did HRC say about HUMA that demonstrates how close they are? 

Why are D's dropping HRC all of a sudden? 

Were deals made w/ select D's? 

Can we expose every crooked politician? 

70%. 

HUMA. 

Follow HUMA. 

Alice & Wonderland. 

 

God speed to those who will be put in harms way. You are the bravest men and women on earth. 

We will never forget. 

All share one title in common and that is the title of "Hero." 

"The LORD is my shepherd, I lack nothing. He makes me lie down in green pastures, he leads me beside quiet waters, he refreshes my soul. 

He guides me along the right paths for his name’s sake. Even though I walk through the darkest valley, I will fear no evil, for you are with me; 

your rod and your staff, they comfort me. You prepare a table before me in the presence of my enemies. You anoint my head with oil; my cup 

overflows. Surely your goodness and love will follow me all the days of my life, and I will dwell in the house of the LORD forever 

 

  MMAASSSS  SSAAUUDDII  AARRRREESSTTSS  ((FFOORR  CCOORRRRUUPPTTIIOONN,,  PPRRIINNCCEESS  AANNDD  HHIIGGHH  RRAANNKKEERR  GGOOVV  OOFFFFIICCIIAALLSS,,  BBAANNKKEERRSS,,  LLAAWWYYEERRSS,,  

PPOOLLIITTIICCIIAANNSS))  

  AANNTTIIFFAA  FFAALLLLSS  SSHHOORRTT  OOFF  CCIIVVIILL  WWAARR..  

  BBRREEAAKKIINNGG::  AA  NNEEWW  WWAARR  IINN  LLEEBBAANNOONN,,  SSYYRRIIAA,,  IIRRAAQQ  AANNDD  BBEEYYOONNDD  OONN  TTHHEE  WWAAYY..  

  IISS  HHEE  OORR  IISSNN’’TT  HHEE  ??  JJEEFFFF  SSEESSSSIIOONNSS,,  UURRAANNIIUUMM  OONNEE,,  TTHHEE  CCLLIINNTTOONN  FFOOUUNNDDAATTIIOONN  AANNDD  RREECCUUSSAALL..  

No signs of Q this day. 

  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147812859/#q147817468
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147812859/#q147819733
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/04/world/middleeast/saudi-arabia-waleed-bin-talal.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/04/world/middleeast/saudi-arabia-waleed-bin-talal.html
https://www.veteranstoday.com/2017/11/04/a-new-war-in-lebanon-syria-iraq-and-beyond-on-the-way/
https://www.redstate.com/streiff/2017/11/04/jeff-session-recusal-uranium-one/
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 Saudi Copter Crash. 

 Texas church shooting. 

 Paradise Papers leak (Panama Papers v2) 

[Repost] 

Why did JK travel to SA recently? 

What is SA known for? 

Where do the biggest donations originate from? 

Why is this relevant? 

What else is relevant w/ SA? 

Safe harbor? 

Port of transfer? 

Why was there a recent smear campaign against JK and POTUS? 

Why is the timing important? 

--------------------------- 

Martial law declared in SA. 

Why is this relevant? 

How much money was donated to CF by SA? 

How much money was donated to John M Institute by SA? 

How much money was donated to Pelosi Foundation? 

How much money was donated to CS by SA? 

What other bad actors have been paid by SA (bribed)(Not just D's)? 

Why did the Bush family recently come out against POTUS? 

Who is good? 

What are the laws in SA v. US (charged criminals)? 

What information might be gained by these detainees? 

Why is this important? 

SA ---> US 

What force is actively deployed in SA? 

NG? 

Have faith. 

These, the crumbs, in time, will equate to the biggest drops ever disclosed in our history. 

Remember, disinformation is real. 

God bless. 

Alice & Wonderland. 

The Great Awakening. 

Q 

 

Follow HUMA. 

Who connects HRC/CF to SA? 

Why is this relevant? 

Who is the Muslim Brotherhood? 

Who has ties to the MB? 

Who is Awan? 

What is the Awan Group? 

http://metro.co.uk/2017/11/05/saudi-prince-killed-in-helicopter-crash-near-kingdoms-yemen-border-7055828/
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-41880511
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paradise_Papers
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147970787/#q147975558
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147970787/#q147979863
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Where do they have offices? 

Why is this relevant? 

Define cash laundering. 

What is the relationship between SA & Pakistan? 

Why is this relevant? 

Why would SA provide tens of millions of dollars to US senior gov't officials? 

What does SA obtain in exchange for payment? 

Why is access important? 

What happened when HRC lost the election of 2016? 

How much money was provided to the CF by SA during 15/16? 

HRC lost. 

Loss of access/power/control. 

Does repayment of funds to SA occur? If so, how? 

Why did BO send billions in cash to Iran? 

Why wasn't Congress notified? 

Why was this classified under 'State Secrets'? 

Who has access to 'State Secrets'? 

Where did the planes carrying the cash depart from and land? 

Did the planes all land in the same location? 

How many planes carried the cash? 

Why is this relevant? 

What does this have to do w/ NK? 

What does this have to do w/ SA/CF cash donations? 

What does this have to do w/ ISIS? 

What does this have to do w/ slush funds? 

Why is SA so vitally important? 

Follow the money. 

Who has the money? 

What is happening in SA today? 

Why is this relevant? 

Who was Abdullah bin Abdulaziz? 

What events transpired directly thereafter? 

How was POTUS greeted compared to other former US President's when in SA? 

Why is this relevant? 

What is the meaning of this tradition? 

What coincidentally was the last Tweet sent out by POTUS? 

Why is this relevant? 

Was that an instruction of some kind? 

To who? 

Why is this relevant? 

Where was POTUS when that Tweet was sent? 

Why is that relevant? 

What attack took place in SA as operations were undertaken? Flying objects. 

What US operators are currently in SA? 

Why is this relevant? 

Questions provide answers. 

Alice & Wonderland. 
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WAIT 

WAIT 

WAIT 

 

GO BACK TO THE POST ABOUT THE FAMILES THAT RUN EVERYTHING AND TRUMP TAKING ONE OUT 

 

WAS ONE OF THEM THIS SAUDI FAMILY 

 

SERIOUSLY 

 

BECAUSE THAT MAKES THIS A HAPPENING 

 

I Remember the phrasing not making sense, I was like "oh does he mean that dt took out the Clintons?" But the Clintons were on the list as 

remaining so I didn't know who was taken out 

 

>>147977181 

Very smart, Anon. 

Disinformation is real. 

Distractions are necessary. 

SA is the primary, US is secondary, (Asia/EU)... 

Alice & Wonderland. 

Q 

 

What was POTUS' last Tweet (prior to)? 

To who was it addressed? 

When was POTUS' Twitter taken down? 

Why is this relevant? 

What was POTUS' last Tweet (prior to)? 

Who was it addressed to specifically? 

When was POTUS' Twitter taken down? 

Has this ever happened before? 

Why now? 

Coincidence? 

How many times did the attack occur (secondary clean up)? 

What is the purpose of tracking? 

What is the purpose of disruption? 

Why did POTUS have military guards (uniform) while in HI? 

Why is this relevant? 

Do military guards (uniform) typically assist the USSS? 

Why is this relevant? 

What flying object was recently shot down? 

Why is this relevant? 

How precise is geo tracking (non-public c-level pro)? 

Why is this relevant? 

Alice & Wonderland. 

Q 

  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147970787/#147977181
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147970787/#q147981354
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147970787/#147977181
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147978093/#q147986661
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Q = Alice 

You'll soon understand the meaning behind Alice "&" Wonderland. 

Everything has meaning. 

God bless. 

Q 

 

By the time POTUS returns from his trip the world will be a different place. 

Godfather lll 

Alice & Wonderland 

Alice (Lewis Carroll) = 

The Bloody Wonderland = 

 

[Repost] 

Why did JK travel to SA recently? 

What is SA known for? 

Where do the biggest donations originate from? 

Why is this relevant? 

What else is relevant w/ SA? 

Safe harbor? 

Port of transfer? 

Why was there a recent smear campaign against JK and POTUS? 

Why is the timing important? 

 

We need to get organized. 

Things need to be solved to understand what is about to happen. 

Let's start w/ Alice & Wonderland. 

Hillary Clinton in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll. 

Saudi Arabia - the Bloody Wonderland. 

Snow White. 

Wizards & Warlocks. 

Q 

 

When big news drops please re-read entire graphic. 

This is so critical and why information is provided in a certain order and why some topics are continually emphasized more than others as 

those will be the recent happenings. 

This is the purpose of this new thread (re-organize). 

Snow White 

Wizards & Warlocks. 

Q 

  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147978093/#q147987614
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148016618/#q148016618
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148016618/#q148016670
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148016618/#148019905
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Simplified. 

Alice & Wonderland. 

Hillary & Saudi Arabia. 

References: 

Hillary Clinton in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll. 

Saudi Arabia - the Bloody Wonderland. 

Q 

 

Please add crumbs above in new complete graphic. 

Organized and in order. 

Critical for understanding and review. 

Spider web. 

Hillary & Saudi Arabia (Alice & Wonderland)(see above). 

This is staged and deliberate. 

Snow White 

Godfather lll 

Q 

 

https://www.amazon.in/Hillary-Clinton-Wonderland-Quotes-Campaign-ebook/dp/B01HOM8AV2 

 

>>148021760 

Finally. 

Correct reference. 

Saudi Arabia - The Bloody Wonderland. 

=Alice & Wonderland signatures 

Study. 

Important. 

Q 

 

My signatures all reference upcoming events about to drop if this hasn't been caught on. 

Snow White 

Godfather III 

Q 

 

Ten days. 

Darkness. 

Scare tactics (MSM). 

D's falling. 

R's walk-away/removed. 

SA --> US --> Asia --> EU 

Disinformation is real. 

Distractions are necessary. 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148016618/#148020278
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148016618/#148021501
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148016618/#148021760
https://www.amazon.in/Hillary-Clinton-Wonderland-Quotes-Campaign-ebook/dp/B01HOM8AV2
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148016618/#148022145
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148016618/#148021760
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148016618/#148022342
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148016618/#148023976
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Focus was US today while real happening in SA under same context (military control, martial law, missile strike (rogue) etc). 

Necessary. 

POTUS' Twitter attack (see above). 

Important. 

Why is this relevant? 

What was the last Tweet by POTUS prior to SA? 

Why is this relevant? 

SA (1), US (2), Asia (3), EU (4). 

Where is POTUS? 

Why is this relevant? 

Military operations. 

Operators in US. 

Snow White 

The Great Awakening 

Godfather III 

Q 

Q is basicly saying with the message and few previous one, that the Deep State / The Cabal / Illuminati / Call them how you wan are going to be cleaned out World Wide. Starting with Saudi 

Arabia (SA), followed by the United States (US), then Asia and finishing by the European Union (EU). 

 

Why is MS13 a priority? 

Could people pay such gangs to kill opponents and why / how to insulate against exposure? 

The truth is mind blowing and cannot fully be exposed. These people are evil. 

Why wasn’t HRC prosecuted for the emails? 

Put simply, Obama ultimately OK’d by using the non govt email addy to communicate w/ Clinton. Obama also had an alias along w ith each of 

his cabinet members. Therefore indicting HRC would lead to indicting Obama & his cabinet etc which could never happen. 

Remember he lied about knowing but that ultimately came out in the dump. Poof! 

Snow White 

Godfather III 

Q 

 

Who funds MS13? 

Why did BO instruct HS & BP to release MS13 captures at the border? 

What agency has direct ties to (2) major drug cartels? 

Why is AG Sessions / POTUS prioritizing the removal of MS13? 

Why is AG Sessions / POTUS prioritizing building the wall? 

Immigration? 

Drugs? 

Who do you hire for a hit? 

Who can be eliminated after the job is complete? 

Seth Rich. 

Who was found dead (2) shortly after his murder? 

What affiliation did they have? 

Classified. 

Q 

  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148016618/#148025825
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148016618/#148027165
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>>148028820 

Thank you Anon. 

FBI/MI currently have open investigation into the CF. 

Why didn't Comey drop this? 

Who was the FBI director during the Haiti crisis? How many kids disappeared? 

How much money was sent to CF under disguise of Haiti relief and actually went to Haiti? 

What countries donated big money to CF? 

SA? 

Why is this relevant? 

Snow White 

Q 

 

>>148028644 

Two Mexicans were found murdered in their car in South Carolina one day after Seth Rich’s murder. Looks like Q was saying those two 

chulos were MS-13. Hillary’s gonna get her neck stretched. 

 

>>148029250 

Ok, we just need Q to come back and confirm now. 

 

>>148029846 

Confirmed. 

Classified. 

((HRC)) 

Q 

  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148019103/#q148029633
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148019103/#148028820
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148019103/#148029250
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148019103/#148029846
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148019103/#148029250
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148019103/#q148029962
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148019103/#148029846
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Seth Rich only mentioned because it directly relates to SA. 

Las Vegas. 

What hotel did the 'reported' gunfire occur from? 

What floors specifically? 

Who owns the top floors? 

Top floors only. 

Why is that relevant? 

What was the shooter's name? 

What was his net worth? 

How do you identify a spook? 

What can historical data collection reveal? 

Was there any eye witnesses? 

Who? 

Was he registered as a security guard? 

Why is MS13 important? 

What doesn't add up? 

Was there only one shooter? 

Why was JFK released? 

What do the JFK files infer? 

Was there only one shooter? 

Who was in LV during this time? 

What was the real mission? 

Speculate. 

Why are survivors dying randomly? 

What do each of these survivors have in common? 

Did they talk on social media? 

What did they say? 

Were they going to form a group? 

Why is this relevant? 

How did they die? 

What CIA report was released by WK? 

What can control a car? 

How did the (2) of the survivors die? 

Car crash? 

How does this connect to SA? 

What just happened in SA? 

Who owns the top floors of the hotel? 

What happened today in SA? 

To who specifically? 

Was POTUS in LV that night? 

Yes/no? 

Why was he there? 

Who did he have a classified meeting with? 

Did AF1 land at McCarran? 

What unmarked tail numbers flew into McCarren that night? 

Trace AF1 that entire day. 

What do you notice? 

Classified. 

Q 

 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148019103/#148031295
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>>148031295 

Is HRC just a puppet and the goal is to take down her minders and the real kingpins? 

 

>>148031978 

Correction: 

HRC was a puppet but her strings were recently cut. 

She's now on her own and fighting for her life. 

Q 

 

>>148032210 

Is she in SA custody 

 

>>148032352 

if she's not, I think they're gunning for her. How can she repay the money sent to CF for influence? Do they have Huma? 

 

>>148032489 

Review my other threads. 

This is why complete graphics are so important. 

BO paid the debt prior to leaving office. 

HRC is not currently in SA. 

Bill wants a deal. 

Playing the former President card. 

Watch the cookie quickly crumble. 

Where does Soros fit in? 

Godfather III 

 

What happened in SA will happen here, Asia, and EU. 

Keep digging and keep organizing the info into graphics (critical). 

God bless. 

Hillary & Saudi Arabia 

Snow White 

Godfather III 

Q 

 

Obama sent 221 million to Palestinians right before leaving office. The payout.. 

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2017/01/23/report-obama-gave-221-million-palestinians-last-hours/ 

  

file:///C:/Users/Fujido/Desktop/QAnon/%3e%3e148031978
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148019103/#148031295
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148019103/#148032210
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148019103/#148031978
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148019103/#148032352
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148019103/#148032210
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148019103/#q148032489
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148019103/#148032352
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148019103/#q148032910
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148019103/#148032489
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148019103/#q148033178
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148019103/#q148033380
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2017/01/23/report-obama-gave-221-million-palestinians-last-hours/
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>>148033380 

Amazing how things make sense once you are asked a question. 

That's the entire point of this operation. 

It's up to you all to collect, archive (safely), and distribute in a graphic that is in order with the crumb dumbs. 

It will all make sense. 

Once it does, we look to you to spread and get the word out. 

Time stamps will help you validate authenticity. 

Your President needs your help. 

He wants full transparency for the great people of this country. 

Everything stated is for a reason. 

God bless, Patriots. 

Q 

 

Game Theory. 

Define. 

Why is this relevant? 

Moves and countermoves. 

Who is the enemy? 

False flags. 

Shooter identification. 

Shooter history. 

Shooter background. 

Shooter family. 

MS13. 

Define hostage. 

Define leverage. 

MS13. 

Shooter. 

Family. 

Hostage. 

Force. 

Narrative. 

Race. 

Background. 

Why is this relevant? 

Flynn. 

What is Flynn’s background? 

What was his rank? 

Was he involved in intel ops? 

What access or special priv? 

Why is this relevant? 

Set up. 

Who wins? 

Who becomes exposed? 

Who knows where the bodies are buried? 

Who has access? 

What is MI? 

Who was part of MI during BO term? 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148019103/#q148033932
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148019103/#148033380
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148136485/#q148139234
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Who was fired during BO term (MI)? 

Why is this relevant? 

Re-read complete crumb graphic (confirmed good). 

Paint the picture. 

Disinformation exists and is necessary. 

10 days. 

Darnkess. 

War. 

Good v. Evil. 

Roadmap of big picture is here. 

Review post happenings. 

Clarified. 

Crumbs not only for /pol/. 

The silent ones. 

Others monitoring (friends and enemies). 

Instructions. 

Snow White. 

Godfather III. 

Q 

 

>>148136656 

Graphic is good. 

Please update and continue to log. 

Important more than you know. 

Review each sentence post happenings. 

Big picture. 

Signatures have necessary meaning. 

Snow White. 

Godfather III. 

Q 

 

US assets. 

Location. 

Who was arrested in SA? 

Define. 

Background? 

HUMA. 

Foundations? 

Institutes? 

Soros. 

Who was killed in SA? 

Who fired? 

Who really fired? 

Why would we fire? 

Follow the money. 

Who pulls the strings? 

Strings detached. 

Open season on puppets. 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148136485/#q148139484
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148136485/#148136656
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148136485/#q148143472
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Who are the puppets? 

Where are the puppets? 

Global. 

MSM. 

Mockingbird. 

Secret agents. 

A. Cooper family background? 

Why is this relevant? 

Q 

 

Who is the Queen of England? 

How long in power? 

With power comes corruption. 

What happened to Diana? 

What did she find out? 

Why was she running? 

Who did she entrust to help her flee? 

What was the cover? 

Why is this relevant? 

Why now? 

Old. 

Connection. 

News. 

Bad actor. 

London Mayor. 

Background? 

Affiliation? 

Connection to Queen? 

British MI6 agents dead. 

When? 

How? 

What was reported? 

What really happened? 

Why is this relevant? 

Wealth. 

Corruption. 

Secret society. 

Evil. 

Germany. 

Merkel. 

Migrants. 

Why are migrants important? 

Assets. 

What are assets? 

Define assets? 

Why are migrants so important? 

What are assets? 

Why are migrants so important? 

What are assets? 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148136485/#q148143562
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Why are migrants so important? 

Operations. 

Satan. 

Who follows? 

What political leaders worship Satan? 

What does an upside down cross represent? 

Who wears openly? 

Why? 

Who is she connected to? 

Why is this relevant? 

Spirit cooking. 

What does Spirit Cooking represent? 

Cult. 

What is a cult? 

Who is worshipped? 

Why is this relevant? 

Snow White 

Godfather III 

Speed. 

Q 

 

Picture shared: Latest QMap from Oct 31th to Nov. 5 

LATEST Q, along with what was posted in CBTS 68 

 

>>148147343 

Graphic confirmed. 

Q 
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Godspeed. 

 

>>148149435 

For a God and Country. 

  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148146734/#q148147343
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148146734/#q148148004
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148146734/#148147343
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148146734/#q148149435
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148146734/#q148151281
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148146734/#148149435
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>>148151281 

POTUS 

You are all heroes. 

Come home safe. 

Godspeed. 

 

Now is the time to pray. 

We're operational. 

God bless the United States of America. 

Q 

 

Please pray. 

Operators are in harms way. 

High risk. 

High value targets. 

Please pause and give thanks to those who would die to save our republic. 

More to follow. 

Q 

 

>>148154530 

They cut the feed trying to shut him down. Remember what Q said. They were waiting for this. Whatever is happening, is happening now. 

Archive EVERYTHING 

 

>>148154996 

Nothing is a coincidence. 

We are at war. 

SA cut the strings. 

They are scrambling for cover and using any means necessary out of their remaining power/control. 

God bless. 

Q 

 

Code: 

May God also grant all of us the wisdom to ask what concrete steps we can take to reduce the violence and weaponry in our midst. 

Note when we just sent the go orders and when this Tweet went live. 

Coincidence? 

Pray. 

Q 

  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148146734/#q148152047
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148146734/#148151281
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148146734/#q148154137
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148146734/#q148154941
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148146734/#q148154996
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148146734/#148154530
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148146734/#q148155343
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148146734/#148154996
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148146734/#q148155609
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Nothing is as it seems, Anon. 

What occurred? 

It flushed BO out. 

Why is that relevant? 

Analyze time stamps of my go message to BO's Tweet. 

Q 

 

Amen brother. 

Q 

 

MSM. 

CIA counter-ops. 

Will all fall down. 

Q 

 

Important Context: 

What have you learned about HUMA? 

What organization is HUMA? 

Which US President is affiliated w/ HUMA? 

Why is this relevant? 

What year(s) did this occur? 

Who funded on behalf this President? 

Why is this relevant? 

What year(s) did this occur? 

What just happened in SA? 

Who was arrested? 

Funds frozen. 

Why would this former President be funded pre-political days? 

Repeat. 

Important. 

Why would this former President be funded pre-political days? 

Why is the relevance? 

Was the MB affiliated to any of these organizations/people? 

Fast forward.  

Why are the events in SA so important? 

Why was JK in SA recently? 

Why was POTUS' last Tweet re: SA prior to the happening? 

Why was POTUS' Twitter taken down days before under cover of a rogue employee? 

Refocus again. 

Who was arrested in SA? 

Any ownership stakes in US co's? 

Why is this relevant? 

Twitter. 

Las Vegas. 

Recent events. 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148146734/#q148156129
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148146734/#q148156937
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148181225/#q148183670
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Why would investment be made in a former President pre-political days? 

What year(s) did this occur? 

What faith does HUMA represent? 

What faith does the MB represent? 

What faith does Huma represent? 

Who are the bad actors? 

Who funds majority of US 'senior' politicians? 

Fantasy land. 

Fantasy land. 

Was the former President of the United States groomed to be Command in Chief? 

Is this possible? 

Is the US political / election system corrupt? 

Who owns poll machines? 

Soros? 

Why is this relevant? 

They never thought she would lose. 

They never thought she would lose. 

Fantasy land. 

Fantasy land. 

The complete picture would put 99% of Americans (the World) in a hospital. 

POTUS is our savior. 

Pray. 

Operators are active. 

We are at war. 

Goodnight BO. 

Snow White. 

Godfather III. 

Q 

 

Important to archive. 

Above & next drops have high probability of shutting down /pol/. 

It is being safeguarded for these transmissions but not 100% secure. 

Who owns /pol/? 

Why is this platform being used? 

What recent events almost occurred re: /pol/? 

Why is this relevant? 

Stay alert in main US cities (DC), sporting events, and other conservative gatherings. 

Repeat. 

Stay alert in main US cities (DC), sporting events, and other conservative gatherings. 

More false flags imminent. 

Elections (tues) no longer matter at this stage. 

Snow White. 

Godfather III. 

Above will have context as news unfolds. 

Summarize and paint the picture. 

Critical. 

Q 

  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148181225/#q148185083
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Social media platforms. 

Top 10 shareholders of Facebook? 

Top 10 shareholders of Twitter? 

Top 10 shareholders of Reddit? 

Why is SA relevant? 

MSM. 

Controlling stakes in NBC/MSNBC? 

Controlling stakes in ABC? 

Controlling stakes in CBS? 

Controlling stakes in CNN? 

Investor(s) in Fox News? 

Why is this relevant? 

What is Operation Mockingbird? 

Active? 

Who is A Cooper? 

What is A Cooper's background? 

Why is this relevant? 

Snow White. 

Godfather III. 

Speed. 

Q 

 

US Military = savior of mankind. 

We will never forget. 

Fantasy land. 

God save us all. 

Q 

 

>>148183551 

JESUS FUCKING CHrisT!! 

Its a japanese restaurant. 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148181225/#q148185905
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148181225/#q148186256
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148181225/#q148186000
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148181225/#148183551
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JAPAN. MILITARY. urgent SPEECH 

AND THE EXTRACTION COORDS ARE A JAP RESTAURANT 

 

>>148186000 

!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

  SSAAUUDDII’’SS  CCOONNFFIISSCCAATTEEDD  $$BBIILLLLIIOONNSS  AAFFTTEERR  TTHHEE  MMAASSSS  AARRRREESSTTSS..  

  MMAASSSSIIVVEE  IINNTTEERRNNEETT//CCOOMMMMSS  OOUUTTAAGGEE  RREEPPOORRTTEEDD..  

  AALLLL  77  UUSS  CCAARRRRIIEESS  IINN  OOPPEERRAATTIIOONN..  

Crumb dump incoming fast. 

Archive immediately. 

Upload to graphic. 

Q 

 

Why was the arrest of Alwaleed and others important? 

How is Alwaleed and BO tied to HUMA? 

Why did Alwaleed finance BO pre-political days? 

Why did Alwaleed finance BO pre-political days? 

What is HUMA? Define. 

What book was BO caught reading? 

Why was this immediately disregarded as false? 

What is ‘Post-American World by Fareed Zakaria’? 

Why is this relevant? 

Why would the President of the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA be reading this book? 

What church did BO attend as pre-POTUS? 

Who was BO’s mentor? 

How is Alwaleed and HRC connected? 

Who was HRC’s mentor? 

How is Alwaleed and Bush Sr./Jr. connected? 

What occurred post 9-11? 

What war did we enter into? 

What was the purpose and disclosures given re: justification? 

Who financed 9-11? 

Why, recently, are classified 9-11 pages being released? 

What just occurred in SA? 

What FOIA docs are being publicly released (recently)? 

Why is this relevant? 

What information is contained within these c-releases? 

Why is C Wray important with regards to these releases? 

What does money laundering mean? 

What is the single biggest event that can generate many nation states to payout billions? 

Who audits where the money goes? 

$15,000 for a toothbrush? 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148181225/#q148189295
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148181225/#148186000
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-11-08/real-motive-behind-saudi-purge-emerges-800-billion-confiscated-assets?page=7
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148286642/#q148286961
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148286642/#q148287184
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Reconcile. 

Why did we attack Iraq? 

Halliburton. 

Who are they? 

What do they specialize in? 

What is oil field service? 

Why is this relevant? 

What ‘senior’ level political officials are affiliated w/ Halliburton? 

What is the primary goal? 

What is the primary mode of influence that drives corruption? 

What does money buy? 

How is this connected to SA? 

How is this connected to Alwaleed? 

How is this connected to LV? 

Q 

 

What family was permitted to leave immediately after 9-11? 

Who authorized the departure? 

Why is this relevant? 

Was anyone else permitted to leave? 

Repeat. 

Was anyone else permitted to leave? 

Was it a private plane? 

What can private planes carry v commercial? 

What airport did they arrive/depart from? 

What was carried on a private plane to Iran? 

Why was the Bin Laden family here during 9-11? 

Coincidence? 

How does SA connect to the Bin Laden family? 

Who in SA is connected specifically to the Bin Laden family? 

What did they deliver? 

To who? 

Why? 

What does money buy? 

Why are the events in SA relevant to the above? 

Who is the financial backer for human trafficking? 

Who is the ‘broker’ for underage sex? 

Think SA. 

How does FB & Instagram play a role in capture? 

Think ‘Taken’. 

Fantasy right? 

Why do select senior political officials have foundations/institutes? 

What is money laundering? 

What does money buy? 

Why is this relevant? 

What other people were arrested in SA? 

What are their backgrounds? 

Are any connected to the Podesta Group? 

Why is this relevant? 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148286642/#q148287236
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What do you need in order to prosecute senior political officials? 

How do you avoid public misconception? 

How do you justify counter-political attacks to the mass public? 

Why is information so vital? 

Is the country divided? 

Why does the MSM portray the country as being divided? 

Why is this relevant? 

Q 

 

What is money flow disruption? 

List the Billionaires. 

What family history goes back pre_WW1/2? 

Why is this relevant? 

Why did the Bush family recently break silence and attack POTUS? 

Coincidence pre SA arrests? 

Who audits the billions paid for war? 

Who audits the billions paid for environment policy (side note)? 

Where do the funds go? 

Offshore? 

To who / which entity and/or org? 

What slush fund was recently terminated by AG Sessions? 

What is Fast & Furious? 

What is the underlying theme? 

MONEY. 

Who controls the FED? 

How did political leaders/’talking heads’ accum assets in excess of $5mm+? 

What was the net worth for each prior to taking office? 

Reconcile. 

Why is this relevant? 

Snow White. 

Godfather III. 

Q 

 

Why, by coincidence, is there a terrorist attack (or mental health c-level attack) within a short time post negative D news? 

Do you believe in coincidences? 

They think you are stupid. Puppets w/o power. They want your guns. Why? No power left. 

Who funds ISIS? 

What email published by WL connects SA/Qatar to ISIS? 

Was HRC connected? 

Why is this relevant? 

Why is controlling the narrative important? 

Do most people investigate for themselves or simply follow? 

Why is the MSM so hostile towards POTUS? 

Who controls the MSM? 

Why, each and every day, is the MSM pushing a particular topic? 

Coordinated? 

Who sets the narrative for the day? 

How is the narrative communicated to the MSM? 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148286642/#q148287326
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148286642/#q148287396
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What does the NSA/MI have (at least what you know of) that allows for data collection? 

Think Snowden. 

Why is the NSA limited re: ability to capture and unmask US persons? 

Who sets the narrative? 

US persons? 

Who can violate this rule? 

Who cannot violate this rule? 

Why is Adm R so important? 

Who wanted him fired? 

Why? 

Why wasn’t Adm R replaced by POTUS when taking office? 

Why is this relevant? 

Who has the ultimate power to designate classification? 

Who ultimately sets classification? 

Why is this relevant? 

Fantasy land. 

Q 

 

Why were the acts that recently occurred in SA so critically important? 

What US assets are in place in/near SA? 

What assurances were made to protect the Kingdom? 

Who shot down the missile from Yemen? 

POTUS declassify_speech_Jap_11_5 

Was it really from Yemen? 

How do we know? 

Why is this relevant? 

Who are the puppets? 

Who are the puppet masters? 

Who pulls the strings? 

What provides power? 

What if US elections can be rigged? 

How are JFK, Reagan, and Trump different from the rest? 

Why did JFK surround himself w/ family much like POTUS? 

What if it was bought and paid for? 

How would this be possible? 

Why are there no voting ID laws in place? 

What do you need an ID for? List. Compare. Laugh. 

What is the argument for not allowing voter ID laws to be enacted? 

Why are immigrants important? (MB)(Votes)(Attacks) 

Why are illegals important? (MS13)(Votes)(187) 

Why is open border important? 

What did BO say on the campaign trail last year to illegals within the US? 

What did BO encourage? 

Was this illegal? 

Who owns sizeable stakes in voter machine co’s? 

Who decides what voter machines are used in elections? 

Why are some ‘important’ counties still manually/hand counted? 

God save us. 

Q 

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148286642/#q148287473
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What does money buy? 

How do you prevent tampering? 

Why are most forms of media left-wing? 

Why is H-wood left-wing? 

Why is the narrative so important? 

Why do liberals defer to racism w/o proof? 

No proof. 

Who is HRC’s mentor? 

What party was he affiliated with? 

Proof. 

What party formed the KKK? 

What party formed the Confederacy? 

What party abolished slavery? 

Why are D’s attempting to erase history? 

Is the black pop truly free today or enslaved by the D party? 

Refer back to black pop crumbs. 

Why is this relevant? 

Why is there an attack the day after bad news is published (D)? 

Do you believe in coincidences? 

Paint the picture. 

Crumbs will make bread. 

Operations underway. 

Operators active. 

Pray. 

Snow White. 

Godfather III. 

Q 

 

Nothing is random. 

Everything has meaning. 

+++ 

Q 

  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148286642/#q148287529
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148286642/#q148289594
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  LLEEAAKKEEDD  IISSRRAAEELLII  CCAABBLLEE  OOUUTTLLIINNEESS  AATTTTEEMMPPTT  TTOO  PPRROOVVOOKKEE  WWAARR  AALLOONNGGSSIIDDEE  SSAA..  

  FFBBII  RRAAIIDDSS  MMEEDDCCUURREE  ((AA  BBOODDYY  BBRROOKKEERR  CCOOMMPPAANNYY  WWIITTHH  55  UUSSAA  LLOOCCAATTIIOONNSS  WWHHOOMM  IISS  DDOONNAATTEEDD  AANNDD  SSEELLLLSS  BBOODDYY  

PPAARRTTSS))..  

  WWEEIINNSSTTEEIINN  BBLLAACCKK  CCUUBBEE  //  CCOORREEYY  FFEELLEEDDMMAANNNN  NNYYPPDD..  

  DDNNCC  LLEEAAKK  IINNVVEESSTTIIGGAATTIIOONN..  

picture only: _AF1_5A.png 

 
 

Previous was deleted. Curious. 

+++ 

++ 

+ 

Q 

 

The graphic is your key. 

Let's pause and say hello to the rogue intelligence agencies currently monitoring these threads. 

Was the money worth it? 

Titanic. 

Q 

 

  DDOOJJ  DDEEMMAANNDDSS  MMOOVVEEMMEENNTT  OOFF  CCNNNN  IINN  AANNTTII--TTRRUUSSTT  IINNVVOOLLVVIINNGG  AATT&&TT..  

  PPOOTTUUSS  PPUULLLLSS  AA  SSWWIIMM  MMOOVVEE  OONN  DDMMZZ..  

  OORRTTHHOODDOOXX  TTEENNSSIIOONNSS  IINN  JJEERRUUSSAALLEEMM,,  IISSRRAAEELL..  

  TTRRUUMMPP  IINN  CCHHIINNAA//  TTAALLKKSS  WWIITTHH  XXII  SSEEEEKKSS  TTRRAADDEE  SSUUPPPPOORRTT  AANNDD  NNKK  CCOOOOPPEERRAATTIIOONN  

No signs of Q on any boards. 

  

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-11-07/leaked-secret-israeli-cable-confirms-israeli-saudi-coordination-lebanon
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148451796/#q148453749
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148451796/#q148455482
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148451796/#q148457032
https://www.cnbc.com/2017/11/08/doj-demands-cnn-or-directv-be-sold-as-condition-for-att-time-warner-deal-approval.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-trump-asia-china-hospitality/chinas-xi-fetes-trump-on-first-day-of-beijing-trip-idUSKBN1D81IW
https://archive.4plebs.org/dl/pol/image/1510/09/1510098237174.png
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  NNEEWW  JJFFKK  FFIILLEESS  RREELLEEAASSEE..  1133KK++  NNEEWW..  

  WWIIKKIILLEEAAKKSS  VVAAUULLTT  88..  

  CCOOMMEETT  PPIINNGG  PPOONNGG  UUNNDDEERR  IINNVVEESSTTIIGGAATTIIOONN..  

  EEMMMMAANNUUEELL  MMAACCRROONN  ((FFRREENNCCHH  PPRREESSIIDDEENNTT))  TTOO  SSAA  AAMMIIDD  CCHHAAOOSS..  

  CCHHIINNAA  RREEVVEEAALLSS  HHYYPPEERRSSOONNIICC  SSTTRRIIKKEE  AAIIRRCCRRAAFFTT..  

  RRUUSSSSIIAA--KKAAZZAAKKHHSSTTAANN  BBOORRDDEERR  NNUUCCLLEEAARR  IINNCCIIDDEENNTT..  SSIIGGNNIIFFIICCAANNTT  QQUUAANNTTIITTYY  OOFF  RRUUTTHHEENNIIUUMM  110066  LLEEAAKKEEDD..  CCLLOOUUDD  GGOOIINNGG  

OOVVEERR  EEUURROOPPEE..  

Trip added. 

[C]oordinated effort to misdirect. 

Guide to reading the crumbs necessary to cont[I]nue. 

Attached gr[A]phic is correct. 

Linked graphics are incorrect and false. 

Graphic is necessary and vital.  

Time stamp(s) and order [is] critical.  

Re-review graphic (in full) each day post news release. 

Learn to distinguish between relevant/non-relevant news. 

Disinformation is real. 

Disinformation is necessary.  

Ex: US ML NG (1) False SA True 

Why was this necessary? 

What questions were asked re: SA prior to SA events?  

Why is this relevant?  

Think mirror. 

Look there, or [here], or there, truth is behind you. 

What is a map? 

Why is a map useful? 

What is a legend? 

Why is a legend useful?  

What is a sequence? 

Why is this relevant?  

When does a map become a guide?  

What is a keystone?  

Everything stated is relevant.  

Everything. 

Future provides past.  

Map provides picture. 

Picture provides 40,000ft. v. 

40,000ft. v. is classified.  

Why is a map useful? 

Think direction.  

Think full picture. 

Who controls the narrative?  

Why is this relevant?  

What is a spell? 

Who is asleep?  

Dissemination. 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-5065527/China-s-reveals-new-video-hypersonic-strike-aircraft.html
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148777785/#148779656
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Attention on deck. 

There is an active war on your mind. 

Be [p]repared. 

Ope[r]ations underway. 

Operators [a]ctive.  

Graphic is essential.  

Find the ke[y]stone. 

Moves and countermoves.  

They never thought she would lose.  

Snow white. 

Godfather III. 

Iron Eagle.  

Q 

 

[C]los[I]ng [A]ct: 

Dismantled. 

Impossible to clean. 

Operations --> [N]o [S]uch [A]gency 

Q 

 

only a picture: _AF1_5A_2.png 

 
 

  IINNVVEESSTTIIGGAATTOORRSS  QQUUEESSTTIIOONN  NNEETTAANNYYAAHHUU  ((IISSRRAAEELLII  PPRRIIMMEE  MMIINNIISSTTEERR))  AAGGAAIINN..  

  IISSIISS  HHAACCKK  RRAADDIIOO  SSWWEEDDEENN..  

  SSAA  OORRDDEERRSS  CCIITTIIZZEENNSS  OOUUTT  OOFF  LLEEBBAANNOONN..  

  TTOOUULLOOUUSSEE  ((FFRRAANNCCEE))  TTEERRRROORR..  

  TTRRUUMMPP  //  CCHHIINNAA  TTRRAADDEE  DDEEAALL  //  NNKK  SSUUPPPPOORRTT..  

  AAPPEECC  SSUUMMMMIITT  CCOOMMMMEENNCCEEMMEENNTT..  

  BBIINN  LLAADDEENN  HHAALLFF  BBRROOTTHHEERR  AARRRREESSTTEEDD..  

  MMUUEELLLLEERR  FFLLYYNNNN  IIMMPPLLIICCAATTIIOONNSS  IINN  MMEEDDIIAA,,  FFLLYYNNNN  LLAAWWYYEERRSS  SSCCOOFFFF  AATT  RREEPPOORRTTSS..  

  PPRROOSSEECCUUTTOORRSS  AADDMMIITT  DDEESSTTRROOYYIINNGG  KKEEYY  EEMMAAIILLSS  IINN  AASSSSAANNGGEE’’SS  CCAASSEE..  

POTUS NAT SEC E briefing 3:02am. 

Please stand by. 

Q 

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148777785/#148781546
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148777785/#148782302
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148866159/#148871375
http://img.4plebs.org/boards/pol/image/1510/28/1510288305037.png
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Confirmed. [Qmap] 

Correct. 

Q 

 

  SSAA  EESSCCAALLAATTIIOONNSS  WWIITTHH  IIRRAANN,,  JJEETTSS  SSCCRRAAMMBBLLEE..  

  RRUUSSSSIIAA  SSCCAANNDDAALL  BBEEFFAALLLLSS  JJOOHHNN  &&  TTOONNYY  PPOODDEESSTTAA..  PPOODDEESSTTAA  GGRROOUUPP  EEPPIICC  CCOOLLLLAAPPSSEE..  

  NNAASSAA  TTEESSTTIINNGG  LLAASSEERRSS  IINN  LLAATTEESSTT  TTEESSTT  LLAAUUNNCCHH..  

  IISSIISS  PPHHIILLIIPPPPIINNEESS  FFAACCTTIIOONNSS  TTHHRREEAATTHHEENN  PPOOTTUUSS..  

  UUSS  &&  RRUUSSSSIIAA  CCAALLLL  FFOORR  UU..NN..  SSUUPPEERRVVIISSEEDD  EELLEECCTTIIOONNSS  IINN  SSYYRRIIAA..  

 

Hard to swallow. 

Important to progress. 

Who are the puppet masters? 

House of Saud (6+++) - $4 Trillion+ 

Rothschild (6++) - $2 Trillion+ 

Soros (6+) - $1 Trillion+ 

Focus on above (3). 

Public wealth disclosures – False. 

Many governments of the world feed the ‘Eye’. 

Think slush funds (feeder). 

Think war (feeder). 

Think environmental pacts (feeder). 

Triangle has (3) sides. 

Eye of Providence. 

Follow the bloodlines. 

What is the keystone? 

Does Satan exist? 

Does the ‘thought’ of Satan exist? 

Who worships Satan? 

What is a cult? 

Epstein island. 

What is a temple? 

What occurs in a temple? 

Worship? 

Why is the temple on top of a mountain? 

How many levels might exist below? 

What is the significance of the colors, design and symbol above the dome? 

Why is this relevant? 

Who are the puppet masters? 

Have the puppet masters traveled to this island? 

When? How often? Why? 

“Vladimir Putin: The New World Order Worships Satan” 

Q 

  

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148866159/#148872500
http://www.smh.com.au/world/saudi-moves-20171108-gzh3ld.html
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149061733/#149063235
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Why were the events in SA extraordinary? 

Who was arrested? 

What will bank records provide? 

List names, family history, investment/ownership stakes, and point-to-point contacts. 

EX: Alwaleed HUMA BO Citigroup US Control 

Why is this relevant? 

House of Saud. 

House of Saud US Control 

Follow the money. 

What power shift recently occurred? 

Was a new King appointed? 

Coincidence? 

Dark to LIGHT. 

Why is this relevant? 

One side of the triangle removed (1st time in history). 

Other sides falling. 

+++ 

++ 

+ 

Q 

 

ROTHSCHILD OWNED & CONTROLLED BANKS: 

Afghanistan: Bank of Afghanistan 

Albania: Bank of Albania 

Algeria: Bank of Algeria 

Argentina: Central Bank of Argentina 

Armenia: Central Bank of Armenia 

Aruba: Central Bank of Aruba 

Australia: Reserve Bank of Australia 

Austria: Austrian National Bank 

Azerbaijan: Central Bank of Azerbaijan Republic 

Bahamas: Central Bank of The Bahamas 

Bahrain: Central Bank of Bahrain 

Bangladesh: Bangladesh Bank 

Barbados: Central Bank of Barbados 

Belarus: National Bank of the Republic of Belarus 

Belgium: National Bank of Belgium 

Belize: Central Bank of Belize 

Benin: Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO) 

Bermuda: Bermuda Monetary Authority 

Bhutan: Royal Monetary Authority of Bhutan 

Bolivia: Central Bank of Bolivia 

Bosnia: Central Bank of Bosnia and Herzegovina 

Botswana: Bank of Botswana 

Brazil: Central Bank of Brazil 

Bulgaria: Bulgarian National Bank 

Burkina Faso: Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO) 

Burundi: Bank of the Republic of Burundi 

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149061733/#149063271
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149061733/#149063400
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Cambodia: National Bank of Cambodia 

Came Roon: Bank of Central African States 

Canada: Bank of Canada – Banque du Canada 

 

Cayman Islands: Cayman Islands Monetary Authority 

Central African Republic: Bank of Central African States 

Chad: Bank of Central African States 

Chile: Central Bank of Chile 

China: The People’s Bank of China 

Colombia: Bank of the Republic 

Comoros: Central Bank of Comoros 

Congo: Bank of Central African States 

Costa Rica: Central Bank of Costa Rica 

Côte d’Ivoire: Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO) 

Croatia: Croatian National Bank 

Cuba: Central Bank of Cuba 

Cyprus: Central Bank of Cyprus 

Czech Republic: Czech National Bank 

Denmark: National Bank of Denmark 

Dominican Republic: Central Bank of the Dominican Republic 

East Caribbean area: Eastern Caribbean Central Bank 

Ecuador: Central Bank of Ecuador 

Egypt: Central Bank of Egypt 

El Salvador: Central Reserve Bank of El Salvador 

Equatorial Guinea: Bank of Central African States 

Estonia: Bank of Estonia 

Ethiopia: National Bank of Ethiopia 

European Union: European Central Bank 

Fiji: Reserve Bank of Fiji 

Finland: Bank of Finland 

France: Bank of France 

Gabon: Bank of Central African States 

The Gambia: Central Bank of The Gambia 

Georgia: National Bank of Georgia 

Germany: Deutsche Bundesbank 

Ghana: Bank of Ghana 

Greece: Bank of Greece 

Guatemala: Bank of Guatemala 

Guinea Bissau: Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO) 

Guyana: Bank of Guyana 

Haiti: Central Bank of Haiti 

Honduras: Central Bank of Honduras 

Hong Kong: Hong Kong Monetary Authority 

Hungary: Magyar Nemzeti Bank 

Iceland: Central Bank of Iceland 

India: Reserve Bank of India 

Indonesia: Bank Indonesia 

Iran: The Central Bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran 

 

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149061733/#149063442
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Iraq: Central Bank of Iraq 

Ireland: Central Bank and Financial Services Authority of Ireland 

Israel: Bank of Israel 

Italy: Bank of Italy 

Jamaica: Bank of Jamaica 

Japan: Bank of Japan 

Jordan: Central Bank of Jordan 

Kazakhstan: National Bank of Kazakhstan 

Kenya: Central Bank of Kenya 

Korea: Bank of Korea 

Kuwait: Central Bank of Kuwait 

Kyrgyzstan: National Bank of the Kyrgyz Republic 

Latvia: Bank of Latvia 

Lebanon: Central Bank of Lebanon 

Lesotho: Central Bank of Lesotho 

Libya: Central Bank of Libya (Their most recent conquest) 

Uruguay: Central Bank of Uruguay 

Lithuania: Bank of Lithuania 

Luxembourg: Central Bank of Luxembourg 

Macao: Monetary Authority of Macao 

Macedonia: National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia 

Madagascar: Central Bank of Madagascar 

Malawi: Reserve Bank of Malawi 

Malaysia: Central Bank of Malaysia 

Mali: Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO) 

Malta: Central Bank of Malta 

Mauritius: Bank of Mauritius 

Mexico: Bank of Mexico 

Moldova: National Bank of Moldova 

Mongolia: Bank of Mongolia 

Montenegro: Central Bank of Montenegro 

Morocco: Bank of Morocco 

Mozambique: Bank of Mozambique 

Namibia: Bank of Namibia 

Nepal: Central Bank of Nepal 

Netherlands: Netherlands Bank 

Netherlands Antilles: Bank of the Netherlands Antilles 

New Zealand: Reserve Bank of New Zealand 

Nicaragua: Central Bank of Nicaragua 

Niger: Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO) 

Nigeria: Central Bank of Nigeria 

Norway: Central Bank of Norway 

Oman: Central Bank of Oman 

Pakistan: State Bank of Pakistan 

 

Papua New Guinea: Bank of Papua New Guinea 

Paraguay: Central Bank of Paraguay 

Peru: Central Reserve Bank of Peru 

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149061733/#149063509
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149061733/#149063549
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Philip Pines: Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas 

Poland: National Bank of Poland 

Portugal: Bank of Portugal 

Qatar: Qatar Central Bank 

Romania: National Bank of Romania 

Russia: Central Bank of Russia 

Rwanda: National Bank of Rwanda 

San Marino: Central Bank of the Republic of San Marino 

Samoa: Central Bank of Samoa 

Saudi Arabia: Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency 

Senegal: Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO) 

Serbia: National Bank of Serbia 

Seychelles: Central Bank of Seychelles 

Sierra Leone: Bank of Sierra Leone 

Singapore: Monetary Authority of Singapore 

Slovakia: National Bank of Slovakia 

Slovenia: Bank of Slovenia 

Solomon Islands: Central Bank of Solomon Islands 

South Africa: South African Reserve Bank 

Spain: Bank of Spain 

Sri Lanka: Central Bank of Sri Lanka 

Sudan: Bank of Sudan 

Surinam: Central Bank of Suriname 

Swaziland: The Central Bank of Swaziland 

Sweden: Sveriges Riksbank 

Switzerland: Swiss National Bank 

Tajikistan: National Bank of Tajikistan 

Tanzania: Bank of Tanzania 

Thailand: Bank of Thailand 

Togo: Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO) 

Tonga: National Reserve Bank of Tonga 

Trinidad and Tobago: Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago 

Tunisia: Central Bank of Tunisia 

Turkey: Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey 

Uganda: Bank of Uganda 

Ukraine: National Bank of Ukraine 

United Arab Emirates: Central Bank of United Arab Emirates 

United Kingdom: Bank of England 

United States: Federal Reserve, Federal Reserve Bank of New York 

Vanuatu: Reserve Bank of Vanuatu 

Venezuela: Central Bank of Venezuela 

Vietnam: The State Bank of Vietnam 

Yemen: Central Bank of Yemen 

Zambia: Bank of Zambia 

Zimbabwe: Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe 

The FED and the IRS 

FACT: US Federal Reserve is a privately-owned company, sitting on its very own patch of land, immune to the US laws. 

Q 
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Same shit World Wide. Thanks to the Cabal via Rothschild family. That’s why Q listed all the banks. They are ALL PRIVATLY OWNED, which 

make the Governement a slave to his debt, to the private Bankster. ONLY 3 BANKS ARE STILL NON-ROTHSCHILD: North Korea, Iran & Cuba. 
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List of Republicans, in the House and Senate, who have announced they will not seek re-election: 

Bob Corker. 

Charlie Dent. 

Jeff Flake. 

Lynn Jenkins. 

Sam Johnson. 

Raul Labrador. 

Frank LoBiondo. 

Tim Murphy. 

Why is this relevant? 

Re-read crumbs. 

Q 

 

Wealth (over generations) buys power. 

Power (over generations) buys more wealth/control. 

More wealth/control buys countries and its people. 

Families combined (TRI) = NWO. 

Inner TRI families will collapse. 

What is the keystone? 

What Nation dominates all others? 

What Nation has influence over most others? 

What is the keystone? 

Return to SA. 

Strings cut (+++). 

Puppets (+++) in shadows. 

Each side of the triangle controls a certain subsect of power brokers. 

Power brokers are also labeled as the puppets/servants. 

What is the New World Order? 

Why did POTUS receive a sword dance when visiting SA? 

What does this mean culturally? 

Why is this relevant? 

What occurred in SA? 

How did POTUS remove one side of the pyramid? 

What did POTUS receive while visiting China? 

Where did POTUS dine? 

What is the significance? 

What if China, Russia, and others are coordinating w/ POTUS to eliminate the NWO? 

Who controls NK? 

Who really controls NK? 

Who controls several agencies within the US, EU, and abroad? 

Why is No Such Agency so vital? 

Enormous scale of events currently ongoing. 

Why is Russia helping to kill ISIS? 

This is not easy to accept nor believe. 

Crumbs make bread. 

Operations active. 

Joint missions underway. 

The world is fighting back. 

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149061733/#149063582
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149061733/#149063644
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Refer back to graphic. 

The Great Awakening. 

Snow White. 

Iron Eagle. 

Jason Bourne (2016)(Dream/CIA). 

Q 

 

Rogue operators are here. 

Failed to shut down site. 

Protected. 

This will only get worse. 

Archive and coordinate. 

Crumbs dropped will soon paint the full picture. 

The picture will open the eyes of the world. 

We can't do it without you. 

God bless you all. 

Q 

 

How did Soros replace family ‘y’? 

Who is family ‘y’? 

Trace the bloodlines of these (3) families. 

What happened during WWII? 

Was Hitler a puppet? 

Who was his handler? 

What was the purpose? 

What was the real purpose of the war? 

What age was GS? 

What is the Soros family history? 

What has occurred since the fall of N Germany? 

Who is A. Merkel? 

What is A. Merkel’s family history? 

Follow the bloodline. 

Who died on the Titanic? 

What year did the Titanic sink? 

Why is this relevant? 

What ‘exactly’ happened to the Titanic? 

What ‘class of people’ were guaranteed a lifeboat? 

Why did select ‘individuals’ not make it into the lifeboats? 

Why is this relevant? 

How do we know who was on the lifeboats (D or A)? 

How were names and bodies recorded back then? 

When were tickets purchased for her maiden voyage? 

Who was ‘specifically’ invited? 

Less than 10. 

What is the FED? 

What does the FED control? 

Who controls the FED? 

Who approved the formation of the FED? 

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149061733/#149065482
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149120562/#149122955
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Why did H-wood glorify Titanic as a tragic love story? 

Who lived in the movie (what man)? 

Why is this relevant? 

Opposite is true. 

What is brainwashing? 

What is a PSYOP? 

What happened to the Hindenburg? 

What really happened to the Hindenburg? 

Who died during the ‘accident’? 

Why is this relevant? 

What are sheep? 

Who controls the narrative? 

The truth would put 99% of people in the hospital. 

It must be controlled. 

Snow White. 

Iron Eagle. 

Jason Bourne (CIA/Dream). 

Q 

 

>anon posts about CIA's 7 supercomputers 

Confirmed. 

Go deeper. 

Signatures are IMPORTANT. 

Q 

 

  AALLWWAALLEEEEDD’’SS  EEXX  WWIIFFEE  DDEETTAAIILLSS  CCHHIILLDD  SSEEXX  SSLLAAVVEERRYY  TTOO  EELLIITTEE..  

  OORRLLAANNDDOO  EEXXPPLLOOSSIIOONN  CCAAUUSSEESS  FFUULLLL  GGRROOUUNNDD--SSTTOOPP  AATT  AAIIRRPPOORRTT..  

  NNUUCCLLEEAARR  FFAALLLLOOUUTT  AALLEERRTT  IISSSSUUEEDD  BBYY  IIRRSSNN  AASS  NNUUCCLLEEAARR  CCLLOOUUDDSS  TTRRAAVVEELLSS  WWEESSTT  TTOOWWAARRDD  EEUURROOPPEE  FFRROOMM  RRUUSSSSIIAA--

KKAAZZAAKKHHSSTTAANN  BBOORRDDEERR..  

  TTRRUUMMPP  IINN  PPHHIILLIIPPPPIINNEESS..  

  AALL  GGOORREE  //  JJEERRRRYY  BBRROOWWNN  PPAARRAADDIINNGG  AARROOUUNNDD  IINN  EEUURROOPPEE  PPOOUUNNDDIINNGG  TTHHEE  TTAABBLLEE  OOVVEERR  CCLLIIMMAATTEE..  

  EEUU  CCOOMMPPEETTIITTIIOONN  CCOOMMMMIISSSSIIOONNEERR  MMAARRGGRREETTHHEE  VVEESSTTAAGGEERR  GGEERRSS  UUPP  FFOORR  MMUULLTTII  BBIILLLLIIOONN  DDOOLLLLAARRSS  AANNTTII--TTRRUUSSTT  PPEENNAALLTTYY  FFOORR  

GGOOOOGGLLEE..  

  MMAALLLL  OOFF  AAMMEERRIICCAA,,  SSTTAABBBBIINNGG..  

 

Patriots don’t sleep. 

40,000ft. v. necessary to understand [US]/SA/global events. 

Paint the picture. 

Decrease altitude (we will not fly that high again). 

Higher the altitude greater the [risk] of conspiracy ST. 

Many cannot/will not swallow. 

What is No Such Agency - Q group? 

Who has clearance to full picture? 

Important. 

SIS is good. 

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149120562/#149124567
http://www.dhakatribune.com/world/middle-east/2017/11/11/saudi-princess-unveils-kingdoms-dark-side/
http://fortune.com/2017/11/11/orlando-airport-closure/
http://www.irsn.fr/EN/newsroom/News/Pages/20171109_Detection-of-Ruthenium-106-in-France-and-in-Europe-Results-of-IRSN-investigations.aspx
http://www.irsn.fr/EN/newsroom/News/Pages/20171109_Detection-of-Ruthenium-106-in-France-and-in-Europe-Results-of-IRSN-investigations.aspx
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/asia/trump-philippines-rodrigo-duterte-manila-protests-us-president-china-asia-trip-trade-talks-a8051616.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/business/wp/2017/11/13/two-people-stabbed-while-trying-to-stop-a-theft-at-mall-of-america-police-say/?utm_term=.30e30177ac57
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149139896/#149140639
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+++Adm R+++ 

What agency is at war w/ Clowns In America? 

How does POTUS shift narrative? 

(New) Age of Enlightenment. 

80% covert. 

20% public. 

What has occurred over [th]e last several months? 

C-info leaks? 

Operations (think SA + ???)? 

CNN sale? 

What co’s rec large cash injections by Clowns In America (public)? 

Why??? 

Who does t hurt? 

Who control the MSM? 

Primary objective from beginning: POTUS discredit MSM. 

[W]hy is this relevant? 

How is information transmitted? 

How are people inform[e]d? 

Why was Sarah A. C. attacked (hack-attempt)? 

Why was Op[e]ration Mockingbird repeated? 

Why was Jason Bourne (CIA/Dream) repeated? 

Think social media platforms. 

Who are the Wizards & Warloc[k]s? 

What council do the Wizards & Warlocks control? 

Think Snowden (inside terms dropped). 

Alice & Wonderland – understood. 

Snow White – understood. 

Iron Eagle? 

Godfather III? 

Speed? 

Everything has meaning. 

Disney is a distraction. 

Senate & Congress = puppets (not all)(power shift). 

For [GOD & COUNTRY]. 

For HUMANITY. 

GERONIMO. 

Q 

 

::::WARNING:::: 

This is not a game! 

DIRECT ATTACK TODAY BY NYT/CLOWNS IN AMERICA: 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/12/us/nsa-shadow-brokers.html 

Do you believe in coincidences? 

How many coincidences do you need before you believe? 

This is the biggest insider drop in the history of the world. 

Pray. 

Q 

  

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149151586/#149151705
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::::WARNING:::: 

This is not a game! 

DIRECT ATTACK TODAY BY NYT/CLOWNS IN AMERICA: 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/12/us/nsa-shadow-brokers.html 

Do you believe in coincidences? 

How many coincidences do you need before you believe? 

This is the biggest insider drop in the history of the world. 

Pray. 

Q 

 

This is a direct attack. 

The article is disinfo but made to send a message to POTUS. 

You are witnessing history. 

Coincidence? 

God be with us all. 

Q 

 

NYT/Clowns In America article released today re: Q-group is a DIRECT attack/warning re: what is being dropped here. 

Read between the lines. 

Why was the article published today? 

POTUS has been briefed. 

New measures active and in place. 

Update the graphic. 

 

_DGB79FTWA-0ZjBT_19-T_yes 

_Conf_13_pre-lau_yes 

_HTzD09BA_conf_yes 

_^yRTPCCA-7^DFWTAb_yes 

_green1_green2_green3_green4_conf-ZDjTwT9Ry 

Godspeed. 

Q 

 

Only a picture: Freedom.png (American flag WITHOUT gold trim) 

 
  

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149151045/#149152383
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149151045/#149152902
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149151045/#149157229
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149158110/#149160361
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  JJUUSSTTIICCEE  DDEEPPTT..  CCOONNSSIIDDEERRIINNGG  UURRAANNIIUUMM  OONNEE  ((UU11))  SSPPEECCIIAALL  CCOOUUNNSSEELL..  

  JJEERRSSEEYY  MMAANN  SSEENNTTEENNCCEEDD  FFOORR  RROOLLEE  IINN  UU11  BBRRIIBBEERRYY..  

  EEAARRTTHHQQUUAAKKEE  OONN  IIRRAANN  //  IIRRAAQQII  BBOORRDDEERR  KKIILLLLSS  443300  AATT  NNIIGGHHTT..  FFEELLTT  AALLLL  TTHHEE  WWAAYY  TTHHRROOUUGGHH  DDUUBBAAII..  

  AARRMMYY  LLIIFFTTSS  BBAANN  OONN  RREECCRRUUIITTSS  WWIITTHH  MMEENNTTAALL  HHEEAALLTTHH  IISSSSUUEESS..  

  NNOORRTTHH  KKOORREEAA  ((NNKK))  SSOOLLIIDDEERR  SSHHOOTT  DDUURRIINNGG  DDEEFFEECCTTIIOONN  TTOO  SSOOUUTTHH  AATT  KKOORREEAANN  DDMMZZ..  

  BBIILLLL  GGAATTEESS  BBUUYYSS  HHUUGGEE  CCHHUUNNKK  OOFF  LLAANNDD  TTOO  BBUUIILLDD  SSMMAARRTT  CCIITTYY..  

Distress cal[L]s to others will [d]o you/family no good at this stage. We know whe[R]e you/the family are at all times and can hear you 

breathing. 

Q 

 

_D7g^-_%19FZBx_decline 

LdR between the brackets []. LdR stand either for Lynn de Rothschild or Lord (Jacob) de Rothschild. 

 

  SSEESSSSIIOONN  AAPPPPEEAARRSS  FFOORR  HHEEAARRIINNGG  WWIITTHH  UURRAANNIIUUMM  OONNEE..  

  PPRRIINNCCEE  CCHHAARRLLEESS  CCAALLLLSS  IINN  UUSS  TTOO  TTAAKKEE  OONN  JJEEWWIISSHH  LLOOBBBBYY..  

  FFAARRAAGGEE  CCAALLLLSS  OOUUTT  SSOORROOSS  ““CCOORRRRUUPPTTIIBBLLEE  IINN  PPAARRLLIIAAMMEENNTT””..  

  NNBBCC  EEXXEECCUUTTIIVVEE  FFIIRREEDD..  

  110000  PPAARRTTYY  MMEEMMBBEERRSS  OOFF  MMAACCRROONN  ((FFRREENNCCHH  PPRREESSIIDDEENNTT))  RREESSIIGGNN..  

  MMUUGGAABBEE  FFAACCEESS  RREESSIIGGNNAATTIIOONN  OORR  PPEEAACCEEFFUULL  CCOOUUPP  AASS  TTAANNKKSS  EEFFFFEECCTTIIVVEELLYY  SSTTOORRMM  CCAAPPIITTAALL..  

  SSEESSSSIIOONNSS  DDIIRREECCTTSS  PPRROOSSEECCUUTTOORRSS  TTOO  ““EEVVAALLUUAATTEE  CCEERRTTAAIINN  IISSSSUUEESS””  IINNVVOOLLVVIINNGG  UURRAANNIIUUMM  OONNEE  AANNDD  CCLLIINNTTOONN,,  LLEEAAVVEESS  

DDOOOORR  OOPPEENN  OONN  SSPPEECCIIAALL  CCOOUUNNSSEELL..  

How do you capture a very dangerous animal? 

Do you attack it from the front? 

Do you walk through the front door? 

Do you signal ahead of time you will be attacking? 

How do you distinguish between good and bad? 

Who do you trust to keep secrets? 

How do you prevent leaks? 

Who do you trust to complete the mission? 

How do you prevent warnings being sent? 

Why is Adm R. so important? 

Why was the source code to former NSA collection p’s publicly released? 

How do you blind the Clowns In America? 

What was Snowden’s primary mission? 

What was Snowden’s real primary mission? 

Was Snowden truly acting on his own? 

Nothing is as it appears. 

What show is being put on by AG Sessions since his confirmation? 

What show is being put on by POTUS since AG Sessions’ confirmation? 

Why was AG Sessions’ confirmation challenged heavily? 

Why was RR’s confirmation smooth and easy? 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/13/us/politics/justice-department-uranium-one-special-counsel.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-crime-russia/new-jersey-man-sentenced-for-role-in-russian-uranium-bribe-scheme-idUSKBN1DE051
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/wires/ap/article-5076427/Powerful-earthquake-Iran-Iraq-border-kills-207-people.html
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2017/11/12/army-lifts-ban-recruits-history-self-mutilation-other-mental-health-issues/853131001/
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-41967841
http://www.miamiherald.com/news/nation-world/article184381523.html
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149260496/#149262582
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/11/14/sessions-to-face-uranium-one-clinton-foundation-recusal-questions-on-hill.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5073607/Letter-penned-Prince-Charles-sparks-controversy.html
https://www.rt.com/uk/409818-farage-soros-funding-europe/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/media/2017/11/14/nbc-news-executive-fired-inappropriate-conduct/864217001/
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/879895/emmanuel-macron-french-president-party-members-quit-republic-on-the-move-lrem
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/879724/Zimbabwe-Robert-Mugabe-coup-ZANU-PDF-Party-army-military-Emmerson-Mnangagwa
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/11/13/justice-dept-won-t-rule-out-another-special-counsel-to-investigate-uranium-one-and-clinton.html
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/11/13/justice-dept-won-t-rule-out-another-special-counsel-to-investigate-uranium-one-and-clinton.html
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149397178/#149401052
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What was the vote count for RR? 

Why did Sessions recuse himself? 

Why is this relevant? 

What group has vocally supported RM repeatedly? 

How do you capture a very dangerous animal? 

Who is best to conduct the attack? 

What is the one force necessary to retain control? 

Why does the US Military play such a vital role in this global game of RISK? 

What is money without power? 

Why did POTUS depart Manila 30 min ahead of schedule? 

Why is AF1 landing in Hawaii? 

Does AF1 have in-air refueling ability? 

Nothing is as it appears. 

What was the DC vote breakdown between Trump & Clinton? 

What is the nickname for DC? 

Why would sealed indictments be outside of DC jurisdiction? 

What purpose would this serve? 

Why are judicial appointments being rapidly completed? 

Who can you trust? 

Have faith, Patriots. 

Q 

 

>anon posts still pic from video, shows looking at the ground out of AF1 window 

>https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/930490487903084544 

>did anyone saw this in the vid?  

Isn't that curious? 

What's below? 

Q 

 

For the coming days ahead. 

Ask yourself an honest question, why would a billionaire who has it all, fame, fortune, a warm and loving family, friends, etc. want to 

endanger himself and his family by becoming POTUS? 

Why would he want to target himself and those he cares about? 

Does he need money? 

Does he need fame? 

What does he get out of this? 

Does he want to make the US/world a better place for his family and for those good and decent people who have long been taken advantage 

of? 

Perhaps he could not stomach the thought of mass murders occurring to satisfy Moloch? 

Perhaps he could not stomach the thought of children being kidnapped, drugged, and raped while leaders/law enforcement of the world 

turn a blind eye. 

Perhaps he was tired of seeing how certain races/countries were being constantly abused and kept in need/poor/and suffering all for a 

specific purpose. 

Perhaps he could not in good conscious see the world burn. 

Why, hours after the election, did seven people travel to an undisclosed location to hold a very private & highly secured/guarded meeting? 

Why didn’t HRC give a concession speech? 

When was the last time a presidential candidate didn’t personally give a concession speech? 

What happens if the border remained open and the MSM continued to brainwash? 

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149397178/#149402892
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149463784/#149467638
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At what point do Patriots, and hard working men and woman, become the minority? 

What about voting machines? 

Who owns the voting machines? 

What about voter ID laws? 

Photo ID? When is it necessary and must be presented? Make a list. Laugh. 

Reconcile. 

Would the chances of defeating evil grow less and less with each passing year? 

What does ‘red line’ mean? 

Why, again, were the arrests made in SA so very important? 

What strings were immediately cut? 

Follow the money. 

When does a bird sing? 

Q 

 

Who financed 9-11? 

Who was Bin Laden’s handler? 

Why was the Clowns In America tasked to hunt/kill/capture UBL? 

Why not MI? 

If we found UBL, eliminated his security, why would we immediately kill him and not take him alive? 

Why wouldn’t we want to capture UBL alive and extract other possible T-level events? 

Perhaps someday people will understand ‘they’ had a plan to conduct ‘another’ mass extinction event. 

WWI & II - orchestrated and planned by select families? 

Fantasy land. 

Remember, the more people there are, the more power the people have. 

Why do D’s push for gun control ‘directly’ after every tragic incident? 

Why is this so very important to their agenda? 

We, the people, are who they are afraid of. 

We, the people, are who they fear will one day awake. 

Our Father who art in heaven, 

Hallowed be thy name. 

Thy kingdom come. 

Thy will be done 

on earth as it is in heaven. 

Give us this day our daily bread, 

and forgive us our trespasses, 

as we forgive those who trespass against us, 

and lead us not into temptation, 

but deliver us from evil. 

Q 

 
For a few days people were intricatde by this prayer in Q’s post, they tried to make connection but the answer came later. 

 

 
News unlock the map. Future proves past.  Pope wants to change “Lord’s Prayer” as it implies God “induces temptation”. 

 

On Dec. 9
th

 Q posted to answer us, to confirm about the news and the knowledge, because this was made (((public))) only 3 weeks later. 

See the original post on 8chan: https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60141 

 

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149463784/#149467690
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/889365/Pope-Francis-Jesus-Lords-Prayer-Bible-God-Catholic-scripture-religion-christianity
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60141
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  FFBBII  DDRROOPPSS  MMCCCCAABBEE  VVAAUULLTT  IINNFFOORRMMAATTIIOONNSS..  

  AANNTTIIFFAA  DDEECCLLAARREEDD  AASS  DDOOMMEESSTTIICC  TTEERRRROORR  GGRROOUUPP..  

  MMOORREE  IINNTTEERRNNEETT  OOUUTTAAGGEESS  IINN  UUSSAA..  

  PPOOTTUUSS  SSPPEEEECCHH  OONN  AASSIIAANN  TTRRIIPP,,  GGEEOOPPOOLLIITTIICCAALL  FFUUTTUURREE..  

  SSEECCRREETT  SSPPAACCEE  XX  //  GGOOVV  SSHHUUTTTTLLEE  LLAAUUNNCCHH  SSEETT  FFOORR  TTHHUURRSSDDAAYY  NNOOVV  1166..  AASSGGAARRDDIIAA  ((11SSTT  ““OOFFFFIICCIIAALL””  SSPPAACCEE  NNAATTIIOONN))  

SSAATTEELLLLIITTEE  LLAAUUNNCCHHEEDD..  

  OORRBBSS  LLIIGGHHTTSS  UUPP  PPHHOOEENNIIXX..  

  LLOONNGG  LLOOSSTT  DDAA  VVIINNCCII’’SS  PPAAIINNTTIINNGG  PPOOIISSEEDD  TTOO  FFEETTCCHH  99  FFIIGGUURREESS  BBUUYYEERR  IINN  AAUUCCTTIIOONN..  

  GGOOWWDDYY  ««     »»   

_Conf_D-TT_^_v891_0600_yes 

_green1_0600 

Bunker Apple Yellow Sky [… + 1] 

Yes 

Godspeed. 

Q 

 

This was a stringer, a GO with instructions for this mission, see bellow: 

 
 

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/4954711/first-picture-vietnamese-pilot-helicopter-crash-over-rothschilds-estate/ 

Married Capt. Green was a senior instructor for Helicopter Services and had learned to fly in the Forces. 

A former colleague, Capt. Phil Croucher, said: "I shared a cup of tea with him only on Thursday morning. He 

was a true gentleman." 

Capt Croucher continued: "He was probably the most well-respected instructor in the country. He achieved a 

very high position within the Army as an instructor. 

"He was an absolutely dedicated instructor. If you wanted a training instructor there's no one more highly 

qualified. Almost everybody in the country has been instructed by him. Most instructors have been trained by 

him." 

 

  

https://vault.fbi.gov/deputy-director-mccabe-communications-regarding-spouses-virginia-state-senate-campaign
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-president-trump-trip-asia/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-5086751/Strange-flash-Phoenix-spotted-security-cameras.html
http://www.history.com/news/stunning-long-lost-da-vinci-painting-expected-to-fetch-100-million
http://www.foxbusiness.com/politics/2017/11/14/ag-sessions-considers-probe-into-clinton-foundation-ties-to-uranium-one-deal-rep-gowdy-weighs-in.html
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149485163/#149490950
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/4954711/first-picture-vietnamese-pilot-helicopter-crash-over-rothschilds-estate/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/nintchdbpict000367574554.jpg?strip=all&w=960
https://www.thesun.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/kh-map-waddeson-manor1.jpg?strip=all&w=750
https://www.thesun.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/de5kwrjpg-js367555811.jpg?strip=all&w=960
https://www.thesun.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/nintchdbpict000367703824.jpg?strip=all&w=626
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  HHOOUUSSEE  PPAASSSSEESS  TTAAXX  RREEFFOORRMM  11..55  TTRRIILLLLIIOONN  IINN  CCUUTTSS  1133  RR''SS  VVOOTTEE  NNOO  

  LLOONNGG  LLOOSSTT  DDAA  VVIINNCCII’’SS  PPAAIINNTTIINNGG  RREEEELLSS  IINN  $$445500..33MMIILLLLIIOONNSS..  

  FF--1155’’SS  IINNVVOOLLVVEEDD  WWIITTHH  MMYYSSTTEERRYY  AAIIRRCCRRAAFFTT  OOVVEERR  OORREEGGOONN..  

  AASSGGAARRDDIIAA  ((FFIIRRSSTT  SSPPAACCEE  NNAATTIIOONN))  SSAATTEELLLLIITTEE  LLAAUUNNCCHH..  RREELLAATTEEDD  ??  SSEECCRREETT  SSPPAACCEE  XX  LLAAUUNNCCHH  SSAAMMEE  DDAAYY..  

  220000  MMSS--1133  AARRRREESSTTEEDD  IINN  CCRRAACCKKDDOOWWNN  NNAATTIIOONNWWIIDDEE..    

  EEXX  GGOOOOGGLLEE  EEXXEECC..  RREEGGIISSTTEERR  FFIIRRSSTT  CCHHUURRCCHH  OOFF  AA..II..  WWIITTHH  IIRRSS..  

  DDEEMMOOCCRRAATTIICC  SSEENNAATTOORR  MMEENNEEDDEEZZ  CCOORRRRUUPPTTIIOONN  CCAASSEE  DDEEEEMMEEDD  MMIISSTTRRIIAALL..  

  SSTTRRAANNGGEE  RROOTTHHSSCCHHIILLDD  CCRRAASSHH  HHAAPPPPEENNIINNGG  OOVVEERR  WWAADDDDEESSDDOONN  ((BBUUCCKKIINNGGHHAAMMSSHHIIRREE))..  11  HHEELLIICCOOPPTTEERR  AANNDD  11  PPRRIIVVAATTEE  JJEETT  

CCOOLLLLIISSIIOONN..    

  RRUUSSSSIIAA  AAPPPPRROOVVEE  PPLLAANN  TTOO  MMIINNEE  TTHHEE  MMOOOONN..  

  1100KK++  MMOORREE  JJFFKK  FFIILLEESS  RREELLEEAASSEEDD..  

  AARRGGEENNTTIINNAA  SSUUBBMMAARRIINNEE  MMIISSSSIINNGG..  NNAASSAA  AAMMOONNGG  SSEEAARRCCHH  PPAARRTTYY  HHEELLPPIINNGG..  

  BBII--PPAARRTTIISSAANN  PPUUSSHH  FFOORR  SSEENNAATTEE  EETTHHIICCSS  CCOOMMMMIITTTTEEEE  TTOO  IINNVVEESSTTIIGGAATTEE  AALL  FFRRAANNKKEENN..  

No SIGNS FROM Q - LOTS OF SHILLS / BOTS / TROLLS / SPAM / BLUE PILLS / NEWFAGS on the CBTS threads. -> Desinfo attacks. 

Lots of good works from thread’s Anons, infograph, memes, finding, clues, ideas, theories, discussions. 

 

  MMEERRKKEELL  SSCCRRAAMMBBLLEESS  TTOO  FFIINNDD  MMAAJJOORRIITTYY  IINN  OORRDDEERR  TTOO  SSTTAAYY  IINN  PPOOWWEERR  ..  

  MMAACCRROONN''SS  FFAAVVOORRIITTEE  PPIICCKK  BBEECCOOMMEESS  PPAARRTTYY  LLEEAADDEERR  WWHHOOMM  IISS  KKNNOOWWNN  AASS  AA  GGOOVVEERRNNMMEENNTT  LLOOYYAALL  ""FFOORRMMEERR""  SSOOCCIIAALLIISSTT..  

  BBLLAAZZIINNGG  FFIIRREEBBAALLLL  LLIIGGHHTTSS  UUPP  AARRCCTTIICC  SSKKYY,,  NNOO  EEXXPPLLAANNAATTIIOONN..  

  TTRRUUMMPP  TTEELLLLSS  HHIILLLLAARRYY  TTOO  GGEETT  OONN  WWIITTHH  LLIIFFEE..  

  CCOOMMEEYY  LLAAUUNNCCHHEESS  LLAAUUGGHHAABBLLEE  SSPPEEAAKKIINNGG  TTOOUURR  TTAARRGGEETTEEDD  TTOOWWAARRDDSS  ""EETTHHIICCSS""..  

  PPOOLLIICCEE  HHAAVVEE  AABBIILLIITTYY  TTOO  AACCQQUUIIRREE  YYOOUURR  DDNNAA  FFRROOMM  CCOOMMPPAANNYY  YYOOUU  PPAAIIDD  IINN  OORRDDEERR  TTOO  TTEESSTT  YYOOUURR  DDNNAA..  

Only one post from Q, showing his presence after the disinformation attacks on CBTS threads (especially the past 2 days, 16th n 17th.) 

++ 

 

  SSEECCRREETT  UU++  IINNFFOORRMMAANNTT  HHAASS  VVIIDDEEOO  EEVVIIDDEENNCCEE  OOFF  BBRRIIBBEERRYY  MMOONNEEYY..  

  SSTTEEVVEE  MMOOTTSSYYNN  DDIIEESS..  

  RREEPPOORRTT  OOFF  PPEEDDOO  RRIINNGG  WWIITTHH  TTIIEESS  TTOO  PPOOPPEE’’SS  BBRROOTTHHEERR  RREE--EEMMEERRGGEESS..  

  MMEERRKKEELL  SSCCRRAAMMBBLLEESS  TTOO  FFIINNDD  MMAAJJOORRIITTYY  IINN  OORRDDEERR  TTOO  SSTTAAYY  IINN  PPOOWWEERR..  

  BBLLAAZZIINNGG  FFIIRREEBBAALLLL  LLIIGGHHTTSS  UUPP  AARRTTIICC  SSKKYY,,  NNOO  EEXXPPLLAANNAATTIIOONN..  

  TTRRUUMMPP  TTEELLLLSS  HHIILLLLAARRYY  ((RRCC))  TTOO  GGEETT  OONN  WWIITTHH  LLIIFFEE..  

  PPOOSSSSIIBBLLEE  NNEEWW  SSOOUURRCCEE  OONN  DDIISSCCOOVVEERRYY  OOFF  FFRROOZZEENN  CCIITTYY  UUNNDDEERR  AANNTTAARRCCTTIICC  IICCEE..  

 Desinfo attack is back but Anons keep on going with da good work. 

  

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/ms-13-crackdown-nets-hundreds-arrests-feds-n821531
http://www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/us/2017/november/this-former-google-exec-says-artificial-intelligence-is-god-creates-new-religion
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-new-jersey-menendez/corruption-trial-of-senator-menendez-ends-in-mistrial-idUSKBN1DG2NP
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/4954711/first-picture-vietnamese-pilot-helicopter-crash-over-rothschilds-estate/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/4954711/first-picture-vietnamese-pilot-helicopter-crash-over-rothschilds-estate/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/4936026/russia-unveils-30m-plans-to-start-mining-on-the-moon/
http://www.businessinsider.fr/us/us-navy-nasa-helping-argentina-find-missing-submarine-ara-san-juan-2017-11/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2017/11/30/senate-ethics-committee-launches-its-investigation-al-franken/911503001/
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149920858/#149921023
http://exopolitics.org/possible-new-source-on-discovery-of-frozen-city-under-antarctic-ice/
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  SSEENNAATTEE  EENNAABBLLEESS  EEAASSIIEERR  FFEEDDEERRAALL  JJUUDDGGEE  AAPPPPOOIINNTTMMEENNTT..  

  MMUUGGAABBEE  SSTTIILLLL  RREEFFUUSSIINNGG  TTOO  RREESSIIGGNN  AAMMIIDD  PPEEAACCEEFFUULL  CCOOUUPP..  

  MMEERRKKEELL  UUNNAABBLLEE  TTOO  FFOORRMM  MMAAJJOORRIITTYY,,  44TTHH  TTEERRMM  IINN  DDOOUUBBTT..  

  SSOORROOSS  CCRRIITTIICCIIZZEESS  OORRBBAANN  OOFF  HHUUNNGGAARRYY  UUNNDDEERR  GGUUIISSEE  OOFF  AANNTTII--SSEEMMIITTIISSMM..  

  AAMMAAZZOONN’’SS  BBUUIILLDDIINNGG  NNEEWW  ““SSEECCRREETT  CCLLOOUUDD””  FFOORR  TTHHEE  CCIIAA..  

  LLOOUUDD  BBOOOOMM  AANNDD  BBAANNGGSS  SSTTIILLLL  BBEEIINNGG  HHEEAARRDD  WWOORRLLDDWWIIDDEE,,  RREECCOORRDDEEDD  &&  TTAALLKKEEDD  DDAAIILLYY..  

  WWOORRLLDD  FFIIRRSSTT  RROOBBOOTT  PPOOLLIICCEE  OOFFFFIICCEERR  LLAAUUNNCCHHEEDD  IINN  DDUUBBAAII..  AAFFTTEERR  TTHHAATT  TTHHEEYY  GGRRAANNTTEEDD  CCIITTIIZZEENNSSHHIIPP  TTOO  SSOOPPHHIIAA  ((TTHHEE  

RROOBBOOTT--AAII))..  

What is a key? 

What is a key used for? 

What is a guard? 

What is a guard used for? 

Who unlocked the door of all doors? 

Was it pre-planned? 

Do you believe in coincidences?  

What is information? 

Who controls the release of information? 

WHO HAS ALL OF THE INFORMATION? 

Who disseminates information? 

What is the MSM? 

Who controls the MSM? 

Who really controls the MSM? 

Why are we made to believe the MSM are the only credible news sources? 

Who controls the MSM? 

Who really controls the MSM? 

Why are we made to believe the MSM are the only credible news sources? 

Why is this relevant?  

Why are non MSM platforms cast as conspiracy and/or non-credible? 

Why are non MSM platforms cast as conspiracy and/or non-credible? 

What happens when an entity and/or individual accumulates power?  

Define corruption. 

Wealth = power. 

Power = influence.  

Influence = control. 

Rinse and repeat.  

What power of influence was recently discovered (specifically re: 2016 election)? 

How much power of influence does Twitter, FB, Reddit, etc. have in influencing the minds of people?  

Has the stranglehold of the MSM been diminished?  

What is open source? 

What has become blatantly obvious since the election of POTUS? 

Why would they allow this (visibility) to occur?  

Were they not prepared to counter?  

What miscalculation occurred? 

What opposite impact did this generate? 

How did POTUS recognize and invert?  

What happens when an entity and/or individual accumulates power?  

https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/880796/Zimbabwe-latest-news-coup-live-updates-Robert-Mugabe-Grace-Mugabe-Military-army
https://www.cnbc.com/2017/11/19/german-coalition-talks-collapse.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2017/11/20/george-soros-decries-hungarys-orban-for-anti-semitic-attacks-reminiscent-of-the-1930s.html
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/amazon-secret-cloud-intelligence_us_5a13b28ae4b0bfa88c1ca7d6
https://nypost.com/2017/11/23/nobody-can-explain-loud-booms-heard-worldwide/
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150166775/#150166904
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Define corruption. 

Define censorship.  

Define ‘controlled’ censorship.  

What action is Twitter taking effective mid-Dec?  

What is the purpose of this action? 

Possible test to understand public / gov’t response? 

 

(cont..) 

When was this announced? 

When did events in SA transpire?  

Who controlled a large portion of Twitter stock? 

Why is this relevant? 

Define oppression.  

Who controls the narrative? 

Who really controls the narrative?  

Who guards the narrative? 

Does the MSM shelter and protect select ‘party’ members?  

Does this protection insulate these ‘party’ members? 

Who controls the narrative?  

What laws were put in place to protect the MSM from lawsuits? 

Who specifically passed this law? 

What is immunity?  

What prevents a news organization from simply ‘making up sources & stories’? 

What prevents a news organization from simply ‘making up sources & stories’? 

What previous SC ruling provided protection to reporters from having to reveal their ‘confidential’ source(s)?  

How many people are unaware of the ‘truth’ due to the stranglehold? 

How must people be made aware of an alternate reality?  

What are crumbs (think H-wood/DC) 

Define ‘lead-in’ (think play)? 

What has been occurring recently?  

The stage must be set. 

Crumbs are easy to swallow. 

What if Hugh Hefner was /a Clown In America? 

What is a honeypot?  

Define blackmail.  

How could this be applied? 

Fantasy land. 

WHO HAS ALL OF THE INFORMATION? 

No Such Agency. 

The hunter becomes the hunted. 

Operations underway. 

Operators active.  

Disinformation is real. 

Disinformation is necessary. 

Silent war (some gets out). 

The Great Awakening. 

Iron Eagle. 

Godfather III. 

The Hunt for Red October.  

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150166775/#150166936
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Q 

 

>>150168157 

>>150168274 

>> the hunt for red October 

 

This is a reference to the submarine that went missing just recently ? 

 

>>150169787 

Inccorect. 

 

You guys are missing the importance of Hugh Hefner! Think of it this way. 

>>Hugh invites over celeb/politician 

>>Hugh offers them “something younger” 

>>Hugh offers them a “safe space” to do it in 

>>Hugh tapes encounter 

>>Sends tape to CIA 

>>CIA has person by the balls for LIFE 

 

This is MAJORLY IMPORTANT to what has been keeping people in control for so long! 

 

>>150169796 

!!! 

 

QMAP 1/2 confirmed. 

This is the key. 

Q 

 

1&2 confirmed.  

You will need for coming weeks.  

Put it this way, six attempts were made to silence the witness scheduled to appear tomorrow. 

Special operators on guard.  

Q 

 

Bots deactivated upon arrival. 

Keep up the good fight. 

It’s spreading.  

Q 

  

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150166775/#150169787
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150166775/#150170117
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150166775/#150169787
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150166775/#150169796
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150171127/#150172069
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150171127/#150172817
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150171127/#150173114
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Expand your thinking. 

What are patterns? 

How are patterns formed and isolated? 

What are data sets? 

What is a map? 

Re: Twitter (repeat)(important). 

What action is Twitter taking effective mid-Dec?  

What is the purpose of this action? 

Possible test to understand public / gov’t response? 

When was this announced? 

When did events in SA transpire?  

Who controlled a large portion of Twitter stock? 

Why is this relevant? 

Expand your thinking. 

What is the real purpose of this action? 

What is the SS? 

Who is the primary person protected under the SS? 

What action is Twitter taking effective mid-Dec? 

Would POTUS be able to use Twitter post action? 

Define the ‘known’ action. 

Why is the MSM ignoring this action? 

What transpired w/ POTUS’ Twitter account a short time ago? 

Re-read crumbs on this topic (necessary). 

Two scenarios (lose/lose). 

POTUS advised by SS to terminate use of Twitter due to new website tracking policy (cookies) amongst other spyware not disclosed (risk) – 

1st time they failed (re-read).  

POTUS silenced on Twitter due to new policy (re: SS / risk). 

Direct message failure. 

POTUS refuses to be silenced. 

Bad actors gather metadata and targeting.  

Small example of the ongoing silent war. 

Options? 

Regulate? 

Problem: time to complete.  

Solution?  

Patriots, get the word out. 

Jason Bourne (Deep Dream). 

Q 

 

(Repost to correct thread). 

Expand your thinking. 

What are patterns? 

How are patterns formed and isolated? 

What are data sets? 

What is a map? 

Re: Twitter (repeat)(important). 

What action is Twitter taking effective mid-Dec?  

What is the purpose of this action? 

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150208420/#150212477
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150209720/#150214269
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Possible test to understand public / gov’t response? 

When was this announced? 

When did events in SA transpire?  

Who controlled a large portion of Twitter stock? 

Why is this relevant? 

Expand your thinking. 

What is the real purpose of this action? 

What is the SS? 

Who is the primary person protected under the SS? 

What action is Twitter taking effective mid-Dec? 

Would POTUS be able to use Twitter post action? 

Define the ‘known’ action. 

Why is the MSM ignoring this action? 

What transpired w/ POTUS’ Twitter account a short time ago? 

Re-read crumbs on this topic (necessary). 

Two scenarios (lose/lose). 

POTUS advised by SS to terminate use of Twitter due to new website tracking policy (cookies) amongst other spyware not disclosed (risk) – 

1st time they failed (re-read).  

POTUS silenced on Twitter due to new policy (re: SS / risk). 

Direct message failure. 

POTUS refuses to be silenced. 

Bad actors gather metadata and targeting.  

Small example of the ongoing silent war. 

Options? 

Regulate? 

Problem: time to complete.  

Solution?  

Patriots, get the word out. 

Jason Bourne (Deep Dream). 

Q 

 

POTUS opened the door of all doors. 

Expand your thinking. 

What is the keystone? 

Q 

 

>>150214269 

Q. glad you are here can you confirm this theory to Red October? 

http://www.lasvegasnow.com/news/us-says-north-korean-submarine-missing/395856843 

Saw the sub searches on the 13th and the navy build up in San diego. 

 

>>150214567 

Red Oct sig has not occurred yet. 

Follow the map. 

Q 

 

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150209720/#150214731
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150209720/#150214567
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150209720/#150214269
http://www.lasvegasnow.com/news/us-says-north-korean-submarine-missing/395856843
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150209720/#150214824
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/post/150214567/
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Soros sells Twitter, Facebook, Apple and Snap 

 

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/soros-sells-twitter-facebook-apple-and-snap-2017-11-14?mod=mw_share_facebook 

 

>>150214997 

!! 

 

Why am I here during the day? 

Why is this relevant? 

What does this infer?  

Q 

 

  RRUUSSSSIIAANN  AAUUTTHHOORRIITTIIEESS  CCOONNFFIIRRMM  ““EEXXTTRREEMMEELLYY  HHIIGGHH””  LLEEVVEELLSS  OOFF  RRUUTTHHEENNIIUUMM  110066  OOVVEERR  TTHHEE  UURRAALL  MMOOUUNNTTAAIINNSS  BBUUTT  CCAANNNNOOTT  

““IIDDEENNTTIIFFYY  TTHHEE  SSOOUURRCCEE””..  

  DDOOJJ  SSUUIINNGG  AATT&&TT--TTIIMMEE  WWAARRNNEERR  TTOO  SSTTOOPP  $$8855BBIILLLLIIOONNSS  MMEERRGGEERR..  

  AASSSSAADD  LLEEAAVVEESS  SSYYRRIIAA  ((11SSTT  TTIIMMEE  SSIINNCCEE  22001111))  TTOO  GGOO  IINN  RRUUSSSSIIAA  AANNDD  MMEEEETT  PPUUTTIINN..  

  FFCCCC  CCHHAAIIRR  SSTTIILLLL  PPUUSSHHIINNGG  FFOORR  TTOOTTAALL  RREEPPEEAALL  OOFF  NNEETT  NNEEUUTTRRAALLIITTYY..  

  FFBBII  UU11  IINNFFOORRMMAANNTT  CCOOLLLLEECCTTEEDD  EEVVIIDDEENNCCEE  OOVVEERR  YYEEAARRSS  OOFF  UUNNDDEERRCCOOVVEERR  WWOORRKK  IINNTTOO  TTHHEE  CCOORRRRUUPPTT  UU11  FFIIAASSCCOO..  

Good will always defeat evil.  

Q 

 

Good will always defeat evil.  

Q 

 

Good will always defeat evil. 

No rigging / blackmail this time. 

Wizards & Warlocks. 

Q 

 

Coordinated effort to silence. 

It will only get worse. 

All for a LARP right? 

Q 

  

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150209720/#150214997
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/soros-sells-twitter-facebook-apple-and-snap-2017-11-14?mod=mw_share_facebook
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150209720/#150215418
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/post/150214997/
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150209720/#150215871
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/nov/21/russia-radioactivity-986-times-norm-nuclear-accident-claim
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/nov/21/russia-radioactivity-986-times-norm-nuclear-accident-claim
https://www.ft.com/content/49c9e8d4-ce95-11e7-9dbb-291a884dd8c6
https://www.politico.com/story/2017/11/20/net-neutrality-repeal-fcc-251824
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150245340/#150254865
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150254958/#150257424
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150222458/#150257653
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150260054/#150260900
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Expand your thinking. 

Captain Mike Green. 

_Conf_D-TT_^_v891_0600_yes 

_green1_0600 

Bunker Apple Yellow Sky [… + 1] 

Yes. 

Who countered?  

Do you believe in coincidences? 

Learn how to read the map. 

Q 

 

What was posted prior to the stringer? 

What keywords were within the stringer? 

Why would keywords be left in the stringer? 

Future shows past.  

Learn to read the map. 

Everything has meaning - EVERYTHING. 

Q 

 

Keywords: 

Confirm. 

Green. 

Sky. 

Why were keywords added in the stringer?  

What was the purpose? 

What was previously stated? 

To who specifically? 

++ 

Who countered?  

Learn to read the map. 

Missing critical items. 

Graphic is key. 

Ordering is critical.  

Q 

 

Archive immediately. 

Stringer = code = command. 

What stringer was provided (2) days prior to event? 

What were the keywords in the stringer? 

Confirm. 

Green (Yes). 

Sky. 

Why were keywords provided? 

Guide to reading map? 

Lord d R. 

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150386940/#150388962
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150386940/#150391223
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150386940/#150393065
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150392746/#150395774
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What was previously stated? 

++ 

Who was the pilot of the plane? 

Bad actor? 

Who was the pilot of the helicopter? 

Green? 

What was countered? 

Who was on the ground (outside) shortly before the collision?  

Who was in the home shortly before the collision? 

Learn to read the map. 

We may have overestimated your ability. 

Q 

 

>>150395774 

>What stringer was provided (2) days prior to event? 

_Conf_D-TT_^_v891_0600_yes 

_green1_0600 

Bunker Apple Yellow Sky [… + 1] 

 

confirm 0600 (time) yes 

Green 0600 (time) 

Base Green Yellow (condition yellow?) Air 

 

>What were the keywords in the stringer? 

confirm 

green 

Yellow 

Sky 

 

 

>Guide to reading map? 

legend, past provides the future, questions provide the answers 

 

>Lord d R. 

++ 

target 

 

>Who was the pilot of the plane? 

Green 

 

>What was countered? 

Unknown to us 

 

>Who was on the ground (outside) shortly before the collision?  

"Unnamed" Rothschild 

 

>Who was in the home shortly before the collision? 

Unknown to us now, was "dog grooming event" 

 

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150392746/#150398185
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150392746/#150395774
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>Learn to read the map. 

trying really hard, is like herding kittens in here sometimes 

 

>We may have overestimated your ability. 

you came to us for certain strengths but there are weaknesses as well, some being exploited 

not enough focus 

 

answer the questions 

build the big picture 

break it back down 

make memes for the normies to calm & educate 

 

so we'll be ready for the Storm 

 

>>150398185Shadow war. 

Act II, Scene IV. 

(Movie idea – thoughts?) 

(Characters) 

Good guy (pilot of helicopter). 

Bad guy (pilot of plane). 

Targets (on ground and in home). 

(Story) 

Upon receipt of the ‘go’ code - Good guy flies during a blackout window provided by unknown agency w/ unknowns (ordinary people by the 

look of it) to a select location (re: highly classified mission) who was given the 'go' order by 'x' to execute (delivery – (3) for care_). Bad guy 

intercepts message due to rogue operator embedded in tactical observation unit and takes out Good guy by top down invisible attack.  

Mission failure. 

Encore: What has since occurred by Targets? 

Q 

 

Why is LRD chatting up Eagles on Twitter 

 

>>150400127 

What US President was nicknamed "Eagle" by the USSS? 

FlyEaglesFly 

Q 

 

>>150400719 

Dear Q: 

Jesus Christ was fucking pissed at his apostles most of the time because they were stupid fucks (at the time) that couldn't piece together even 

the most basic of clues. We are no different and are even more clueless. We are trying, but you really do have to spell it out for us. Sorry. We 

believe you are speaking the truth. To whom else can we turn? So put up with our shit and help us, and we'll do what you ask. 

  

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150392746/#150400112
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150392746/#150398185
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150392746/#150400127
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150392746/#150400638
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150392746/#150400127
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150400719/#150403252
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150400719/#150400719
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>>150403252 

Sniffer progs would kill the site. 

Everything has to be carefully crafted and tooled prior to release.  

Godspeed, Patriot. 

Q 

 

>Act II, Scene IV 

The same scene in Macbeth talks about a falcon flying freely before being ambushed by an owl. It is noted that the owl does not normally 

hunt the falcon. The scene continues to talk about many odd happenings and a darkness on the horizon for humanity. It is noted that even 

the horses are rebelling and turning upon one another (specifically eating eachother).  

Is it possible that the Clintons have turned on the Rothschilds? The flyeaglefly may even be a veiled threat directed towards the Clintons, a 

'We know' type thing. 

 

>>150404273 

What does the "Owl" represent to certain cults? 

Q 

 

CONFIRM GREEN SKY = giving an order to Captain Green to do something to the Rothschilds.  

 

Q gave us this crumb beforehand, and also wrote a message to LdR (we can hear you breathing).  

 

This was a map. Q told us that future shows the past meaning that a future event (Captain Mike Green doing something with a helicopter to 

Rothchilds) will explain these keywords and confirm that Q knows top secret information.  

 

Green, obviously a good guy, had a mission. We don't know what exactly he was supposed to do. But it had to be something very serious 

because bad guys countered very seriously and killed several people.  

 

Mission failed. 

 

>>150405114 

 

Their need for symbolism will be their downfall. 

Follow the Owl & Y head around the world.  

Identify and list. 

They don’t hide it. 

They don’t fear you. 

You are sheep to them. 

You are feeders. 

Godfather III. 

Q 

  

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150400719/#150405959
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150400719/#150403252
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150400719/#150404273
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150400719/#150406974
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/post/150404273/
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150400719/#150405114
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150400719/#150407593
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150400719/#150405114
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150410576/#150412315
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You are learning. 

You needed a push. 

Godspeed. 

Q 

 

>>150413820 

My actual conclusion is probably what's delayed me the most as it's been mind blowing understanding our country now.... I totally get it.. 

 

Current conclusions? 

so Titanic -> Rothchild screws America by making our money worthless -> crash of 29 -> Tons new government which doesn't fix the problem 

Rothchild created (but a war helps) -> cia -> everyone blackmailed with sex tapes -> media consumed cia -> Country forced hard left -> 

population to puppets -> Causes uprising by certain Patriots like Kennedy/Reagan/Trump and while they managed to kill Kennedy and 

outlast Reagan enough lessons were learned that we are now finally ready to clean house and become America again?  

 

First time in about a hundred years.... wow... 

 

>>150414073 

  

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150410576/#150412500
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150410576/#150412717
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150410576/#150414073
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150410576/#150413820
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150410576/#150417001
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/post/150414073/
http://img.4plebs.org/boards/pol/image/1507/08/1507085298730.jpg
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>>150415097 

 

Identify symbolism (Owl / Y). 

Which performers/celebs supported HRC during the election? 

Who performed during her rallies? 

What jewelry and/or tattoos present? 

What other events do they attend together? 

What does HRC represent to them? 

What celebrities have owl / Y head symbols? 

What politicians have owl / Y head symbols? 

What powerful people have owl / Y head symbols? 

What powerful groups have owl / Y head symbols? 

Why are they worn/shown openly?  

Their need for symbolism will be their downfall. 

MSM role? 

Push conspiracy theory. 

Social media role? 

Push conspiracy theory and institute new rules allowing for ban. 

Censorship. 

The graphic is key. 

Re-read graphic (ex: what family did Soros replace (Y)). 

Part II – How were they ‘adopted’ into the cult (as children). 

What were they provided for obeying and staying silent (brainwashed)? 

All that you know to be right is wrong. 

The ‘cult’ runs the world. 

Fantasy land. 

The world is fighting back (& destroying the cult). 

20% public. 

80% private. 

The world would otherwise collapse. 

40,000ft. v. (again) and need to decrease altitude to avoid ‘conspiracy’ label. 

Was necessary. 

GODFATHER III. 

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150410576/#150415097
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150410576/#150417146
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/post/150415097/
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150423953/#150424047
http://img.4plebs.org/boards/pol/image/1511/32/1511321576537.jpg
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For God & Country. 

Q 

 

  AATT&&TT  MMEERRGGEERR  CCAASSEE  FFAALLLLSS  UUPPOONN  JJUUDDGGEE  WWHHOOMM  AAPPPPRROOVVEEDD  TTHHEE  CCOOMMCCAASSTT  //  NNBBCC  MMEERRGGEERR..  

  RREEPPOORRTTSS  //  RRUUMMOORRSS  OOFF  AACCTTIIOONNSS  AATT  LLAANNGGLLEEYY  ((CCIIAA  HHEEAADD  QQUUAARRTTEERR))..  

  FFRREENNCCHH  BBAANNKK  CCLLOOSSEESS  FFAARR--RRIIGGHHTT  AACCCCOOUUNNTTSS..  

USA vs.  

Necessary to cut strings from foreign bad actors. 

Necessary to form WW alliances to defeat. 

Think Merkel is a coincidence?  

They are puppets. 

They are weak.  

They are scared. 

80% dark ops necessary. 

20% public for justice.  

The stage must be set.  

Have faith.  

Q 

 

>>150432420 

 

anon meme makers please make some memes of the popes audience hall looking like a snake pit. That sum sik shit 

>>150434251 

 

Why are China & Russia communist S/closed? 

Can you find an owl / Y there? 

Was this to prevent evil from entering? 

Was this to protect their children/people? 

Why was BO shamed during trip to China, SA, other locations? 

How was POTUS hosted? 

Compare. 

Think. 

Fantasy land. 

Q 

  

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-11-21/at-t-merger-challenge-lands-with-judge-who-approved-comcast-nbc
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150428011/#150433983
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150428011/#150434251
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150428011/#150432420
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150428011/#150434351
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/post/150434251/
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150434009/#150435422
http://img.4plebs.org/boards/pol/image/1485/82/1485823818130.jpg
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Who really controls NK? 

Q 

 

U1 – CA – EU – ASIA – IRAN/NK 

Iran Deal. 

Why is this relevant? 

Re-read drops re: NK / Iran. 

(Y) What does it mean to be covered in gold?  

Which couple was photographed covered in gold? 

The public release was a mistake. 

Who released the picture? 

Who has all the information? 

(Y) What does it mean to be covered in gold? 

Can you locate one other pic w/ Y head covered in gold? 

What does this represent? 

/_\ 

THE SUM OF ALL FEARS. 

Q 

 

U1 – CA – EU – ASIA – IRAN/NK 

Iran Deal. 

Why is this relevant? 

Re-read drops re: NK / Iran. 

(Y) What does it mean to be covered in gold?  

Which couple was photographed covered in gold? 

The public release was a mistake. 

Who released the picture? 

Who has all the information? 

(Y) What does it mean to be covered in gold? 

Can you locate one other pic w/ Y head covered in gold? 

What does this represent? 

/_\ 

THE SUM OF ALL FEARS. 

Q 

  

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150481862/#150486603
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150511300/#150512900
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150506612/#150513545
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>>150510227 

Gold. 

Q 

 

Ancient Egyptians considered gold “the skin of the gods” -- specifically the sun god Ra -- and often used it to craft objects of spiritual 

significance. 

Why is this relevant? 

Q 

 

3 sides form what shape? 

Expand your thinking. 

Re-read crumbs. 

Q 

 

U1 - CA - EU - ASIA - IRAN/NK 

Where did it end up? 

What was the purpose? 

Who was suppose to win the election of 2016? 

Why was the Iran deal kept from Congress and placed at the highest level of classification? 

Meaning, a United States Senator could NOT review the deal but other foreign powers could. 

How much money was hand delivered by plane(s)? 

Why in cash? 

Where did the plane(s) actually land? 

What was the cover? 

Who paid for BO to attend Harvard? 

Why would this occur pre-political days? 

Who was the biggest contributor to the CF? 

The graphic is the key. 

Why does the MSM push conspiracy w/o investigation? 

Who controls the MSM? 

What does the word 'conspiracy' mean to you? 

Has the word 'conspiracy' been branded to mean something shameful in today's society? 

The world cannot handle the truth. 

This pill cannot be swallowed by most. 

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150506612/#150510227
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150506612/#150513895
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/post/150510227/
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150506612/#150515203
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150506612/#150515835
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150506612/#150517837
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Risk in painting this picture. 

THE SUM OF ALL FEARS. 

Q 

 

Rizvi Traverse Management. 

Happy hunting. 

Q 

 

>>150522442 

>>150522681 

>http://www.rizvitraverse.com/ 

 

Looks like they deal with: SPACEX, Twitter, Playboy, smattering of others 

 

Senior team: 

>http://www.rizvitraverse.com/team/ 

 

>>150522875 

clown front? 

 

>>150523213 

 

Bad bread not updated. 

Q 

 

Bad bread. 

Q 

 

>>150559154 

What's up Q, please tell me life will get better. Growing tired and need hope. 

 

>>150559263 

We are winning bigly.  

Q 

  

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150520974/#150522442
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150520974/#150522875
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150520974/#150522442
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150520974/#150522681
http://www.rizvitraverse.com/
http://www.rizvitraverse.com/team/
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150520974/#150523213
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150520974/#150522875
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150520974/#150523420
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/post/150523213/
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150555010/#150559154
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150543934/#150559269
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150555010/#150559263
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150555010/#150559154
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150520974/#150523420
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/post/150559263/
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>>150559381 

Fake Q is fake. 

DTTT 

 

>>150559502 

You made the list. 

It’s rare, feel proud. 

Pick up your phone. 

Q 

 

Can’t wait for the green light. 

Teams on standby.  

Q 

 

 

$4.9 billion in government subsidies.  

Why? 

Q 

  

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150555010/#150559502
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150555010/#150559381
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150555010/#150559818
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/post/150559502/
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150559618/#150560899
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150561225/#150561736
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  KKIIMM  DDOOTTCCOOMM  AABBOOUUTT  TTOO  LLAAUUNNCCHH  AALLTTEERRNNAATTIIVVEE  IINNTTEERRNNEETT..  NNOO  MMOORREE  HHAACCKKSS,,  DDDDOOSS,,  NNOO  MMOORREE  CCEENNSSOORRSSHHIIPP  AANNDD  NNOO  

MMOORREE  SSPPYYIINNGG..  

  MMSSMM  ((PPRRAAVVDDAARREEPPOORRTT))  TTAALLKK  AABBOOUUTT  44CCHHAANN..OORRGG//PPOOLL//  AANNDD  QQ..  

  MMCCCCAAIINN  CCOONNFFIIRRMMSS  BBOOOOTT  SSWWAAPP  VVIIAA  TTWWIITTTTEERR..  

  AARRRREESSTTEEDD  SSAAUUDDIIEE’’SS  AARREE  GGEETTTTIINNGG  TTOORRTTUURREEDD..  PPRRIINNCCEE  AALL  WWAALLEEEEDD  AADDMMIITT  SSEENNDDIINNGG  SSNNIIPPEERRSS  AATT  TTHHEE  LLAASS  VVEEGGAASS  SSHHOOOOTTIINNGG..  

Rizvi Traverse Management. 

Very important.  

Q 

 

Why did BO scuttle the shuttle program? 

What is SpaceX?  

Expand your thinking.  

Q 

 

 >>150562337 

Suhail Rizvi is the "secretive investor" that has ties to SpaceX and is tied to Saudi Prince Alwaleed bin Talal’s investment company!!! This is 

HUGE! 

 

>>150562694 

CHECK MY LAST POST Q!! 

 

>>150562661 

>>150562661 

>>150562661 

 

>>150562774  

 

NK _ SpaceX. 

Q 

  

https://www.rt.com/news/410606-kim-dotcom-meganet-internet/
https://www.rt.com/news/410606-kim-dotcom-meganet-internet/
http://www.pravdareport.com/world/americas/23-11-2017/139239-military_q-0/
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150561225/#150562337
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150561225/#150562694
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150561225/#150562661
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150561225/#150562337
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150561225/#150562774
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150561225/#150562694
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150561225/#150562661
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150561225/#150562661
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150561225/#150562661
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150561225/#150562920
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/post/150562774/
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150561225/#150563217
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Forbes called Elon "Rocket Man" 

Reminds me of someone else calling someone "Rocket man" 

Coincidence? 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/markrogowsky/2017/09/30/elon-musk-the-real-rocket-man-wants-to-shrink-the-planet/#2fcc24721ce7 

 

>>150563756 

Holy shit. All of the president's past tweets making that reference. 

 

"MUSK. You magnificent bastard, Q read your BOOK!" 

 

>>150564270 

Do you believe in coincidences? 

Q 

 

The world cannot swallow the truth.  

Q 

 

What is FB? 

Spying tool? 

Who created it? 

Who really created it? 

Nothing is what it seems. 

Q 

 

Focus on his wife.  

Q 

 

Keyhole. 

Happy hunting. 

Q 

 

>>150569482 

GOD DAMMIT ONE MORE CLUE - HOW THE FUCK WILL WE EVER CONNECT "KEYHOLE" TO THIS? 

 

One more key word, please. Please. 

  

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150561225/#150563756
https://www.forbes.com/sites/markrogowsky/2017/09/30/elon-musk-the-real-rocket-man-wants-to-shrink-the-planet/#2fcc24721ce7
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150561225/#150564270
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150561225/#150563756
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150561225/#150565108
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/post/150564270/
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150561225/#150565710
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150565407/#150567199
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150565407/#150567655
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150565407/#150569482
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150565407/#150569615
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150565407/#150569482
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>>150569615 

Clowns In America.  

Q 

 

>>150569482 

https://pando.com/2015/07/01/cia-foia-google-keyhole/ 

 

>One of the first big milestones in this transformation took place in November 2004 when Google acquired a tiny and little-known 3-D 

mapping startup called Keyhole Inc. Google paid an undisclosed sum for the company, immediately absorbed it, and began turning its tech 

into what we now know as Google Earth. The acquisition would have gone unnoticed, had it not been for one not-so-tiny detail: Keyhole Inc 

was part-owned by the CIA and the "National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency" (NGA), a sister agency to the NSA. Keyhole Inc also had one 

major client base: US military and intelligence agencies. 

 

Google is like a cheat code for intelligence gathering. 

 

>>150569779 

Q IS IT THIS HERE >>150569763 

 

>>150569907 

 

_27-1_yes_USA94-2 

_27-1_yes_USA58-A 

_27-1_yes_USA04 

_Conf_BECZ_y056-(3)_y 

The_Castle_Runs_RED_yes 

Godspeed. 

Q 

 

Reminder. 

Unclassified setting. 

Monitored and analyzed in RT. 

Future answers past. 

Q 

  

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150565407/#150569779
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/post/150569615/
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150565407/#150569763
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150565407/#150569482
https://pando.com/2015/07/01/cia-foia-google-keyhole/
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150565407/#150569907
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150565407/#150569779
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150565407/#150569763
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150565407/#150570023
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/post/150569907/
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150678769/#150679159
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150678769/#150681065
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What news broke? 

American contractors where? 

Hanging from feet? 

Re-read dumps. 

Why is this relevant? 

News unlocks map. 

Expand your thinking. 

Q 

 

>>150681065 

 

Q! 

 

is this relevant? 

 

At In-Q-Tel, Painter’s work focused on identifying, researching and evaluating “new start-up technology firms that were believed to offer 

tremendous value to the CIA, the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency, and the Defense Intelligence Agency.” Indeed, the NGA had 

confirmed that its intelligence obtained via Keyhole was used by the NSA to support US operations in Iraq from 2003 onwards. 

 

A former US Army special operations intelligence officer, Painter’s new job at Google as of July 2005 was federal manager of what Keyhole 

was to become: Google Earth Enterprise. By 2007, Painter had become Google’s federal chief technologist. 

 

‘TK’ refers to Talent/Keyhole, code names for imagery from reconnaissance aircraft and spy satellites, 

 

>>150682213 

 

Who is Betsy D? 

Why is she relevant? 

Expand your thinking. 

Q 

  

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150678769/#150681832
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150678769/#150682213
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150678769/#150681065
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150683692/#150686780
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150678769/#150682213
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150678769/#150681065
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  NNOOBBOODDYY  CCAANN  EEXXPPLLAAIINN  LLOOUUDD  BBOOOOMMSS  HHEEAARRDD  WWOORRLLDDWWIIDDEE..  

Betsy DeVos > Erik Prince > POTUS 

 

https://theintercept.com/2017/01/17/notorious-mercenary-erik-prince-is-advising-trump-from-the-shadows/ 

 

>>150697054 

Who knows where the bodies are buried? 

The map is in front of you. 

Re-read. 

Expand your thinking.  

Purpose for time being spent here.  

Q 

 

>>150697929 

>Who knows where the bodies are buried? 

The ones who put the bodies there. 

Blackwater was used in a shitton of shady ops by the US government back when it was under Cabal control and, as a proper PMC, they've got 

it all kept on the books. 

 

Books which the POTUS just got access to. 

 

>>150698169 

Expand further. 

Make the connection. 

Map currently has 43 confirmed connections.  

Important to understand. 

When this breaks many won’t swallow. 

MSM not trusted. 

You are the voice. 

We are here to help guide. 

Future proves past.  

You are the calm before and during the storm. 

Q 

 

_yes1_yes2_yes3_^_cDVT-089bT_AD_Conf 

Godspeed. 

Q 

  

https://nypost.com/2017/11/23/nobody-can-explain-loud-booms-heard-worldwide/
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150693391/#150697054
https://theintercept.com/2017/01/17/notorious-mercenary-erik-prince-is-advising-trump-from-the-shadows/
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150693391/#150697929
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150693391/#150697054
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150693391/#150698169
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150693391/#150697929
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150693391/#150698662
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/post/150698169/
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150698668/#150701196
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  SSAAUUDDII  CCRROOWWNN  PPRRIINNCCEE  OOEENNSS  MMEEGGAA  AANNTTII--TTEERRRROORR  MMEEEETTIINNGG  IINN  RRIIYYAADDHH..  

USA_leadership change  

SA_leadership change 

GER_leadership change? 

PAK_leadership change? 

40,000ft. 

(8, 7, 6, 5......). 

Q 

 

RED_RED_ 

_FREEDOM-_v05_yes_27-1_z 

_FREEDOM-_v198_yes_27-1_b 

_FREEDOM-_v-811z_yes_27-1_c 

_FREEDOM-_vZj9_yes_27-1_y 

_FREEDOM-_v^CAS0R-T_yes_27-1_87x 

_FREEDOM-_v&CAS0R-T2_yes_27-1_t 

_FREEDOM-_vEXh29B_yes_27-1_ch 

_FREEDOM-_v_stand 

_FREEDOM-_v_stand 

_FREEDOM-_v_stand 

_FREEDOM-_v_stand 

_FREEDOM-_v_stand_CAN 

_FREEDOM-_v1_stand 

_FREEDOM-_v1_stand 

_FREEDOM-_v1_stand 

_FREEDOM-_v2_stand 

_FREEDOM-_v3_stand 

_FREEDOM-_v4_mod_D092x 

_FREEDOM-_v4_mod_CAS80^ 

_FREEDOM-_vv1_stand 

_FREEDOM-_vv2_stand 

_FREEDOM-_vSHAz1EVCB_yes_27-1 

_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC08vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go 

_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC09vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go 

_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC10vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go 

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150765366/#150767674
http://gulfnews.com/news/gulf/saudi-arabia/saudi-crown-prince-opens-mega-anti-terror-meeting-in-riyadh-1.2130488
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150864944/#150869010
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150864944/#150870083
http://img.4plebs.org/boards/pol/image/1511/55/1511558385907.jpg
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_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC11vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go 

_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC12vc_EX_y_AW_Conf-go 

_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC13vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go 

_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_stand_DC14vC_EX_y_AW_Conf/stand 

_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC15vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go 

_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC16vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go 

_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC17vc_EX_y_AW_Conf-go 

_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC18vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go 

_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC19vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go 

_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC20vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go 

_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC21vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go 

_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC22vc_EX_y_AW_Conf-go 

_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC23vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go 

_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC24vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go 

_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC25vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go 

_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_stand_DC26vC_EX_y_AW_Conf/stand 

_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC27vc_EX_y_AW_Conf/term/zJ&bY028739478-g 

_FREEDOM-_vGER_US_yes_000BVx_LO_yes_[… + 1]_Conf_y 

_Conf_4_3_good_EXT-TVB7xxj_ALL_FREEDOM_#[1-43]_EX_27-1 

Q 

 

Check out this Anon work at deciphering this stringer. 

 

T: B, F, J, 1,5,11-20, ^ 

_Conf_d-ww_CON_off[dark]_ 

_Conf_SIL-_EX 

COMM_Castle_Active_7ZbV-WT9 

RED1_RED2_ 

SAT_40k_se_c_[30m] 

Godspeed. 

P_pers: WRWY 

Q 

 

_Conf_goTWIT_P_act-small#_ 

RED1_RED2_ 

Q 

 
The night around 9pm a « new Q » appeared on the CBTS board on 8chan. Same tripcode, except that a space between the nickname “Q” 

and the tripcode was missing. So anons started to hear about the 8chan CBTS dedicated board and about this “new Q” and his posts saying 

that 4chan is infiltrated. Most of the anons were confused. Lots of community of researchers anon started asking around if this was legit.  

  

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150864944/#150875388
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150864944/#150876856
https://8ch.net/cbts/catalog.html
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Test 

Test 

4chan infiltrated. 

Future posts will be relayed 

here. 

Q 

 

Flash Dir_ 

Start_code_activated/instruction 

n 

LOG1_^67FVc 

_4ch_n 

_8ch_y 

_Conf_y_[8]_8bCon 

Key secured. 

Q 

 

  SSAAUUDDII  VVOOWWSS  NNEEWW  IISSLLAAMMIICC  AALLLLIIAANNCCEE  ““WWIILLLL  WWIIPPEE  TTEERRRROORRIISSTTSS  FFRROOMM  TTHHEE  EEAARRTTHH””..  

  RRUUSSSSIIAA  TTOO  DDEECCLLAARREE  MMCCDDOONNAALLDD’’SS  AA  ““FFOORREEIIGGNN  AAGGEENNTT””  FFOORR  MMIISSLLEEAADDIINNGG  AADDVVEERRTTIISSEEMMEENNTTSS..  

No post from Q on the 26
th

 but lots of shills n trolls in the threads, huge amount of bots. Even the “fake news” that Q switched from 4chan to 

8chan. People are getting confused if it is legit or not, where to look at. 

 

As for the purpose of tracking informations, I will keep an eye on both 4chan and 8chan. 

8chan board: https://8ch.net/cbts/catalog.html 

 

  DDIIDD  PPRREESSIIDDEENNTT  TTRRUUMMPP  EENNDDOORRSSEE  QQ  IINNFFOO  OONN  SSEECCRREETT  IINNDDIICCTTMMEENNTTSS  OOFF  PPEEDDOOPPHHIILLEE  NNEETTWWOORRKK??  

  EEXXCCLLUUSSIIVVEE  ::  FFBBII  DDIIRREECCTTOORR  WWRRAAYY  DDEEMMOOTTEESS  EEMMBBAATTTTLLEEDD  AANNDDRREEWW  MMCCCCAABBEE  ;;  IINNTTEERRNNAALL  IINNVVEESSTTIIGGAATTIIOONN  DDUUBBBBEEDD  

««  TTRRAAIINN  WWRREECCKK  »»..  

  PPOOSSSSIIBBLLEE  NNOORRTTHH  KKOORREEAA  DDEEFFEECCTTOORRSS  MMAAYY  BBEE  OOCCCCUUPPAANNTTSS  OOFF  SSKKEELLEETTOONN--FFIILLLLEEDD  GGHHOOSSTT  SSHHIIPP  FFOOUUNNDD  OONN  JJAAPPAANN  CCOOSSTT..  

It seems that the “8chan Q” as the same tripcode (which is generated by using a password, so same password = same tripcode). He didn’t 

post today. I’m following both 4chan thread and the 8chan CBTS board. I’m also following a few communities on Facebook, YouTube, Reddit 

and whatever.  

 

  FFIIRREE  DDAAMMAAGGEESS  CCIIAA  HHQQ  AANNDD  RREEVVEEAALLSS  AA  GGIIGGAANNTTIICC  DDRRUUGG  LLAABB..  

No signs from Q on both 4chan and 8chan. Anons are still confused but digging. 

 

https://8ch.net/pol/res/10913010.html#10956085
https://8ch.net/pol/res/10913010.html#10956374
https://www.yahoo.com/news/saudi-vows-islamic-alliance-wipe-terrorists-earth-140228852.html
http://www.foxnews.com/food-drink/2017/11/26/russia-to-declare-mcdonalds-foreign-agent-for-misleading-advertisements.html
https://8ch.net/cbts/catalog.html
http://exopolitics.org/did-president-trump-endorse-q-info-on-secret-indictments-of-pedophile-network/
http://truepundit.com/exclusive-fbi-director-wray-demotes-embattled-andrew-mccabe-internal-investigation-dubbed-train-wreck/
http://truepundit.com/exclusive-fbi-director-wray-demotes-embattled-andrew-mccabe-internal-investigation-dubbed-train-wreck/
http://www.foxnews.com/world/2017/11/27/skeleton-filled-ghost-ship-washes-ashore-on-japans-coast-coast-guard-says.html
http://worldnewsdailyreport.com/fire-damages-cia-headquarters-and-reveals-a-gigantic-drug-lab/
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Snow White utilized/activated to silence. 

This was not anticipated.  

Control / protection lost.  

Routing through various networks ('jumpers') randomly has created connection/sec issues. 

Working to resolve. 

Select people removed. 

Stay strong. 

We are winning. 

More to follow. 

Q 

 

    

 
Where is BO? 

What is the purpose? 

Who fired? 

When? 

Reconcile. 

Q 

 

Focus on Hussein. 

Revelations coming very very soon. 

HUMA - SA - Hussein. 

HLR (first). 

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/10820.html#10925
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/12535.html#12916
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/12535.html#13092
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/7bfad299ab69639f5373184336f45fa831f5b789f36be6676c2eb5e74deb965b.png
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Civil rights attorney. 

13th District - Sen. 

DNC. 

Hussein v HRC v McCain. 

Why is this relevant? 

Follow the money pre-pres. 

Follow the connections pre-pres. 

Why does Hussein travel ahead of POTUS? 

Why did Hussein travel behind POTUS?  

Think Asia. 

Think NK. 

What was told re: NK during the past 8 years? 

What dramatic shift occurred re: NK post election of POTUS? 

Reconcile. 

Define hostage. 

The Sum of all Fears.  

Why are sexual harassment claims all appearing suddenly?  

Coincidence?  

What is a pill? 

When is it hard to swallow?  

How do you remove your enemies from positions of influence and authority?  

Define stages.  

Define puppets. 

Define puppet handlers.  

Define proxy war. 

Define proxy war.  

Define proxy war. 

Expand your thinking. 

Why is Justice stalling release of c-level info? 

Think.  

Does POTUS control all matters classified?  

Think. 

Have faith. 

These people are losers! 

Q 

 

 

What if NK had miniature nuke payload delivery in 2004? 

What if NK had ICBM capability since 2009? 

What if the previous tests that failed were staged? 

Why would this be relevant? 

Who is involved and why? 

Biggest cover up in our history. 

U1 - CA - EU - ASIA\NK. 

Iran deal. 

Russian reset.  

Q 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/12535.html#13215
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Sidley Austin. 

Happy hunting. 

Q 

 

The Asia Foundation. 

CIA-RDP84B00049R001303260026-4 

Happy hunting. 

Q 

 

 

_Start_IP_log_4ch_y 

_Conf_y_ 

_Lang_v_US_jurid_y 

Snow White Pounce. 

_Conf_actors_1-9999999_per_condition_89074-b 

No nets. 

Re_8ch_carry_good_ 

Q 

 

    

 

WH party w/ 400+ guests. 

Whoever posted those insider pics did not take into account the many WH public and private sec cams which can triangulate and time 

log/IDEN the person responsible. 

We will investigate. 

Think. 

Q 

Straight mentioning “WHanon”. They can identify him really easily. “We will investigate”, another breadcrumb to legitimate him ?  

 

Be here tomorrow.  

The story unfolds. 

Q 

 

 

SA controlled US puppets. 

Strings cut. 

D’s dropping all around over sexual misconduct (1st stage). 

Coincidence directly after SA? 

Don’t you realize the war has gone public? 

List who will not be running for re_election. 

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/12535.html#13282
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/13366.html#13601
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/151549034/#151561953
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/16943.html#17283
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/16943.html#17290
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/16943.html#17359
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Coincidence? 

Phase I. 

Easy to swallow. 

Loss of power/influence. 

Good time to prosecute. 

Just wait until next week. 

You are all Patriots. 

Q 

“Wait until next week”, as we are ending the current week and beginning the weekend, im assuming “next week” refer between Monday, the 4th of December and Friday, the 8th. He’s mentioning 

the loss of power (that will not be easy to swallow for the blue pilled) and “sexual misconduct”, upon those I would say that more people are going to be exposed on MSM and/or maybe 

prosecuted in court ?  

 

 

Less than 10 can confirm me. 

DOITQ - coincidence  

Twitter retweet - coincidence  

Twitter keywords - coincidence  

Pics - coincidence  

Meant only for you. 

God bless.  

Q 

 

 

Hussein is evil and a real loser.  

No special treatment. 

Shopping around for a (new) handler/protection is fun to watch on the SATs / spy comms. 

Morons, all of them. 

Q 

 

 

89074 

Underground massive data center? 

Q 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/16943.html#17474
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/16943.html#17546
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/16943.html#17586
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No signs of Q this day. The 4chan’s CBTS threads are still occupied by lots of shills, trolls and Nazi comments. The 8chan board is kind of 

quiet, people are still digging. Re-read the QMap! 

 

    

 

Have you been watching the news since Friday? 

Who is Peter Strzok? 

How was he compromised? 

How was he paid? 

Who is Melissa Hodgman? 

Company? 

Title? 

Date of promotion? 

Focus on the date. 

What events re: Peter recently occurred that you now know? 

Think HRC emails, Weiner laptop, etc. 

Dates? 

Date of promotion of wife? 

How do they stack the deck? 

Who do they want inside the gov’t? 

What are puppets? 

How do you control a puppet? 

#2 in FBI? 

Wife connection? 

What is a pattern? 

Follow the wives. 

Keep watching the news this week. 

Future proves past. 

Re-read crumbs. 

(Small) 

How many D’s / R’s will not seek re-election? 

Why? 

What just passed in the Senate? 

Why? 

Who is their new handler? 

Do as told? 

Why is this relevant? 

Do you not understand the gov’t is being gutted publicly?  

Bottom middle top.  

Hussein Iran connection.  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/33992.html#34081
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Bombs away.  

Merry Christmas. 

Q 

 

 

#FLYROTHSFLY# 

 

 

RED_RED 

Remember? 

Hussein AIDS Video. 

Hidden message? 

Response? 

Twitter. 

Roles. 

Actions. 

Expand your thinking. 

News unlocks meaning. 

Q 

 

 

Date Peter/Comey cleared Weiner emails? 

Date wife was promoted? 

Do you believe in coincidences? 

Q 

 

 

Re-review RED_RED stringer. 

Focus on Hussein AIDS Video. 

Cross reference. 

Date of stringer vs video? 

Learn to decider.  

News unlocks message. 

Find the keystone. 

Q 

 

 

Red Cross is corrupt and used as a piggy bank. 

Future topic. 

Diseases created by families in power (pop control + pharma billions kb). 

Think AIDS. 

Future topic. 

Relevant.  

#FLYROTHSFLY# 

Q 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/33992.html#34110
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/33992.html#34250
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/33992.html#34290
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/33992.html#34323
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/33992.html#34407
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On main page of Red website.  

>COINCIDENCE? 

 

 

>>34409 

 

 

>>34447 

Expand your thinking. 

When did Hussein travel to Asia? 

When was the stringer released? 

When was the RED video taped? 

Do you believe in coincidences? 

Q 

 

 

Dates: 25, 27, 28. 

Stringer, RED RED, ASIA. 

Analyze the connection. 

Learn to read the map. 

Q 

 

Q pointed out the picture on the RED.ORG site with the Korean woman pointing to "Meet Me In Seoul"  Obummer goes to China, did he go 

to Seoul too? 

 

 

 

>>34602 

 

 

>>34407 

South Korea calls North Korea daily: 

"The ministry has to keep pestering Pyongyang over the military and Red Cross talks," he said. "It has to keep placing calls on the Panmunjom 

telephone. The situation can quickly change and North Korea could feel the need for dialogue. When they do return, they will likely want to 

deal with the United States first, but let them try to accomplish anything in talks with Washington without the involvement of Seoul — it 

won't work." 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-10-03/north-korea-tension-sidelines-south-s-unification-ministry 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/33992.html#34409
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/33992.html#34447
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/33992.html#34409
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/33992.html#34502
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/33992.html#34447
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/33992.html#34635
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/33992.html#34602
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/33992.html#34655
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/33992.html#34602
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/33992.html#34663
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/33992.html#34407
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-10-03/north-korea-tension-sidelines-south-s-unification-ministry
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/9ba944e507589948047140bec231ab32ecf6312384c18809ddd20f9d6a4cb442.png
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>>34663 

RED CROSS RED RED. 

NK. 

Hussein. 

ASIA. 

Why was that STRINGER sent out? 

Decode. 

News unlocks message. 

Future proves past. 

Where is the RED CROSS? 

Runs deep. 

Children. 

Pray. 

Q 

 

 

RED RED 9/11.  

Funds raised vs distributed? 

Oversight? 

7/10 plane crashes are targeted kills. 

Those in the know never sleep. 

Q 

 

 

Who knows where the bodies are buried? 

FLYNN is safe. 

We protect our Patriots. 

Q 

 

 

RED Haiti. 

Children. 

$ 

Since POTUS elected what changed w/ RED? 

Since POTUS elected what changed w/ CF? 

Since POTUS elected what changed w/ Mc_I? 

These people deserve …. . .. ……. 

Q 

 

 

RED RED stringer 25th. 

Hussein RED video 27th (response). 

Hussein in Asia on 28th post stringer. 

Analyze. 

Coincidence? 

More than one meaning. 

Hussein RED Indictments variables. 

Think circle. 

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/33992.html#34738
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/33992.html#34663
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/34884.html#34917
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/34884.html#35004
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/34884.html#35048
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/34884.html#35166
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Expand your thinking. 

Take multiple paths. 

One connects to another. 

Learn to read the map. 

The map is the key. 

Find the keystone. 

What holds everything together? 

Q 

 

 

+FLYROTHSFLY+ 

 

 

God bless, Patriots. 

We are proud. 

Q 

Later that day : 

 

Bye Bye Johnny. 

Update the list. 

Watch the news. 

WAR. 

Q 

 

 

#FLYJOHNNYFLY 

 

 

#FLYALFLY# 

Runway lights being turned on. 

FLY HIGH. 

Q 

 

>>38366 

Anything you can say on Deutsche Bank? 

 

 

>>38396 

FAKE NEWS. 

Q 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/34884.html#35519
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/34884.html#35560
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/37423.html#38330
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/37423.html#38366
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/37423.html#38394
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/37423.html#38396
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/37423.html#38366
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/37423.html#38406
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/37423.html#38396
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Key - unlocks the door of all doors (info) 

Stone - the force / strength capable of yielding power to act on info  

Key+Stone= 

Q 

 

 

Adm R/ No Such Agency (W&W) + POTUS/USMIL = 

Apply the Keystone. 

Paint the picture.  

Q 

 

>>38467 

Military Intelligence, No Such Agency = key  

POTUS and Patriots = stone 

 

 

>>38503 

 

List of politicians not seeking re-election 

Bob Corker, R 

Charlie Dent, R 

Jeff Flake, R 

John Duncan, R 

Bob Goodlatte, R 

Jeb Hensarling, R 

Lynn Jenkins, R 

Sam Johnson, R 

Frank LoBiondo, R 

Tim Murphy, R 

Ted Poe, R 

Dave Reichert, R 

Ileana Ros-Lehtinen, R 

Lamar Smith, R 

Pat Tiberi, R 

Dave Trott, R 

Carol Shea-Porter, D 

Gene Green, D 

Joe Barton, R 

John Delaney, D 

Luis V. Gutierrez, D 

Niki Tsongas, D 

John Conyers, D 

Sandy Levin, D 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/38423.html#38467
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/38423.html#38507
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/38423.html#38503
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/38423.html#38467
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/38423.html#38514
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/38423.html#38503
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/38423.html#38504
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>>38504 

Normal? 

Coincidence? 

Draining the swamp? 

Q 

 

 

   R 

RED 

   D 

*RED in a cross shape = Red cross. 

 

 

Godfather III 

Be prepared for what you find. 

Q 

 

 

+FLY+ 

Banks control Gov’ts 

Gov’ts control people 

SA controls elected people. 

SOROS controls organizations of people.  

Ready to play? 

Q 

 

 

WONDERFUL friends. 

Q 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/38423.html#38537
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/38423.html#38504
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/38423.html#38627
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/38423.html#38638
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/38423.html#38682
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/38423.html#38701
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  DDOONNAALLDD  TTRRUUMMPP  AANNNNOOUUNNCCEE  OONN  TTVV  TTHHAATT  HHEE  MMOOVVEESS  TTHHEE  UUSS  AAMMBBAASSSSYY  IINN  IISSRRAAEELL  FFRROOMM  TTEELL  AAVVIIVV  TTOO  JJEERRUUSSAALLEEMM  ((AASS  

PPRREEDDIICCTTEEDD  BBYY  MMAANNYY))..  

  TTHHEERREESSAAYY  MMAAYY  AASSSSAASSSSIINNAATTIIOONN  LLOOTT  SSUUSSEECCTT  IINN  CCOOUURRTT  

 

Goodbye AL. 

Add to list. 

#FLYSIDFLY# 

Q 

 

 

HRC tried to cut a deal today. 

WE SAID NO. 

Q 

 

>>45101 

This is not what Q meant with Hunt for Red October. 

This is what Q meant: 

>>http://www.foxnews.com/transcript/2017/10/24/clinton-campaign-dnc-paid-for-anti-trump-dossier-research-ivanka-trump-washington-

is-complicated-place.html 

JARRETT: If there is collusion, it's Hillary-Russia collusion. Not Trump- Russia collusion. 

HANNITY: I've been predicting this, Dr. Gorka this massive boomerang for a long time. I've known a lot of this evidence was out there and it 

was all coming. I've been telling my audience, its coming, and its coming. Now the floodgates are open, if you will. 

SEBASTIAN GORKA, DEPUTY ASSISTANT TO PRESIDENT TRUMP: It's the last scene from that great Tom Clancy movie, "The hunt for red 

October." When the bad submarine commander launch a torpedo it comes back and sinks his own vessel. That is what the Russian collusion 

story has done for the DNC and for Hillary. Let's stop using the word collusion, because the evidence we now have is about subversion, it's 

about sabotaging the political process and it's about propaganda. In the cold war, the Soviet Union will be used what was called active 

measures to undermine our democracy. This is the Democrat Party, the Hillary campaign using active measures to undermine Donald Trump 

and the Democratic process in America. It's a shocking story. 

 

>>45424 

Q can you confirm? 

>>45121 

 

 

Why is the SS now protecting key members of No Such Agency? 

>>45476 

 

 

Watch the news. 

Leakers exposed. 

These people are stupid. 

Q 

http://edition.cnn.com/2017/12/06/europe/theresa-may-assassination-plot-intl/index.html
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/44736.html#45363
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/44736.html#45424
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/44736.html#45121
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/44736.html#45101
http://www.foxnews.com/transcript/2017/10/24/clinton-campaign-dnc-paid-for-anti-trump-dossier-research-ivanka-trump-washington-is-complicated-place.html
http://www.foxnews.com/transcript/2017/10/24/clinton-campaign-dnc-paid-for-anti-trump-dossier-research-ivanka-trump-washington-is-complicated-place.html
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/44736.html#45476
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/44736.html#45424
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/44736.html#45121
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/44736.html#45494
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/44736.html#45476
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/44736.html#45541
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We represent YOU. 

Never forget that. 

We never will. 

MAGA. 

Q 

 

>>45541 

I have a question: The 10 days, darkness.. when? 

 

 

>>45563 

Shutdown.  

Q 

 

>>45543 

>https://twitter. com/SaraCarterDC/status/938574363040911360 

Sara is good people. 

 

 

>>45569 

Why are Sara & John getting all the ‘real’ scoops?  

Expand your thinking. 

Why are they now under protection? 

Q 

 

 

AL back in the news today after #FLYALFLY#. 

Another coincidence? 

Follow the news. 

Merry Christmas. 

Q 

 

 

What if No Such Agency alerted May to the kill plan per POTUS? 

What if the attempt was ordered by ++? 

Why? 

FREEDOM Caucus? 

FREEDOM. 

Q 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/44736.html#45557
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/44736.html#45563
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/44736.html#45541
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/44736.html#45581
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/44736.html#45563
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/44736.html#45569
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/44736.html#45543
https://twitter/
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/44736.html#45609
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/44736.html#45569
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/45641.html#45723
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/45641.html#45814
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  BBIILLLL  CCLLIINNTTOONN  TTOO  NNEETTAANNYYAAHHUU::  ““WWHHOO  TTHHEE  FFUUCCKK  DDOOEESS  HHEE  TTHHIINNKK  HHEE  IISS??””  

 

Strike package Bravo-dT450-1 

_Conf_^_y_7 

[R]_( )[+ 4] 

Q 

 

>>46591 

Wtf happened last thread 

 

 

>>46647 

This is not a game. 

Q 

 

 

_Go_A-Strike_B-04_00 

As The World Turns. 

Q 

 

 

Reached est 1.2mm, Patriots. 

You are reaching more than you know. 

1=2, 2=4, 4=8, … 

Godspeed. 

Q 

  

https://www.veteranstoday.com/2017/12/07/bill-clinton-to-netanyahu-who-the-fuck-does-he-think-he-is/
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/46456.html#46591
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/46456.html#46647
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/46456.html#46591
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/46456.html#46652
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/46456.html#46647
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/46456.html#46773
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/46456.html#46591
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*First picture show one of the previous pope John Paul II and an upside down cross (sign of the anti-christ) and the 2nd picture is a painting showing a battle between the Scandinavian God Thor 

and the Giants. 

 

  
*The first picture show HRC, Hillary Clinton doing Masons hand gesture and the second picture shows Bill and Hillary Clinton with their newborn : Chelsea. 

 

>>50787 

what is that ring? 

 

 

>>50813 

>>50813 

 

 

Pictures unlock ‘deal’ presented that was declined. 

Puppets going wild. 

Q 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/49926.html#50693
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/49926.html#50787
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/49926.html#50787
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/49926.html#50834
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/49926.html#50813
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/49926.html#50813
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/49926.html#50896
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Huma Abadine and John Pedosta.Master n puppet. Which is which ? 

 

 

  

  
First pic: show BO (Barack Obama)’s ring, the serpent, 2nd pic shows BO again holding a book (The post american World by Fareed Zakaria), 3rd pic is Angel Merkel German Chancelor doing a 

Masonic hand gesture and the 4th pic is “young” Hillary Clnton holding a UFO book and walking with Laurence Rockefeller. 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/50850.html#51313
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/51584.html#51735
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Post-American_World
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/9782e8146e78455a4218568dc56d75fd64b591f8f0b20c424b6033ba046eac1a.jpeg
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/6fbb0d08153999942ae7e8ddb2b4f050cdcc13170fd44d7a8ec7e7eee536c474.jpeg
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/23e9f50608655b5dae15ad08dcc0aa18947d83131e55aee366d493e499b83152.jpeg
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/1fcc0e92850f3e43f82e788319e377fd91cd91ae670b3acf4894106cdc644634.png
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The 1st pic shows Rothschild & Clinton, the 2nd pic is another Rothschild and HRC, 3 pics shows McCain and HRC and the 4th pic shows George Soros and a younger HRC. 

 

  

  
The 1st pic show HRC with 2 Al Saud (KSA) prines, the 2nd pic is Prince Al Waleed bin Talal Al Saud, the 3rd pic is Prince (UK) with Prince Al Waleed (KSA) and the 4th pic shows McCain in Syria 

(2011) with the “moderate rebels”. 

 

>>51744 

Saudi Foreign Minister Prince Saud Al-Faisal (R),  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/51584.html#51744
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/51584.html#51735
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/51584.html#51989
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/51584.html#51744
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/0a1a4f095fb215f238be2566832efd21501abe4811e7e94efd8b0c3bd09646df.jpeg
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/96d288275e1add9ec287c83b59a1674954d8b39fe58294e4c52482aec9478310.jpeg
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/b789330911c9dc6916fe4632fb9389355efdd0a3662cebe81e2de06aa091c5b1.jpeg
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/d4b734581965d14b0f5b8acb17da01e24e862ab0b0beca2ffaadd465dfd581b8.jpeg
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/0e1e33b6af50fd19ba747624dfbb697e76c0c2078021fbe3138b717b4766d03f.jpeg
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/31a3c8bd442b156e39e10e893e05eebd6a26ba5712b3516270e8e98f3b50a344.jpeg
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/8a286a8fe2aa8c1ce98dce4e8bcfda7163c9a70e019ec5ed74cbc95bb1fe0386.jpeg
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/31a6892643eb4c4e3473bbb76f29d631afc053ae412ffb5e9ca017bb82772943.jpeg
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Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and  

Kuwaiti Foreign Minister Sheikh Sabah Khaled al-Hamad Al-Sabah stand together to pose for a group photo before a US- Gulf Cooperation 

Council forum at the Gulf Cooperation Council Secretariat in Riyadh March 31, 2012. 

Alaweed Bin Tala (recently arrested in Saudi Arabia) 

Prince Charles / Britain 

John McCain with "moderate terrorists" 

ALL ABOUT FUNDING ISIS and similar groups 

 

 

   

 
The 1st pic show a larger picture of McCain and the moderate rebels, the 2nd pic is President (of Syria) Bashar Al Assad with Prince (KSA) Al Waleed, the 3rd picture shows the Queen (UK) mother 

and the prince with prince Al Waleed. 

 

Rothschilds (cult leaders)(church)(P) 

Banks / Financial Institutions 

WW Gov Control 

Gov Controls People  

SA  

Oil Tech Sex/Children 

SA Controls (assigned) US / UK Politicians / Tech Co’s (primary) 

Soros 

Controls organizations of people (create division / brainwash) + management / operator of slush funds (personal net worth never reduces 

think DOJ settlements Consumer Iran Enviro pacts etc etc) 

/_\ - Rock (past)(auth over followers) 

_\ (present) 

(Future) 

Order is critical. 

Strings cut to US/UK. 

Expand your thinking.  

Swamp drain. 

1 - sexual harassment exit + future 

…. 

[R] - No. 

Bomb away. 

Q 

Past Rock (Rockefeller family ? The 1st side down confirmed by Q was KSA+++) pyramid – 3 sides, present, 2 sides left to the pyramid (KSA +++ down), future, no more pyramid, ++ and + down, 

Rothschild and Soros down. 

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/51584.html#51750
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/51584.html#51984
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/ae3f3185b6597f8a106c81d4fc3c507c51c520759043de1cc92a82915f111b0a.jpeg
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/324df28c5e16d55f01cab8c316558eff92ff01ff34968dc00f70e53369c8f25d.jpeg
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/5a625dedacb8b1f00a5a256f0fa24e2cf9e40b371682764b1a9275cdeb7d270c.jpeg
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/9c4ed757ea86fc8841600882ae5d920f90b4cda863552b673f6b6d401f7020ce.jpeg
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Can you find a pic of Alwaleed and Hussein or Clinton or other US politicians? 

L. 

Heard you can’t sleep anymore. 

Don’t come here again. 

Q 

 

 

#FLYROTHSFLY# 

Sweet dreams. 

Q 

 

 

For Green. 

Q 

—end— 

 
Later that day, Q posted again (the previous posts where from early  in the morning). 

 

Renee J James 

Q 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=chyHx0zKQGo 

These people are sick. 

Q 

*The YouTube video title is : Nancy Pelosi Press Conference 10/12/17. 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/51584.html#52122
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/51584.html#52134
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/51584.html#52157
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/54220.html#54349
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/54929.html#55699
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=chyHx0zKQGo
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  MMUUEELLLLEERR’’SS  PPAATTHHEETTIICC  AATTTTEEMMPPTT  TTOO  OOVVEERRTTHHRROOWW  TTRRUUMMPP  FFAAIILLSS  

  TTRRUUMMPP  CCAANN  EENNDD  SSOOCCIIAALL  MMEEDDIIAA  CCEENNSSOORRSSHHIIPP!!  

  FFIINNAALLLLYY,,  SSYYRRIIAA  OONN  TTHHEE  PPAATTHH  TTOO  WWIINNNNIINNGG  TTHHEE  WWAARR  OONN  TTEERRRROORR  

  VVLLAADDIIMMIIRR  PPUUTTIINN::  II  WWIILLLL  SSUURRVVIIVVEE  TTHHEE  NNEEWW  WWOORRLLDD  OORRDDEERR  IINN  22001188..  

 

 
 

 

News unlocks map. 

Future proves past.  

Why was the Lord's prayer posted? 

Which version? 

Why is this relevant? 

What just came out re: the Lord's prayer? 

What can be connected? 

Do you believe in coincidences?  

Re-review the map post relevant news drops. 

Godfather III. 

Q 

 

>>60141 

Tues Nov 4th, 

Who financed 9-11?  

Who was Bin Laden’s handler? 

Why was the Clowns In America tasked to hunt/kill/capture UBL? 

Why not MI? 

If we found UBL, eliminated his security, why would we immediately kill him and not take him alive? 

Why wouldn’t we want to capture UBL alive and extract other possible T-level events? 

Perhaps someday people will understand ‘they’ had a plan to conduct ‘another’ mass extinction event.  

WWI & II - orchestrated and planned by select families?  

Fantasy land. 

Remember, the more people there are, the more power the people have. 

Why do D’s push for gun control ‘directly’ after every tragic incident?  

Why is this so very important to their agenda? 

We, the people, are who they are afraid of. 

https://aim4truth.org/2017/12/09/muellers-pathetic-attempt-to-overthrow-trump-and-prepare-his-2020-successor-fails-miserably/
https://themarshallreport.wordpress.com/2017/12/09/trump-can-end-social-media-censorship/
https://www.veteranstoday.com/2017/12/09/finally-syria-on-the-path-to-winning-the-war-on-terror/
https://www.veteranstoday.com/2017/12/09/vladimir-putin-i-will-survive-the-new-world-order-in-2018/
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59130.html#59684
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60141
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60150
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60141
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We, the people, are who they fear will one day awake. 

Our Father who art in heaven, 

Hallowed be thy name. 

Thy kingdom come. 

Thy will be done 

on earth as it is in heaven. 

Give us this day our daily bread, 

and forgive us our trespasses, 

as we forgive those who trespass against us, 

and lead us not into temptation, 

but deliver us from evil. 

Q 

 

 

>>60150 

The "marker." 

Learn to read the map. 

News unlocks the map. 

Q 

 

 

Tangent.  

Expand your thinking. 

Q 

 

 

Justice. 

Q 

 

 
>>60201 

Circular maps. 

pic related. 

 

 

>>60267 

What has been said about the US Military? 

The speech yesterday verified and unlocked so much. 

Expand your thinking. 

Re-read crumbs. 

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60172
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60150
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60244
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60141
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60267
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60201
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60291
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60267
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/8c5b47d25c30cf9af50e20f9b8fd8729930900308001fe38a4a137ba98839c86.jpg
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Re-listen to yesterday's speech. 

Connect the 'markers.'  

News (in all forms) unlocks the map. 

Expand your thinking. 

The Great Awakening. 

Q 

 

 

What was the USSS codename for Hussein?  

[R] 

Define. 

They knew all along. 

Expand your thinking. 

Q 

 

 

>>60336 

Who currently protects Hussein? 

[R] 

Why is this relevant? 

Who currently protects B/H C? 

Why is this relevant? 

Learn. 

Q 

 

 

>>60346 

A person who deserts and betrays an organization, country, or set of principles. 

They always knew. 

Q 

 

 

Be the autists we know you are. 

It's about the BREAK. 

Godspeed, Patriots. 

Q 

 

 

>>60291 

Timestamp US Military against POTUS' recent Tweet - US Military. 

How many clues must we provide? 

As the World Turns. 

Q 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60336
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60350
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60336
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60365
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60346
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60382
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60421
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60291
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>>60244 

>Justice 

His speech in Pensacola mentioned the US military providing justice throughout the world. 

I hope that isn't just standard NeoCon justification to be the world's policeman … 

 

 

▶Q (You)!ITPb.qbhqo 12/09/17 (Sat) 10:34:24 571cae No.60291>>60292 >>60296 >>60297 >>60309 >>60311 >>60319 >>60328 >>60331 

>>60335 >>60340 >>60349 >>60358 >>60359 >>60363 >>60372 >>60418 >>60421 >>60428 

>>60267 

What has been said about the US Military? 

The speech yesterday verified and unlocked so much. 

Expand your thinking. 

Re-read crumbs. 

Re-listen to yesterday's speech. 

Connect the 'markers.'  

News (in all forms) unlocks the map. 

Expand your thinking. 

The Great Awakening. 

Q 

"We love our U.S. Military. On behalf of an entire Nation, THANK YOU for your sacrifice and service!" 

Timestamp. 

How many clues must we provide? 

Q 

 

Q, where the "White House Anons" really the secret service? The ones who showed the WH Christmas photos? Secret Service watches 

everything and it was AFTER the party that night and no people were in the photos, which would be hard if 400+ guests where there. Were 

they showing they are on our side? 

 

 

>>60444 

Don't mistake journalists invited to parties as 'insiders'. 

Q 

 

 
I'm about to BREAK 

RIP Chester Bennington and Chris Cornell. They tried to move on Geffen and paid the price. 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60267
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60244
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60470
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60296
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60309
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60319
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60331
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60340
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60358
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60363
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60418
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60428
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60267
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60444
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60507
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60444
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60476
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w-SO2KqTxAc
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>>60476 

"The" vs "To." 

Everything has meaning. 

Q 

 

>>60336 

Renegade 

 

 

Timestamp my post re: US Military vs. POTUS' Tweet. 

Why did the USSS codename Hussein 'Renegade'? 

A person who deserts and betrays an organization, country, or set of principles. 

Who does the USSS currently protect? 

Why is this relevant? 

Q 

 

 

Not understanding why the drops today aren't being understood.  

Expand your thinking. 

Important. 

Q 

 

 

Post: 1:34 US Military 

POTUS: 1:37 US Military 

Q 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60523
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60476
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60346
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60336
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60568
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60630
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/59969.html#60660
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  SSEECCRREETT  DDOONNOORRSS  FFUUNNDDIINNGG  EEVVAANN  MMCCMMUULLLLIINN’’SS  OONNGGOOIINNGG  WWAARR  OONN  TTRRUUMMPP  

 

 
4th quarter, Patriots. 

We fight together. 

Q 

 

>>63599 

Thank you, Q  

Helping you is all we want to do  

It must be painful to watch us learn what all of you already know  

Sorry to be a drag on you guys  

I will try my best  

Service to God and patriots  

Whatever you need  

At any time  

Ready we well be 

 

 

>>63621 

We are all so very appreciative.  

God bless each and every one of you. 

Q 

 

 

Please pray tonight. 

Good people in harms way. 

Q 

 

  TTRRUUMMPP  TTOO  SSIIGGNN  DDIIRREECCTTIIVVEE  TTOO  SSEENNDD  AAMMEERRIICCAANNSS  BBAACCKK  TTOO  MMOOOONN,,  EEVVEENNTTUUAALLLLYY  TTOO  MMAARRSS..  

  NNEEWW  YYOORRKK  CCIITTYY::  MMAANN  DDEETTOONNAATTEESS  PPIIPPEE  BBOOMMBB  IINN  ““AATTTTEEMMPPTTEEDD  TTEERRRROORRIISSTT  AATTTTAACCKK””  ((FFAALLSSEE  FFLLAAGG))  

  AASSTTRROONNOOMMEERRSS  TTOO  CCHHEECCKK  IINNTTEERRSSTTEELLLLAARR  BBOODDYY  FFOORR  SSIIGGNNSS  OOFF  AALLIIEENN  TTEECCHHNNOOLLOOGGYY  

http://dailycaller.com/2017/12/10/evan-mcmullins-secret-silicon-valley-donors/?utm_source=site-share
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/63405.html#63599
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/63405.html#63621
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/63405.html#63599
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/63405.html#63628
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/63405.html#63621
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/63405.html#63644
http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/364284-trump-to-sign-directive-to-send-americans-back-to-moon-eventually-to
http://edition.cnn.com/2017/12/11/us/new-york-possible-explosion-port-authority-subway/index.html
https://amp.theguardian.com/science/2017/dec/11/astronomers-to-check-interstellar-body-for-signs-of-alien-technology
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/e6e3a01fb9f10dabf588c6fd6189856283190c895ee83970fb8d22b76d4245b5.png
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  FFOORRMMEERR  FFAACCEEBBOOOOKK  VVPP::  SSOOCCIIAALL  MMEEDDIIAA  ““RRIIPPPPIINNGG  AAPPAARRTT  TTHHEE  SSOOCCIIAALL  FFAABBRRIICC  OOFF  SSOOCCIIEETTYY””  

  YYEESS,,  TTHHEE  FFBBII  IISS  AAMMEERRIICCAA’’SS  SSEECCRREETT  PPOOLLIICCEE  

  FFUUSSIIOONN  GGPPSS  TTIIEEDD  TTOO  SSTTOORRYY  UUSSEEDD  BBYY  CCLLIINNTTOONN  CCAAMMPPAAIIGGNN  TTOO  AATTTTAACCKK  TTRRUUMMPP  WWEEEEKK  BBEEFFOORREE  TTHHEE  EELLEECCTTIIOONN  

  EEXX--OOBBAAMMAA  OOFFFFIICCIIAALL  TTAAKKEESS  BBLLAAMMEE  FFOORR  TTRRUUMMPP  FFEEUUDD  WWIITTHH  CCIIAA  

  WWHHYY  HHUUMMAANNSS  WWIILLLL  HHAAPPPPIILLYY  FFOOLLLLOOWW  AA  RROOBBOOTT  MMEESSSSIIAAHH  ::  RREELLIIGGIIOONNSS  BBAASSEEDD  OONN  AAII  

  PPUUTTIINN  OORRDDEERRSS  WWIITTHHDDRRAAWWAALL  OOFF  RRUUSSSSIIAANN  FFOORRCCEESS  FFRROOMM  SSYYRRIIAA  

  EEXX--SSPPYY  CCHHIIEEFF::  RRUUSSSSIIAA’’SS  EELLEECCTTIIOONN  HHAACCKKIINNGG  WWAASS  AANN  ““IINNTTEELLLLIIGGEENNCCEE  FFAAIILLUURREE””..  

  ««  SSAAUUDDII  AARRAABBIIAA,,  IISSRRAAEELL  AANNDD  TTHHEE  UU..SS..  CCOOMMPPRRIISSEE  TTHHEE  AAXXIISS  OOFF  EEVVIILL..  

 

 

Blunt & Direct Time. 

Adam Schiff is a traitor to our country. 

Leaker. 

NAT SEC. 

EVIL. 

Tick Tock. 

Hope the $7.8mm was worth it. 

Enjoy the show. 

Q 

 

 

False flag(s). 

POTUS 100% insulated. 

Expect fireworks. 

JUSTICE. 

Q 

 

 
Later that day, after the false flag happened, Q confirmed the BDT theory. Think currency -> Bangladesh BDT. 

 

Do you believe in coincidences? 

"Blunt & Direct Time" 

BDT. 

Think currency. 

Think fireworks. 

Thwarted. 

Message delivered.  

These people are sick! 

Q 

Check explanations on the next page using the graphic. 

  

https://www.infowars.com/former-facebook-vp-social-media-ripping-apart-the-social-fabric-of-society/
http://thehill.com/opinion/civil-rights/364219-yes-the-fbi-is-americas-secret-police
http://dailycaller.com/2017/12/11/fusion-gps-tied-to-story-used-by-clinton-campaign-to-attack-trump-week-before-the-election/
http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/ex-obama-official-takes-blame-for-trump-feud-with-cia/article/2643159
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-5167575/Humans-happily-worship-robot-messiah-experts-claim.html
https://www.veteranstoday.com/2017/12/11/syrian-war-report-december-11-2017-putin-orders-withdrawal-of-russian-forces-from-syria/
https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2017/12/11/the-full-transcript-michael-morell-216061?platform=hootsuite
http://www.balkanspost.com/article/381/saudiarabia-donaldtrump-us-israel-jerusalem-quds
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/69407.html#70055
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/69407.html#70088
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/72735.html#73368
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Here is a graphical view of the post of the breadcrumbs left by Q before the attack and the confirmation after the attack. 

 

 

:Owls: 

Light will overcome d_a_rkness. 

Light will expose darkne_s_s. 

Light will _reveal_ darkness. 

Light will defeat darkness. 

Q 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/72735.html#73461
https://imgur.com/a/y7aoV
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http://www.nytimes.com/1992/05/24/style/weddings-melissa-schiff-robert-d-soros.html 

g-g-guyssss 

Is Melissa Schiff related to Adam Schiff? 

What are the chances? 

 

 

>>73904 

Follow the wives. 

These people are stupid. 

Q 

 

 

We have a special place picked out for GS. 

Really special. 

Q 

 

Maybe all (((these))) wives are there own high priestess cult…that where we’ll see the symbolism…the “slip ups” 

 

 

>>74029 

 

 

Risk of another shutdown. 

Be prepared to lose access. 

Q 

 

 

FOR GOD & COUNTRY. 

FREEDOM. 

_ ]_y 

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/73615.html#73904
https://www.nytimes.com/1992/05/24/style/weddings-melissa-schiff-robert-d-soros.html
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/73615.html#73994
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/73615.html#73904
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/73615.html#74037
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/73615.html#74029
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/73615.html#74050
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/73615.html#74029
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/73615.html#74128
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/74470.html#74533
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/cdef6d269b4752c8dc97db35d2a990347d2f9222834c3a2b0ad1f6284e7bf40a.png
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Q 

 

  CCOONNGGRREESSSS  MMEEMMBBEERRSS  TTOOOOKK  110011++  MMIILLLLIIOONNSS  IINN  ““DDOONNAATTIIOONNSS””  FFRROOMM  IISSPP  ((IINNTTEERRNNEETT  SSEERRVVIICCEE  PPRROOVVIIDDEERR))  CCOOMMPPAANNIIEESS..  

  EEXX..SSOOYY  CCHHIIEEFF  AADDMMIITTSS  RROOLLEE  IINN  ““DDEEEEPP  SSTTAATTEE””  IINNTTEELLLLIIGGEENNCCEE  WWAARR  OONN  TTRRUUMMPP  

  ““WWIIKKIILLEEAANNSS  CCAANN’’TT  PPRROOTTEECCTT  TTHHEEIIRR  SSOOUURRCCEESS””  ::  IISS  TTHHEE  CCIIAA  AABBOOUUTT  TTOO  RREEVVEEAALL  NNAAMMEESS  OOFF  DDNNCC  LLEEAAKKEERRSS  ??  

  UUSS  AABBSSEENNCCEE  AATT  PPAARRIISS  SSUUMMMMIITT  AA  ““DDIISSGGRRAACCEE””::  KKEERRRRYY..  

  EEUURROOPPEEAANN  UUNNIIOONN  GGIIVVEESS  BBEENNJJAAMMIINN  NNEETTAANNYYAAHHUU  TTHHEE  FFIINNGGEERR  

  TTHHEE  VVEEGGAASS  MMAANNDDAALLAAYY  SSHHOOOOTTIINNGG  ––  CCOONNFFIIRRMMEEDD  FFAACCTTSS  &&  UUNNPPRROOVVEENN  TTHHEEOORRIIEESS  

  TTHHEE  TTIIMMEESS  SSQQUUAARREE  BBOOMMBBIINNGG,,  WWHHAATT  YYOOUU  NNEEEEDD  TTOO  KKNNOOWW!!  

  NNAASSAA  TTOO  AANNNNOOUUNNCCEE  MMAAJJOORR  BBRREEAAKKTTHHRROOUUGGHH  IINN  TTHHEE  SSEEAARRCCHH  FFOORR  LLIIFFEE..  

  OONNEE  OOFF  TTHHEE  ««  SSEEAALLEEDD  IINNDDIICCTTMMEENNTTSS  »»  HHAASS  BBEEEENN  UUNN--SSEEAALLEEDD  ::  MMAASSSSAACCHHUUSSEETTTTSS  SSTTAATTEE  SSEENNAATTOORR  AARRRREESSTTEEDD  

((RRUUMMOORRSS  OONNLLYY,,  NNOO  FFAACCTTSS))..  

  WWOORRLLDD  BBAANNKK  TTOO  EENNDD  FFIINNAANNCCIIAALL  SSUUPPOORRTT  FFOORR  OOIILL  AANNDD  GGAASS  EEXXTTRRAACCTTIIOONN..  

 

 
Merry Christmas. 

Q 

This seal on Q’s picture is the Official White House Letterhead Presidential seal. As you can see on the picture below. 

 

 

Timestamp [Q] post [:03] against POTUS' Tweet [:13].  

[10] 

No coincidences. 

Q 

  

https://www.theverge.com/2017/12/11/16746230/net-neutrality-fcc-isp-congress-campaign-contribution
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-12-11/ex-spy-chief-admits-role-deep-state-intelligence-war-trump
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2017/12/wikileaks-cant-protect-sources-cia-reveal-names-dnc-leakers/
https://www.veteranstoday.com/2017/12/12/us-absence-at-paris-summit-a-disgrace-kerry/
https://www.veteranstoday.com/2017/12/12/european-union-gives-benjamin-netanyahu-the-finger/
https://wearechange.org/vegas-mandalay-shooting-confirmed-facts-unproven-theories/
https://wearechange.org/times-square-bombing-need-know/
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entry/nasa-to-announce-major-breakthrough-in-the-search-for-life_uk_5a2e5adbe4b069ec48aeaa6e
http://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news/u-s-national-news/1761-one-of-the-sealed-indictments-has-been-un-sealed-massachusetts-state-senator-arrested
http://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news/u-s-national-news/1761-one-of-the-sealed-indictments-has-been-un-sealed-massachusetts-state-senator-arrested
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2017/dec/12/uk-banks-join-multinationals-pledge-come-clean-climate-change-risks-mark-carney
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/81218.html#82056
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/82147.html#82276
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/80138eb15a2f3a57ee1997264f5c10ca3d3e7b3b8c52afad602918b6782b487f.png
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  DDOONN’’TT  AARRGGUUEE  WWIITTHH  TTHHEE  DDEEVVIILL  ––  HHEE’’SS  MMUUCCHH  MMOORREE  IINNTTEELLLLIIGGEENNTT  TTHHAANN  UUSS,,  SSAAYYSS  PPOOPPEE  FFRRAANNCCIISS..  

  BBEEIIJJIINNGG  BBOOMMBBEERRSS,,  FFIIGGHHTTEERR  JJEETTSS  EENNCCIIRRCCLLEE  TTAAIIWWAANN  IINN  DDRRIILLLL..  

 

 
lol 

 

 

>>85627 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2017/05/11/presidential-executive-order-establishment-presidential-advisory 

Why must it be isolated and away from the 2016 election? 

Have faith.  

These people are stupid! 

Q 

 

 

Patriots, rest assured we are in control.  

Watch, confirm, and disseminate.  

The country is not divided, this is fake news. ANTIFA was organized purely for optics re: division.  

It’s FAKE!  

Estimated 4-6% we consider ‘hopeless’ and forever brainwashed.  

Re-read crumbs re: slave grip the D’s have on the black pop.  

Why is this relevant? 

Why are jobs/economy (growth) relevant? 

This requires a DEEP CLEANING. 

These people are stupid. 

You are safe. 

Have faith.  

Q 

 

 

“Special.” 

Q 

  

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/12/13/dont-argue-devil-much-intelligent-us-says-pope-francis/
https://sputniknews.com/asia/201712131059976881-beijing-bombers-jets-encircle-taiwan/
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/85308.html#85627
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/85308.html#85689
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/85308.html#85627
https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2017/05/11/presidential-executive-order-establishment-presidential-advisory
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/85308.html#85926
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/85308.html#85959
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/b2f2db1c19ee25c4c1ae9cf75ad18e739c050d85584fdd7dd6d42af9608345a9.png
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Q has asked about ownership of voting machines before. They knew GS was going to mess with the numbers. This was the plan.  

A VERY SPECIAL PLACE!! 

What would be the penalty for stealing elections? 

 

 

>>86037 

>>86037 

 

  NNAASSAA  FFIINNDDSS  SSOOLLAARR  SSYYSSTTEEMM  FFIILLLLEEDD  WWIITTHH  AASS  MMAANNYY  LLAANNEETTSS  AASS  OOUURR  OOWWNN  ((UUSSIINNGG  GGOOOOGGLLEE  AAII))  

  GGEERRMMAANN  CCOOUURRTT  RRUULLEESS  AAGGAAIINNSSTT  FFOORREEIIGGNN  IINNTTEELLLLIIGGEENNCCEE  MMAASSSS  CCOOMMMMUUNNIICCAATTIIOONN  SSUURRVVEEIILLLLAANNCCEE..  

  AASSSSAANNGGEE::  TTRRUUMMPP  BBEEIINNGG  SSUUCCKKEEDD  DDRRYY  BBEEFFOORREE  IINNSSTTAALLLLAATTIIOONN  OOFF  PPRREESSIIDDEENNTT  PPEENNCCEE..  

  IINNCCRREEAASSIINNGGLLYY  BBEEAARRIISSHH  IINNVVEESSTTOORRSS  SSEEEEKK  LLOONNGG--TTEERRMM  VVAALLUUEE  CCRREEAATTIIOONN..  

  HHIILLLLAARRYY  CCLLIINNTTOONN  SSPPOOTTTTEEDD  WWEEAARRIINNGG  SSUURRGGIICCAALL  BBOOOOTT  TTWWOO  MMOONNTTHHSS  AAFFTTEERR  ““BBRREEAAKKIINNGG  HHEERR  TTOOEE””  FFAALLLLIINNGG  DDOOWWNN  

SSOOMMEE  SSTTAAIIRRSS..  

 
>1.2mm 

>1.2mm 

>1.2mm 

>1.2mm 

We are on the team 

 

 

>>92291 

You are learning. 

News unlocks map. 

Future proves past. 

Not everything can be stated 1:1. 

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/85308.html#86037
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/85308.html#86111
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/85308.html#86037
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/85308.html#86037
http://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-tech/news/nasa-announcement-today-space-agency-exoplanet-latest-google-artificial-intelligence-a8111256.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-germany-surveillance/german-court-rules-against-foreign-intelligence-mass-communication-surveillance-idUSKBN1E82RS
https://newswars.com/assange-trump-being-sucked-dry-before-installation-of-president-pence
https://www.bcg.com/publications/2017/survey-increasingly-bearish-investors-seek-long-term-value-creation.aspx
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5178037/Clinton-wears-surgical-boot-MONTHS-breaking-toe.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5178037/Clinton-wears-surgical-boot-MONTHS-breaking-toe.html
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/92197.html#92291
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/92197.html#92626
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/92197.html#92291
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/9a62d4ae19a29c524974ebbb365bced80ab18253278615f92a75ed5ffeadbf27.png
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/80086e0dd51060dea7a12dd087e8ff15911dc9d0cb40097480fff6924aa1a4ef.jpg
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/11cade993429ef839a655d42574b5f329e6fdb8d5e1e3c6fa3c1138cc34dbd2c.jpg
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Q 

 

“Documents from the Obama administration have been transferred to the Barack Obama Presidential Library. You may send your request to 

the Obama Library. However, you should be aware that under the Presidential Records Act, Presidential records remain closed to the public 

for five years after an administration has left office.” 

RAIDED by the GOOD GUYS (per POTUS). 

Shockingly quiet.  

No leaks? 

Presidential libraries are put in place to retain control over self-incriminating c-doc releases. 

Scam! 

Review the law. 

What is different re: Hussein’s PL? 

Who controls? 

These people really are stupid. 

Q 

 

>>92626 

Hard day at work today Q? Welcome back.  

Was there a lot of information in the questioning of Rod Rosenstein today? 

I see much of the questioning is related to your drops. "Future proves past" 

 

 

>>92647 

End is near. 

Q 

 

>>92626 

>Not everything can be stated 1:1. 

Q can't come out and tell us exact meanings of his drops.  

Likely because it would reveal information that would compromise operations as the scumbags scramble to clean up loose ends that are 

revealed. Hence the 1.2mm, which we thought were 1.2 million normies reached by this board when the 1.2mm was actually the 1.2 million 

documents in the IG report, which the scumbags had no clue about. 

 

 

>>92680 

Bad people watching. 

Q 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/92197.html#92710
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/92197.html#92647
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/92197.html#92626
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/92197.html#92737
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/92197.html#92647
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/92197.html#92680
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/92197.html#92626
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/92197.html#92789
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/92197.html#92680
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Saw this in last thread. 

Focus on papers on table. 

Graphic at top. 

They all belong to the same sick cult/club. 

Q 

 

 

>>93181 

Image at top: boy, boy/girl. 

Enhance.  

What else do you see? 

Archive - watchers will now erase from web. 

Q 

 

 

Godspeed, Patriots. 

POTUS: WRWY 

Q 

 

 

Getting closer 

 

(USER WAS BANNED FOR THIS POST) 

This is a fake Q post and the user was banned. The red text was an “edited comment” from a mod due to the ban of the user on 8chan. 

 

 

>>93267 

Tag: USSS 

Q 

Q replies to the fake Q post. USSS = US Secret Service. 

 

Some threads about ballot stuffing and vote fraud from the recent election of Doug Jones on 4chans, reddit and other boards started to 

appear. 

 

4chan thread : https://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/153204577 

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/93014.html#93181
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/93014.html#93246
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/93014.html#93181
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/93014.html#93287
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/93014.html#93267
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/93014.html#93312
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/93014.html#93267
https://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/153204577%23p153204986
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/026fc3e1d6bb5bba919c47f36b0c5b66b07c24941ee562836704dc57e09e7c78.jpeg
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  CCHHIINNAA  EECCHHOOSS  CCAALLLL  TTOO  MMAAEE  EEAASSTT  JJEERRUUSSAALLEEMM  CCAAPPIITTAALL  OOFF  IINNDDEEPPEENNDDEENNTT  PPAALLEESSTTIINNEE..  

  TTRRUUMMPP  TTUURRNNIINNGG  UUSS  IINNTTOO  ““WWOORRLLDD  CCHHAAMMPPIIOONN  OOFF  EEXXTTRREEMMEE  IINNEEQQUUAALLIITTYY””,,  UUNN  EENNVVOOYY  WWAARRNNSS..  

  TTRRUUMMPP  BBLLAASSTTSS  FFBBII  AAHHEEAADD  OOFF  SSPPEEEECCHH  AATT  BBUURREEAA  BBUUTT  TTEELLLLSS  GGRRAADDUUAATTIINNGG  CCLLAASSSS  HHEE  ““HHAASS  TTHHEEIIRR  BBAACCKK””..  

  NNEEWW  SSEEXXUUAALL  AASSSSAAUULLTT  CCLLAAIIMMSS  OONN  DDEECCKK::  ““TTHHEE  HHOOUUSSEE  IISS  GGOOIINNGG  TTOO  BBEE  RROOCCKKEEDD  IINN  TTHHEE  CCOOMMIINNGG  7722  HHOOUURRSS””..  

  FFLLOOOODDGGAATTEESS  OOPPEENN  ::  CCOONNGGRREESSSS  ««  TTOO  BBEE  RROOCCKKEEDD  »»  IINN  NNEEXXTT  7722  HHOOUURRSS  ;;  OOVVEERR  AA  DDOOZZEENN  RREESSIIGGNNAATTIIOONNSS  CCOOMMIINNGG,,  

SSAAYYSS  RREEPPOORRTTEERR..  

  FFOORRMMEERR  SSTTAAFFFFEERR  AACCCCUUSSEESS  CCOONNGGRREESSSSMMAANN  BBOOBBBBYY  SSCCOOTTTT  OOFF  SSEEXXUUAALL  MMIISSCCOONNDDUUCCTT..  

  JJOOHHNN  MMCCCCAAIINN  DDEESSCCRRIIBBEEDD  AASS  IINNCCRREEAASSIINNGGLLYY  FFRRAAIILL,,  SSEENNAATTEE  SSOOUURRCCEESS  SSAAYY..  

  CCHHIINNEESSEE  NNAAVVYY  BBEEGGIINNSS  LLIIVVEE--FFIIRREE  DDRRIILLLLSS  NNEEAARR  NNOORRTTHH  KKOORREEAAAASS  SSOOUUTTHH  KKOORREEAA  &&  UU..SS..  EESSCCAALLAATTEE  AACCTTIIVVIITTYY..  

 

UNVERIFIED (NO TRIPCODE) ALLEGED Q POSTS --- START 
 

Blocked from posting entering 'trip'. It would appear this board has been compromised. 

Q 

 

This board is compromised.  

Cannot enter trip code to verify auth. 

Trip code on 4 has also been modified. 

God bless, 

Q 

 

Shall we play a game? 

Find the spider(s) and build the web (the ‘map’). 

Remember, they consider you to be the fly (specifically, the ‘feeder’). 

Remember, they never thought she was going to lose. 

Therefore, they never thought investigations and/or public interest into their criminal acts would be exposed/investigated.  

Therefore, they never thought they had anything to fear. 

Therefore, they openly showcase their symbolism.  

Therefore, they were sloppy.  

Hussein’s last speech in Chicago re: ‘scandal free’. 

Why did he continually emphasize that phrase?  

As a backup, they infiltrated and control the narrative (the ‘MSM’).  

As a backup, they install only those on the team.  

As a backup, they blackmail those that aren’t.  

As a backup, they defined ‘conspiracy’ as crazy/mentally unstable and label anything ‘true’ as such. 

This works given most of what they engage in is pure evil and simply unbelievable (hard to swallow). 

The ‘fix’ has always been in – no matter which party won the election (-JFK (killed)/Reagan(shot)). 

This was always the promise made to those who played the game (willingly or otherwise) (i.e., they would never lose power).  

Power of the (3) letter agencies. 

Power over the US Military (WW dominance to push against other nations and install like-kind). 

These people are really stupid. 

Follow the husbands. 

https://www.rt.com/news/413326-china-palestine-independent-state/
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/dec/15/america-un-extreme-poverty-trump-republicans?CMP=Share_iOSApp_Other
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/12/15/trump-heads-to-fbi-for-graduation-ceremony-after-months-bad-blood-between-white-house-bureau.html
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-12-15/new-sexual-assault-claims-deck-house-going-be-rocked-coming-72-hours
https://www.dailywire.com/news/24742/flood-gates-open-congress-be-rocked-next-72-hours-ryan-saavedra?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_content=062316-news&utm_campaign=benshapiro
https://www.dailywire.com/news/24742/flood-gates-open-congress-be-rocked-next-72-hours-ryan-saavedra?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_content=062316-news&utm_campaign=benshapiro
http://wtkr.com/2017/12/15/former-staffer-accuses-congressman-bobby-scott-of-sexual-misconduct/
http://fox6now.com/2017/12/15/john-mccain-described-as-increasingly-frail-senate-sources-say/
https://www.rt.com/news/413269-china-navy-drills-north-korea/
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/98535.html#99480
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/98535.html#q99500
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/98535.html#99525
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Another Hint: 

Ian Cameron 

McKinsey & Company 

Clowns In America. 

Dr. Emmett J. Rice. 

Federal Reserve. 

Everyone is connected. 

How about a nice game of chess? 

Q 

(No ability to enter trip code - last dump) 

 
20 minutes later, verified Q (with a tripcode) was posting on 8chan /pol/ as you will see below. He shared the exact same post. That’s why I 

added those 4 unverified posts. You can compare both messages via those links: 

 
Unverified 8chan CBTS #112 post: https://8ch.net/cbts/res/98535.html#99525 

Verified 8chan /pol/ Q Post : https://8ch.net/pol/res/11028937.html#11043832 

 

 
Godspeed, Patriots. 

Q 

 

UNVERIFIED (NO TRIPCODE) ALLEGED Q POSTS --- END 
 

 

Trip test. 

Q 

Q posted on 4chan (half chan) trying his tripcode since problems happened on 8chan CBTS, the admin of the board apparently banned the tripcode use cause of the tripfags but that also did it 

for Q. He have no means of verifying himself (but he confirmed the tripcode problems via 4chan). 

 

 

8chan The Storm board : https://8ch.net/thestorm/catalog.html 

8chan Qpol board : https://8ch.net/qpol/catalog.html 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/98535.html#99525
https://8ch.net/pol/res/11028937.html#11043832
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/98535.html#99548
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/153317403/#153323368
https://8ch.net/thestorm/catalog.html
https://8ch.net/qpol/catalog.html
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/5079a9837111ee7db116a28c000df5315c7ebd6cac23ea2533dc75556815371d.jpeg
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https://8ch.net/pol/res/11028937.html#11043803 

24hrs to restore trip code or departure. 

Godspeed, 

Q 

 

 

Lost access to /cbts/ 

No ability to enter trip code. 

Q 

 

 

Shall we play a game? 

Find the spider(s) and build the web (the ‘map’). 

Remember, they consider you to be the fly (specifically, the ‘feeder’). 

Remember, they never thought she was going to lose. 

Therefore, they never thought investigations and/or public interest into their criminal acts would be exposed/investigated.  

Therefore, they never thought they had anything to fear. 

Therefore, they openly showcase their symbolism.  

Therefore, they were sloppy.  

Hussein’s last speech in Chicago re: ‘scandal free’. 

Why did he continually emphasize that phrase?  

As a backup, they infiltrated and control the narrative (the ‘MSM’).  

As a backup, they install only those on the team.  

As a backup, they blackmail those that aren’t.  

As a backup, they defined ‘conspiracy’ as crazy/mentally unstable and label anything ‘true’ as such. 

This works given most of what they engage in is pure evil and simply unbelievable (hard to swallow). 

The ‘fix’ has always been in – no matter which party won the election (-JFK (killed)/Reagan(shot)). 

This was always the promise made to those who played the game (willingly or otherwise) (i.e., they would never lose power).  

Power of the (3) letter agencies. 

Power over the US Military (WW dominance to push against other nations and install like-kind). 

These people are really stupid. 

Follow the husbands. 

Another Hint: 

Ian Cameron 

McKinsey & Company 

Clowns In America. 

Dr. Emmett J. Rice. 

Federal Reserve. 

Everyone is connected. 

How about a nice game of chess? 

Q 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/99590.html#99658
https://8ch.net/pol/res/11028937.html#11043803
https://8ch.net/pol/res/11028937.html#11043803
https://8ch.net/pol/res/11028937.html#11043832
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ignore? 

An anon asked Q if the email that Isaac from “Anti School” YouTube channel received supposedly from Q was legit. Clear answer from Q: FAKE. 

 
Anti School YouTube channel : https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjrS-aNrsOObNx24HMTZt7g 

Anti School Backup channel : https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqoeWG9DyBDtQpWp6PRawQQ 

 

 

>>11043835 

Fake. 

Q 

 

 

Trip code on 4 working. 

#FLYSIDFLY# 

We don't like to say his name. 

Q 

 

 

Being advised to update code.  

Serious hardware being used to break. 

4 is not secure. 

Q 

 

 

 

Updated. 

Q 

 

 

>>11045057 

Confirmed. 

 

 

>>11045061 

Confirmed. 

Q 

https://8ch.net/pol/res/11028937.html#11043833
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjrS-aNrsOObNx24HMTZt7g
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqoeWG9DyBDtQpWp6PRawQQ
https://8ch.net/pol/res/11028937.html#11043839
https://8ch.net/pol/res/11028937.html#11043835
https://8ch.net/pol/res/11028937.html#11044319
https://8ch.net/pol/res/11028937.html#11045052
https://8ch.net/pol/res/11028937.html#11045057
https://8ch.net/pol/res/11028937.html#11045061
https://8ch.net/pol/res/11028937.html#11045057
https://8ch.net/pol/res/11028937.html#11045072
https://8ch.net/pol/res/11028937.html#11045061
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/1552125153af6ad80b60d59bf1112cac5fee297d27b13e658f9a61e9dc973dba.png
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New tripcode confirmed : Q !UW.yye1fxo 
 

 

We may have exhausted our ability to maintain safe-comms. 

Snow White. 

Rig for silent running. 

Unknown return. 

Godspeed, Patriots. 

Q 

Snow White is probably referring to the 7 “dwarfs” CIA supercomputer. Clowns In America are trying to crakc Q’s tripcode and to mess with the board. Unknown return ? 10 days of darkness 

begins ? 

 

 

_Conf_term[5]_y 

_SECFAIL-490b 

Private OP_END 

Q 

 

 

Follow the crumbs. 

You have it all. 

SEC Conf will be analyzed. 

Dark [10]. 

Enjoy the show! 

Q 

 
As I get it at first hands, this would means 10 days of darkness (no Q posts ?) begins. 10 days before Christmas. Merry Christmas. 

… 

Q didn’t posted later that day. Anons are working on the new messages such as the Dark [10] … wait and see. 

 

  WWEEAAOONNSS  WWEENNTT  FFRROOMM  TTHHEE  CCIIAA  TTOO  IISSIISS  IINN  LLEESSSS  TTHHAANN  TTWWOO  MMOONNTTHHSS..  

  GGOOPP  WWIINNSS  RRUUBBIIOO  VVOOTTEE  AAFFTTEERR  AADDDDIINNGG  AANN  IINNCCRREEAASSEE  TTOO  CCHHIILLDD  TTAAXX  CCRREEDDIITT  ––  TTAAXX  BBIILLLL  FFUULLLL  SSPPEEEEDD  AAHHEEAADD..  

  FFOORRMMEERR  UUSS  AATTTTOORRNNEEYY  JJOOEE  DDIIGGEENNOOVVAA  AAPPPPEEAARREEDD  OONN  TTUUCCKKEERR  CCAARRLLSSOONN  OONN  FFRRIIDDAAYY  TTOO  DDIISSCCUUSSSS  TTHHEE  OONNGGOOIINNGG  DDEEEE  

SSTTAATTEE  WWIITTCCHH  HHUUNNTT  AAGGAAIINNSSTT  PPRREESSIIDDEENNTT  TTRRUUMMPP..  

  JJUULLIIAANN  AASSSSAANNGGEE::  DDEEEEPP  SSTTAATTEE  SSTTIILLLL  IINNTTEENNTT  OONN  RREEMMOOVVIINNGG  TTRRUUMMPP  AANNDD  IINNSSTTAALLLLIINNGG  MMIIKKEE  PPEENNCCEE..  

  KKAANNSSAASS  DDEEMM  AANNDDRREEAA  RRAAMMSSEEYY,,  AACCCCUUSSEEDD  OOFF  SSEEXXUUAALL  HHAARRAASSSSMMEENNTT,,  WWIILLLL  DDRROO  OOUUTT  OOFF  UU..SS..  HHOOUUSSEE  RRAACCEE..  

  RREEPP..  KKIIHHUUEENN  WWOONN’’TT  SSEEEEKK  RREE--EELLEECCTTIIOONN  AAMMIIDD  SSEEXXUUAALL  HHAARRAASSSSMMEENNTT  CCLLAAIIMMSS..  PPOOLLIITTIICCIIAANNSS  NNOOTT  SSEEEEKKIINNGG  RREE--EELLEECCTTIIOONN  LLIISSTT  

UUPPDDAATTEEDD..  

  GGLLOOWWIINNGG  AAUURRAASS  AANNDD  ““BBLLAACCKK  MMOONNEEYY””::  TTHHEE  PPEENNTTAAGGOONN’’SS  MMYYSSTTEERRIIOOUUSS  UU..FF..OO..  PPRROOGGRRAAMM  

  FFBBII  &&  MMUUEELLLLEERR  TTEEAAMM  ““TTOO  BBEE  RROOCCKKEEDD””  IINN  NNEEXXTT  7722  HHOOUURRSS;;  WWRRAAYY  &&  SSEESSSSIIOONNSS  BBRRAACCEE  FFOORR  BBLLOOCCKKBBUUSSTTEERR  DDIIRRTT  OONN  

BBUURREEAAUU  CCOORRRRUUPPTTIIOONN..  

  ““NNOORRTTHH  KKOORREEAA  IISS  AA  TTIIMMEE  BBOOMMBB””  ::  GGOOVVEERRNNMMEENNTT  AADDVVIISSEERRSS  UURRGGEE  CCHHIINNAA  TTOO  RREEAARREE  FFOORR  WWAARR..  

Lots of shills and disinformation in the CBTS board, The Storm is active but kinda quiet and Qpol is dead AF. Stay focus, watch the 3 or 2 

(CBTS & The Storm) threads, don’t forget that you’ve a brain, so use it to think by yourself, be the critical thinker that you are. 

Stay strong lads, we’re on track. 

No signs of Q on that day. It would tend to confirm that the 10 days of darkness really begun. Pure speculation at this point. 

https://8ch.net/pol/res/11028937.html#11045132
https://8ch.net/pol/res/11028937.html#11045213
https://8ch.net/pol/res/11028937.html#11045072
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-12-15/weapons-went-cia-isis-less-two-months-new-study-reveals
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2017/12/gop-wins-rubio-vote-adding-increase-child-tax-credit-tax-bill-full-speed-ahead/
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2017/12/former-us-attorney-comey-threw-case-hillary-clinton-constitutional-crisis-video/
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2017/12/former-us-attorney-comey-threw-case-hillary-clinton-constitutional-crisis-video/
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2017/12/julian-assange-deep-state-still-intent-removing-trump-installing-mike-pence/
http://www.kansascity.com/news/politics-government/article189931704.html
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/12/16/dem-rep-kihuen-wont-seek-re-election-amid-sexual-harassment-claims.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/16/us/politics/pentagon-program-ufo-harry-reid.html
https://truepundit.com/fbi-wray-sessions-brace-for-blockbuster-dirt-on-bureau-corruption/
https://truepundit.com/fbi-wray-sessions-brace-for-blockbuster-dirt-on-bureau-corruption/
http://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy-defence/article/2124613/north-korea-time-bomb-government-advisers-urge-china
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  TTRRUUMMPP--PPUUTTIINN  CCAALLLL::  CCIIAA  ““HHEELLPPEEDD  SSTTOOPP  RRUUSSSSIIAA  TTEERRRROORR  AATTTTAACCKK””..  

  PPEENNTTAAGGOONN  SSEECCRREETT  UUFFOO  SSIIGGHHTTIINNGGSS::  TTHHEE  SSTTRRAANNGGEESSTT  DDIISSCCOOVVEERRIIEESS  IINN  SSEEAARRCCHH  OOFF  AALLIIEENNSS..  

  AATTLLAANNTTAA’’SS  HHAARRTTSSFFIIEELLDD--JJAACCKKSSOONN  AAIIRRPPOORRTT  CCRRIIPPPPLLEEDD  BBYY  PPOOWWEERR  OOUUTTAAGGEE..  

  BBRREEAAKKIINNGG::  FFEEDDEERRAALL  JJUUDDGGEE  OORRDDEERRSS  AA  TTOOTTAALL  RREECCOOUUNNTT  OOFF  AALLAABBAAMMAA’’SS  SSEENNAATTEE  RRAACCEE..  

  MMCCCCAAIINN,,  BBAATTTTLLIINNGG  BBRRAAIINN  CCAANNCCEERR,,  LLEEAAVVEESS  WWAASSHHIINNGGTTOONN  FFOORR  CCHHRRIISSTTMMAASS  BBRREEAAKK  BBEEFFOORREE  CCOONNTTEENNTTIIOOUUSS  VVOOTTEE  OONN  TTAAXX  

BBIILLLL..  

  PPRREESSIIDDEENNTT  DDJJTT  PPRROOCCLLAAIIMMSS  DDEECCEEMMBBEERR  1177,,  22001177,,  AASS  WWRRIIGGHHTT  BBRROOTTHHEERRSS  DDAAYY..  

  AAUUSSTTRRAALLIIAANN  PPOOLLIICCEE  CCHHAARRGGEE  MMAANN  WWIITTHH  AACCTTIINNGG  AASS  EECCOONNOOMMIICC  AAGGEENNTT  FFOORR  NNOORRTTHH  KKOORREEAA..  

  WWEEAAPPOONNSS  WWEENNTT  FFRROOMM  TTHHEE  CCIIAA  TTOO  IISSIISS  IINN  LLEESSSS  TTHHAANN  TTWWOO  MMOONNTTHHSS..  

No signs of Q since the 15
th

. CBTS is still in a shills storm and The Storm board is working but quietly. 

This is just an observation but I wanted to mention it, the past few weeks or even months have been crazy hot for UFO / Alien news in the 

MSM. This is quite strange for something that supposedly doesn’t exist. Are they trying to make us look “somewhere else” when the shit hit 

the fan ? Are they pushing a bit forward there slow disclosure plans?  

 

Research, read and make your own opinion on this matter. I thought I would mention it because the timing is a “strange coincidence”. 

 



 

.  
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/942503059103604736 

 

  AAMMTTRRAAKK  TTRRAAIINN  DDEERRAAIILLSS,,  DDAANNGGLLEERRSS  OOVVEERR  IINNTTEERRSSTTAATTEE  IINN  WWAASSHHIINNGGTTOONN..  

  SSHHOOTTSS  FFIIRREEDD  AATT  UUSS  AAIIRR  FFOORRCCEE  BBAASSEE  IINN  SSUUFFFFOOLLKK  AAFFTTEERR  ““CCAARR  TTRRIIEESS  TTOO  FFOORRCCEE  IITTSS  WWAAYY  IINN””..  

  FFEEDDEERRAALL  AAPPPPEEAALLSS  JJUUDDGGEE  AANNNNOOUUNNCCEESS  IIMMMMEEDDIIAATTEE  RREETTIIRREEMMEENNTT  AAMMIIDD  PPRROOBBEE  OOFF  SSEEXXUUAALL  MMIISSCCOONNDDUUCCTT  AALLLLEEGGAATTIIOONNSS..  

  DDUUBBIIOOUUSS  TTRRUUMMPP  DDOOSSSSIIEERR  PPRROODDUUCCEERR  NNOOWW  TTAARRGGEETTEEDD  BBYY  RRUUSSSSIIAANN  OOLLIIGGAARRCCHHSS  FFOORR  ““SSMMEEAARR  CCAAMMPPAAIIGGNN””..  

  NNEEWW  AAMMTTRRAAKK  TTRRAAIINN  DDEERRAAIILLSS  OONNTTOO  II--55  IINN  DDUUPPOONNTT..  33  DDEEAATTHHSS  RREEPPOORRTTEEDD,,  FFRREEEEWWAAYY  SSHHUUTTDDOOWWNN..  

  TTRRUUMMPP  UUNNVVEEIILLSS  AA  NNAATTIIOONNAALL  SSEECCUURRIITTYY  SSTTRRAATTEEGGYY  TTHHAATT  RREEFFLLEECCTTSS  ““AAMMEERRIICCAA  FFIIRRSSTT””  CCAAMMPPAAIIGGNN  PPLLEEDDGGEE..  

  JJOOHHNN  SSKKIIPPPPEERR  RREESSIIGGNNSS  AASS  EESSPPNN  PPRREESSIIDDEENNTT::  GGEEOORRGGEE  BBOODDEENNHHEEIIMMEERR  TTAAKKEESS  OOVVEERR  AASS  AACCTTIINNGG  CCHHAAIIRRMMAANN..  

  AAFFTTEERR  1111  HHOOUURRSS  OOUUTTAAGGEE,,  OOWWEERR  RREESSTTOORREEDD  TTOO  WWOORRLLDD’’SS  BBUUSSIIEESSTT  AAIIRRPPOORRTT..  

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-42386258?ns_mchannel=social&ns_campaign=bbc_breaking&ns_source=twitter&ns_linkname=news_central
https://www.yahoo.com/news/pentagon-secret-ufo-sightings-strangest-104806256.html
http://edition.cnn.com/2017/12/17/us/atlanta-airport-power-outage/index.html
http://americanrevolution.co/breaking-federal-judge-orders-a-total-recount-of-alabamas-senate-race.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/mccain-battling-brain-cancer-leaves-washington-for-christmas-break-before-contentious-vote-on-tax-bill/2017/12/17/5dd61326-e37a-11e7-833f-155031558ff4_story.html?utm_term=.37ddbad55b9b
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/mccain-battling-brain-cancer-leaves-washington-for-christmas-break-before-contentious-vote-on-tax-bill/2017/12/17/5dd61326-e37a-11e7-833f-155031558ff4_story.html?utm_term=.37ddbad55b9b
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/president-donald-j-trump-proclaims-december-17-2017-wright-brothers-day/
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2017/dec/17/australian-police-charge-man-with-acting-as-economic-agent-for-north-korea
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-12-15/weapons-went-cia-isis-less-two-months-new-study-reveals
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/942503059103604736
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/amtrak-train-derailment-tacoma-washington-traffic-today-live-updates/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/12/18/us-air-force-base-suffolk-lockdown-car-tries-force-way/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/federal-appeals-judge-announces-immediate-retirement-amid-investigation-prompted-by-accusations-of-sexual-misconduct/2017/12/18/6e38ada4-e3fd-11e7-a65d-1ac0fd7f097e_story.html?utm_term=.ad462225e719
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2017/dec/17/fusion-gps-trump-dossier-producer-sued-defamation-/?utm_source=RSS_Feed&utm_medium=RSS
http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/article190312794.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2017/12/18/trump-unveils-a-national-security-strategy-that-reflects-america-first-campaign-pledge.html
http://www.espn.com/espn/story/_/id/21804776/john-skipper-resigns-espn-president
https://www.ajc.com/news/local/breaking-power-outage-reported-atlanta-airport/fYiM6b1OHi5G27m38v6V2H/
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/942503059103604736
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Still no signs from Q since the 15
th

. Both CBTS & TheStorm boards were digging about the Atlanta Airport Incident (false flag) and today’s 

Amtrak train incident (making people look away from ATL? Or another event?). 

 

  SSOORROOSS--BBAACCKKEEDD  GGRROOUU  PPLLAANNSS  NNAATTIIOONNWWIIDDEE  PPRROOTTEESSTT  IINN  EEVVEENNTT  OOFF  MMUUEELLLLEERR’’SS  FFIIRRIINNGG..  

  NNEETTAANNYYAAHHUU  OOFFFFIICCIIAALL  PPRROOVVIIDDEEDD  IINNTTEELL  FFOORR  AANNTTII--SSOORROOSS  CCAAMMPPAAIIGGNN  IINN  HHUUNNGGAARRYY..  

  PPAAKKIISSTTAANN’’SS  NNEEWW  AANNTTII--SSOORROOSS  CCAAMMPPAAIIGGNN  BBOOOOSSTTSS  IITTSS  AANNTTII--SSEEMMIITTIICC,,  CCOONNSSPPIIRRAACCYY  TTHHEEOORRYY--IINNFFEESSTTEEDD  PPOOLLIITTIICCAALL  CCUULLTTUURREE..  

  CCOOMMEEYY  &&  MMUUEELLLLEERR  IIGGNNOORREEDD  MMCCCCAABBEE’’SS  TTIIEESS  TTOO  RRUUSSSSIIAANN  CCRRIIMMEE  FFIIGGUURREESS  &&  HHIISS  RREEPPOORRTTEEDD  TTAAMMPPEERRIINNGG  IINN  RRUUSSSSIIAANN  FFBBII  

CCAASSEESS,,  FFIILLEESS..  

  CCHHIINNEESSEE  NNAAVVYY  BBEEGGIINNSS  LLIIVVEE--FFIIRREE  DDRRIILLLLSS  NNEEAARR  NNOORRTTHH  KKOORREEAA  AASS  SSOOUUTTHH  KKOORREEAA  &&  UUSS  EESSCCAALLAATTEE  AACCTTIIVVIITTYY..  

  PPRRIINNCCEE  HHAARRRRYY  IINNTTEERRVVIIEEWWSS  BBAARRAACCKK  OOBBAAMMAA  FFOORR  TTOODDAAYY  PPRROOGGRRAAMMMMEE  GGUUEESSTT  SSLLOOTT..  

  NNOORRTTHH  KKOORREEAA  EEXXEECCUUTTEESS  OOFFFFIICCIIAALL  IINN  CCHHAARRGGEE  OOFF  NNUUCCLLEEAARR  TTEESSTT  SSIITTEE  ::  RREEPPOORRTT..  

 

 
New Q posts (early in the morning) ! He’s posting on the CBTS board. 10 days of darkness didn’t started ? Lets see… 

He’s posting using his new tripcode: !UW.yye1fxo 

 

 

FLASH_BREAK_ 

/\* /\ /\* 

Shall we play a game? 

Map is critical to understand.  

Future unlocks past. 

DECLAS_ATL_(past). 

News unlocks map. 

Find the markers. 

10 & [10]. 

12/7 – 12/17. 

Concourse F. 

Terminal 5.  

Private_operated plane (OP)? 

ATL -> IAD 

Extraction/known. 

Dark. 

Darkness. 

Learn double meanings. 

SHUTDOWN. 

Q/POTUS-1 

Q/POTUS-2 

Q/POTUS-3 

Q/POTUS-4 [10] 

Q/POTUS-5  

“Special Place” 

Why are drops highlighted by POTUS shortly thereafter? 

Coincidence or message?  

“The Great Awakening”  

POTUS today. 

https://www.rt.com/usa/413575-soros-backed-group-plans-nationwide/
https://www.dailysabah.com/europe/2017/12/18/netanyahu-official-provided-intel-for-anti-soros-campaign-in-hungary
https://www.haaretz.com/opinion/.premium-1.829436
https://truepundit.com/comey-mueller-ignored-mccabes-ties-to-russian-crime-figures-his-reported-tampering-in-russian-fbi-cases-files/
https://truepundit.com/comey-mueller-ignored-mccabes-ties-to-russian-crime-figures-his-reported-tampering-in-russian-fbi-cases-files/
https://www.rt.com/news/413269-china-navy-drills-north-korea/
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2017/dec/17/prince-harry-interviews-barack-obama-today-programme-guest-slot
http://www.newsweek.com/north-korea-purges-and-executes-official-charge-nuclear-test-site-report-752196
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/120902.html#121327
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Unlock? 

CLAS_OP_IAD_(future). 

How about a nice game of chess?  

SPLASH. 

FOX THREE. 

Q 

 

>>121327 

The movie Splash has that actor Tom Hanks in it 

 

>>121340 

Splash = Missile time of flight is expired or missile destroyed; target or bomb impact.  

Fox Three = Simulated/actual launch of active radar-guided missile 

 

 

>>121392 

 

Give us an hint on the ATL airport 

 

 

>>121446 

Extraction_GOOD. 

Q 

So this would means they were extracting someoneat the Atlanta airport as some of us thought of it (from The Storm Board n Discord). Obviously an outage doesn’t happened like that and if it 

happens, building important like that (especially the WORLD BUSIEST AIRPORT) got backup power generator. Coincidentally at the Atlanta Airport it happens the “fire” started where the backup 

power generator is located which basicly kiiled it. 

 

The Storm’s Discord : https://discord.gg/mt3ZEEc (IF YOU CARE ABOUT OpSec DO NOT JOIN DISCORD, it’s chill and no one is doxxing). 

 

Q 

Are the numbers we are getting about the train correct or Fake News? 

 

>>121491 

Seconding this. The context of that train crash seems relevant. High value target aboard? 

 

 

>>121501 

We would not 'intentionally' harm a person in the pursuit of a TARGET. 

This was retaliatory re: ATL. 

Q 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/120902.html#121340
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/120902.html#121327
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/120902.html#121392
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/120902.html#121340
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/120902.html#121409
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/120902.html#121392
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/120902.html#121446
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/120902.html#121449
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/120902.html#121446
https://discord.gg/mt3ZEEc
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/120902.html#121491
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/120902.html#121501
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/120902.html#121491
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/120902.html#121519
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/120902.html#121501
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>>121519 

>They Derailed 

as Punishment for ALT extraction. Wonder which pawn is off the table… Or was it something higher? 

 

 

>>121535 

BISHOP (cult). 

Q 

 

What happened on 12/7? 

 

 

>>121553 

Clock started - 10 days. 

Q 

So Q is straight saying that the 10 days (of darkness) started dec. 7th or it’s how I understood it at first. 

 

 

Why did the WH link posted turn up 404 (2) days after?  

Expand your thinking. 

Do you believe in coincidences?  

Q 

Link mentioned: https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2017/05/11/presidential-executive-order-establishment-presidential-advisory --> 

Obivously return an error 404 as said by Q. 

 

 

House of cards. 

12 deals rejected (today alone). 

Panic in DC. 

TRUST SESSIONS. 

Enjoy the show. 

Q 

 

 

 

Term_[#2]19_y 

NAT_SEC_ 

NAT_SEC_A,H,H, L, B, E, classified Cdg-23k 

FREEDOM_#1-43 

CAP_H(9). 

MAVERICK. 

JUSTICE_FED_J[1-4]_remove + appellate 

Q 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/120902.html#121535
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/120902.html#121519
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/120902.html#121555
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/120902.html#121535
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/120902.html#121553
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/120902.html#121559
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/120902.html#121553
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/120902.html#121650
https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2017/05/11/presidential-executive-order-establishment-presidential-advisory
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/120902.html#121690
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/121693.html#122123
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19 OPs [now]. 

Operators active.  

Operators in harms way. 

POTUS awake. 

No sleep during OP. 

Pray. 

Q 

 
A few hours (8h+) later, Q posted again 

 

 
Same day. 

Coincidence? 

Only the beginning.  

Q 

Newsweek article mentioned by Q: http://www.newsweek.com/trump-military-coup-white-house-ethics-lawyer-democracy-danger-752896 

 

>>126896 

 

Are UFOs a distraction? 

 

 

>>126928 

How far away is the closest star? 

What do you think? 

Q 

 

 
The post mentionned by Q disappeared or it was deleted. 

The post 126934 mentionned 

by Q is missing… 

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/121693.html#122211
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#126896
http://www.newsweek.com/trump-military-coup-white-house-ethics-lawyer-democracy-danger-752896
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#126928
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#126896
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#126896
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#126928
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/dcdbdaf32f754de77c75e377e4fdd4d03b6e4f0b6e11f3262bb8e140942fc851.png
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/8dba5fdc390ea5633f543838de8b36939c7ec4875e65423c28a5c3c84c906edc.jpeg
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Here is a backup from an anon, post 126934: 

 

 
 

 

>>126934 

‘Conspiracy’ 

Theme will be pushed. 

BIG threat to them. 

All absorbed in RT. 

Feel proud. 

Q 

 

>>126896 

So left is grubbing for justification to take over with UN troops? 

 

 

>>126988 

No UN troops. 

Fake. 

Q 

 

Ops a success last night ? >>126896 

 

 

>>126931 

Roger that. 

Q 

 

>>127012 

That's a relief. Though Chicago is in clear agony either way. Let's hope that all changes soon! 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#126998
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#126988
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#126896
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#127012
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#126988
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#126931
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#126896
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#127064
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#126931
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#127057
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#127012
https://imgur.com/a/G9IdB
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>>127057 

NAT G. 

Q 

 

 

We won’t telegraph our moves to the ENEMY. 

We will however light a FIRE to flush them out. 

Q 

 

>>127154 

Q, I have heard fro ppl in France, the Netherlands, Poland, Canada, and USA today. Ppl hunger for LIGHT - have lived under the darkness 

forTOO LONG.Thankyou 

 

 

>>127237 

We have tremendous WW support. 

SATAN has left the WH. 

Day of days. 

Q 

WW = World Wide – WH = White House.Day of Days is a movie, look at the screen shot below. 

 
 

>>121409 

SA intercepts H missile fired toward R 

reuters 

.com/article/us-saudi-blast/saudi-arabia-intercepts-houthi-missile-fired-toward-riyadh-no-reported-casualties-idUSKBN1ED17Y 

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#127069
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#127057
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#127154
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#127237
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#127154
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#127012
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#127237
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#127305
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/120902.html#121409
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt3779382/
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>>127305 

FOX 3? 

Q 

 

 

Bill Binney. 

Q 

 

 

William Edward Binney is a former highly placed intelligence official with the 

United States National Security Agency turned whistleblower who resigned on 

October 31, 2001, after more than 30 years with the agency.Wikipedia 

Born: September 1943, Pennsylvania, United States 

Education: Pennsylvania State University 

Employer: National Security Agency 

Known for: Cryptography, SIGINT analysis, whistleblowing 

Awards: Meritorious Civilian Service Award, Joe A. Callaway Award for Civic 

Courage (2012), Sam Adams Award (2015) 

 

  

Q 

The Alabama Election was stolen. I have not doubt. Y'all gonna fix that one too? 

 

 

>>127396 

Thought when we 404’d the link that gave confirmation. 

Learn. 

Q 

 

>>127397 

>>127397 

Whistle Blower.. truther.. hero? 

 

 

>>127420 

PATRIOT of the highest caliber. 

Q 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#127379
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#127305
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#127397
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Binney_(U.S._intelligence_official)
https://www.google.ch/search?safe=off&sa=X&dcr=0&biw=1920&bih=940&q=william+binney+born&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LSz9U3yLIorrQs1xLLTrbSL0jNL8hJBVJFxfl5Vkn5RXkA20koHiYAAAA&ved=0ahUKEwj8pcaBoJfYAhVKvxQKHUXwCMoQ6BMIngEoADAU
https://www.google.ch/search?safe=off&sa=X&dcr=0&biw=1920&bih=940&q=Pennsylvania&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LSz9U3yLIorrQsV-IAsU1LkvK0xLKTrfQLUvMLclKBVFFxfp5VUn5RHgArTH3GMAAAAA&ved=0ahUKEwj8pcaBoJfYAhVKvxQKHUXwCMoQmxMInwEoATAU
https://www.google.ch/search?safe=off&sa=X&dcr=0&biw=1920&bih=940&q=william+binney+education&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LSz9U3yLIorrQs15LOTrbSL0jNL8hJBVJFxfl5VqkppcmJJZn5eQCFmZ05KwAAAA&ved=0ahUKEwj8pcaBoJfYAhVKvxQKHUXwCMoQ6BMIogEoADAV
https://www.google.ch/search?safe=off&sa=X&dcr=0&biw=1920&bih=940&q=Penn+State&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LSz9U3yLIorrQsV-IEsU0y0gtKtKSzk630C1LzC3JSgVRRcX6eVWpKaXJiSWZ-HgB2A8ilNgAAAA&ved=0ahUKEwj8pcaBoJfYAhVKvxQKHUXwCMoQmxMIowEoATAV
https://www.google.ch/search?safe=off&sa=X&dcr=0&biw=1920&bih=940&q=william+binney+employer&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LSz9U3yLIorrQs15LLKLfST87PyUlNLsnMz9MvSM0vyEm1Ss0tyMmvTC0CAIBkiGouAAAA&ved=0ahUKEwj8pcaBoJfYAhVKvxQKHUXwCMoQ6BMIpgEoADAW
https://www.google.ch/search?safe=off&sa=X&dcr=0&biw=1920&bih=940&q=NSA&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LSz9U3yLIorrQsV-IAsU0zSkq05DLKrfST83NyUpNLMvPz9AtS8wtyUq1Scwty8itTiwDHGEgJOAAAAA&ved=0ahUKEwj8pcaBoJfYAhVKvxQKHUXwCMoQmxMIpwEoATAW
https://www.google.ch/search?safe=off&sa=X&dcr=0&biw=1920&bih=940&q=william+binney+known+for&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LSz9U3yLIorrQs1xIrLrbSL09NSktMLim2ys7LL8-LT8svAgCeH-WoJgAAAA&ved=0ahUKEwj8pcaBoJfYAhVKvxQKHUXwCMoQ6BMIqgEoADAX
https://www.google.ch/search?safe=off&sa=X&dcr=0&biw=1920&bih=940&q=william+binney+awards&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LSz9U3yLIorrQs15LJKLfST87PyUlNLsnMz9MvSM0vyEm1SixPLEopBgCANKFzLAAAAA&ved=0ahUKEwj8pcaBoJfYAhVKvxQKHUXwCMoQ6BMIrQEoADAY
https://www.google.ch/search?safe=off&sa=X&dcr=0&biw=1920&bih=940&q=Meritorious+Civilian+Service+Award&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LSz9U3yLIorrQsVwKzjVPMLdKztWQyyq30k_NzclKTSzLz8_QLUvMLclKtEssTi1KKAfuIjbs4AAAA&ved=0ahUKEwj8pcaBoJfYAhVKvxQKHUXwCMoQmxMIrgEoATAY
https://www.google.ch/search?safe=off&sa=X&dcr=0&biw=1920&bih=940&q=Joe+A.+Callaway+Award+for+Civic+Courage&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LSz9U3yLIorrQsVwKzTaoqzEuStWQyyq30k_NzclKTSzLz8_QLUvMLclKtEssTi1KKAY45IHc4AAAA&ved=0ahUKEwj8pcaBoJfYAhVKvxQKHUXwCMoQmxMIrwEoAjAY
https://www.google.ch/search?safe=off&sa=X&dcr=0&biw=1920&bih=940&q=Joe+A.+Callaway+Award+for+Civic+Courage&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LSz9U3yLIorrQsVwKzTaoqzEuStWQyyq30k_NzclKTSzLz8_QLUvMLclKtEssTi1KKAY45IHc4AAAA&ved=0ahUKEwj8pcaBoJfYAhVKvxQKHUXwCMoQmxMIrwEoAjAY
https://www.google.ch/search?safe=off&sa=X&dcr=0&biw=1920&bih=940&q=Sam+Adams+Award&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LSz9U3yLIorrQsVwKzTdNMi7KztGQyyq30k_NzclKTSzLz8_QLUvMLclKtEssTi1KKAWCQszM4AAAA&ved=0ahUKEwj8pcaBoJfYAhVKvxQKHUXwCMoQmxMIsAEoAzAY
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#127396
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#127421
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#127396
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#127420
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#127397
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#127397
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#127429
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#127420
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Binney_(U.S._intelligence_official)
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Jared Kushner - Rumours of he's next on Mueller's list? 

 

 

>>127411 

End is near. 

Q 

Q continue to post 2 hours after the previous posts, he started back on CBTS #147 

 

 

Define CORRUPTION. 

Iris Weinshall. 

New York City Department of Transportation. 

Responsibility of DoT? 

Budget for past (5) years? 

Former commissioner? 

Empire State Dev Corp? 

Urban Dev Corp? 

Dept of Economic Dev? 

Integrated Resources, Inc.? 

US Senator of NY? 

Follow me down the hole. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/17/fashion/weddings/jessica-schumer-michael-shapiro-married.html 

These people are STUPID. 

Q 

 

 

CS/Soros. 

CS/Playboy. 

CS/Heidi Fleiss.  

HEIDI FLEISS (EVIL/CLOWN/BLACKMAIL). 

Q 

 

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#127411
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#127449
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/126564.html#127411
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/128199.html
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/128199.html#128296
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/17/fashion/weddings/jessica-schumer-michael-shapiro-married.html
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/128199.html#128438
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/1f133e668db01dee4f9257b614c4fe5ff04b86ad3667e559588ffadb9234a4e8.jpg
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Heidi Lynne Fleiss is an American former madam, and also a columnist and 

television personality regularly featured in the 1990s in American 

media. Wikipedia 

Born: December 30, 1965 (age 51), Los Feliz, Los Angeles, California, 

United States 

Partner: Dennis Hof (2009–) 

Residence: Pahrump, Nevada, United States 

Books: The Player's Handbook: The Ultimate Guide on Dating and 

Relationships, MORE 

Parents: Paul M. Fleiss, Elisa Fleiss 

 

 
RELEVANT: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-3241231/Heidi-Fleiss-infamous-Black-Book-names-famous-clients-auction-

ebay.html#ixzz51lHSTHyT 

 

 

http://www.foxnews.com/us/2017/11/03/playboy-models-among-3-seeking-27m-say-soros-fund-manager-raped-beat-them.html 

Are we there yet? 

Q 

 

 

Twitter rants can be harmful. 

Lesson learned? 

How about _SIERRA_C_? 

How about ($22/Singapore)? 

When does a bird sing? 

Goodbye C. 

Q 

 

 
▶Q !UW.yye1fxo 12/19/17 (Tue) 19:26:11 061d5f No.128438>>128441 >>128442 >>128452 >>128454 >>128456 >>128457 >>128461 

>>128462 >>128471 >>128472 >>128477 >>128482 >>128484 >>128486 >>128505 >>128506 >>128510 >>128516 >>128527 >>128528 

>>128529 >>128532 >>128536 >>128537 >>128542 

Q, where are the children? 

Seriously. Where are the children? 

Love, 

TIinOKC 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heidi_Fleiss
https://www.google.ch/search?safe=off&dcr=0&q=heidi+fleiss+born&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MMwxMSvQEstOttIvSM0vyEkFUkXF-XlWSflFeQCvNV-GJQAAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj_zNKIvZfYAhUMORQKHYp5CQEQ6BMImgEoADAU
https://www.google.ch/search?safe=off&dcr=0&q=Los+Feliz&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MMwxMStQAjONLIwMjbTEspOt9AtS8wtyUoFUUXF-nlVSflEeADQ8i-EwAAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj_zNKIvZfYAhUMORQKHYp5CQEQmxMImwEoATAU
https://www.google.ch/search?safe=off&dcr=0&q=Los+Feliz&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MMwxMStQAjONLIwMjbTEspOt9AtS8wtyUoFUUXF-nlVSflEeADQ8i-EwAAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj_zNKIvZfYAhUMORQKHYp5CQEQmxMImwEoATAU
https://www.google.ch/search?safe=off&dcr=0&q=heidi+fleiss+partner&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MMwxMSvQUsxOttIvSM0vyEkFUkXF-XlWyaVFRal5JfEFiUUlealFAIMo_UkwAAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj_zNKIvZfYAhUMORQKHYp5CQEQ6BMIngEoADAV
https://www.google.ch/search?safe=off&dcr=0&q=Dennis+Hof&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MMwxMStQAjNTTCpz0rQUs5Ot9AtS8wtyUoFUUXF-nlVyaVFRal5JfEFiUUleahEAXZTrSDsAAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj_zNKIvZfYAhUMORQKHYp5CQEQmxMInwEoATAV
https://www.google.ch/search?safe=off&dcr=0&q=heidi+fleiss+residence&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MMwxMSvQks8ot9JPzs_JSU0uyczP0y9IzS_ISbUqSi3OTEnNS04FAN2yajUuAAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj_zNKIvZfYAhUMORQKHYp5CQEQ6BMIogEoADAW
https://www.google.ch/search?safe=off&dcr=0&q=Pahrump&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MMwxMStQ4gAxK1LMjbXkM8qt9JPzc3JSk0sy8_P0C1LzC3JSrYpSizNTUvOSUwE8_Eq1OAAAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj_zNKIvZfYAhUMORQKHYp5CQEQmxMIowEoATAW
https://www.google.ch/search?safe=off&dcr=0&q=heidi+fleiss+books&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MMwxMSvQkspOttJPys_P1k8sLcnIL7ICsYsV8vNyKgE9GkqQKQAAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj_zNKIvZfYAhUMORQKHYp5CQEQ6BMIpgEoADAX
https://www.google.ch/search?safe=off&dcr=0&q=The+Player%27s+Handbook&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MMwxMStQ4tFP1zc0SsqtSLI0y9KSyk620k_Kz8_WTywtycgvsgKxixXy83IqAUQX7183AAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj_zNKIvZfYAhUMORQKHYp5CQEQmxMIpwEoATAX
https://www.google.ch/search?safe=off&dcr=0&q=The+Player%27s+Handbook&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MMwxMStQ4tFP1zc0SsqtSLI0y9KSyk620k_Kz8_WTywtycgvsgKxixXy83IqAUQX7183AAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj_zNKIvZfYAhUMORQKHYp5CQEQmxMIpwEoATAX
https://www.google.ch/search?safe=off&dcr=0&q=heidi+fleiss+books&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MMwxMSvQkspOttJPys_P1k8sLcnIL7ICsYsV8vNyKgE9GkqQKQAAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj_zNKIvZfYAhUMORQKHYp5CQEQ44YBCKgBKAIwFw
https://www.google.ch/search?safe=off&dcr=0&q=heidi+fleiss+parents&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MMwxMSvQksxOttIvSM0vyEkFUkXF-XlWBYlFqXklxQBICjYkKAAAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj_zNKIvZfYAhUMORQKHYp5CQEQ6BMIqwEoADAY
https://www.google.ch/search?safe=off&dcr=0&q=Paul+Fleiss&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MMwxMStQgjINK1K0JLOTrfQLUvMLclKBVFFxfp5VQWJRal5JMQAEcb0aMwAAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj_zNKIvZfYAhUMORQKHYp5CQEQmxMIrAEoATAY
https://www.google.ch/search?safe=off&dcr=0&q=Elisa+Fleiss&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MMwxMStQ4gIxs8tzDfOqtCSzk630C1LzC3JSgVRRcX6eVUFiUWpeSTEAjp84hzQAAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj_zNKIvZfYAhUMORQKHYp5CQEQmxMIrQEoAjAY
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-3241231/Heidi-Fleiss-infamous-Black-Book-names-famous-clients-auction-ebay.html%23ixzz51lHSTHyT
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-3241231/Heidi-Fleiss-infamous-Black-Book-names-famous-clients-auction-ebay.html%23ixzz51lHSTHyT
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/128199.html#128547
http://www.foxnews.com/us/2017/11/03/playboy-models-among-3-seeking-27m-say-soros-fund-manager-raped-beat-them.html
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/128199.html#128629
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/128199.html#128571
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/128199.html#128442
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/128199.html#128454
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/128199.html#128457
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/128199.html#128462
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/128199.html#128472
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/128199.html#128482
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/128199.html#128486
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/128199.html#128506
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/128199.html#128516
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/128199.html#128528
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/128199.html#128532
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/128199.html#128537
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heidi_Fleiss
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/9be758100cecf42f0000cc1e36f1499cd463f847603a3ea1f3cf04b50b3f324c.jpg
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>>128571 

3,000+ saved by the raids in SA alone. 

WW lanes shut down. 

Bottom to TOP. 

[HAITI]. 

[RED CROSS] 

[CLASSIFIED] 

High Priority. 

Q 

There is always several layers in Q messages, never forget it. You see the brackets ? Take only the 1st letter of each 3. H.R.C., damn right son !  

  

 

Board owner, mods, and other patriots: 

Sincere thanks for all that you do.  

You are true heroes.  

Long overdue - my apologies.  

There will be a day (within the next few months) that a scary but safe personalized message finds its way to you on multiple platforms 

recognizing your contributions. 

We thank you for your service. 

Godspeed, 

Q 

 

 

>>129526 

Thank you Sir… 

Sorry for the Trip mess up earlier… 

“mav[lag]” the CBTS board owner (BO) apologies to Q for his mess around with the tripcodes. 

 

 

>>129558 

Safety first.  

We have the USSS, NSA, and DHS, also protecting this message. 

No random IP needed (though we can implement at a moments notice). 

Godspeed, 

Q 

Q replied to mav[lag], the CBTS board owner, accepting his apologies, by saying safety first. 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/128199.html#128724
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/128199.html#128571
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/128973.html#129526
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/128973.html#129558
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/128973.html#129526
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/128973.html#129599
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/128973.html#129558
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SEA_TO_SHINING_SEA 

DIRECT: CODE 234 SEC: B1-3 

DIRECT: CODE 299 SEC: F19-A 

[ C P 19] 

Show the World Our Power. 

RED_OCTOBER> 

Q 

 

 

>>130030 

SWEET DREAMS. 

P_pers: Public (not private). 

NATSEC_19384z_A_DT-approve 

Q 

 

 

21_[ f ]_SEQ1239 

22_SEQ_FREE_9-ZBA 

22_WH_POTUS_PRESS 

Divert-ATT_CAP_H 

Q 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1_y 

Q 

 

  AAMMTTRRAAKK  TTRRAAIINN  DDEERRAAIILLMMEENNTT  VVIICCTTIIMMSS  IIDDEENNTTIIFFIIEEDD  AASS  TTRRAANNSSIITT  EEMMPPLLOOYYEEEE,,  RRAAIILL  AADDVVOOCCAATTEE..  

  ((33RRDD  LLDD))  NN..  KKOORREEAANN  SSOOLLDDIIEERR  FFLLEEEESS  TTOO  SS..  KKOORREEAA  VVIIAA  DDMMZZ::  MMIILLIITTAARRYY..  

  AA  DD..  JJOONNEESS  SSUUPPPPOORRTTEERR  MMIISSSSPPOOKKEE..  AALLAABBAAMMAA’’SS  SSEECCRREETTAARRYY  OOFF  SSTTAATTEE  LLAAUUNNCCHHEEDD  AA  VVOOTTEERR  FFRRAAUUDD  IINNVVEESSTTIIGGAATTIIOONN..  

  AA  DDEEFFEENNIINNGG  MMEEDDIIAA  SSIILLEENNCCEE  OONN  TTHHEE  OOBBAAMMAA--HHEEZZBBOOLLLLAAZZ  SSCCAANNDDAALL..  

  AA  JJOOUURRNNAALLIISSTT  VVOOWWEEDD  TTOO  EEXXPPOOSSEE  GGEEOORRGGEE  SSOORROOSS,,  FFOOUUNNDD  DDEEAADD..  

  TTRRAAVVIISS  AAIIRR  FFOORRCCEE  BBAASSEE  SSEECCUURRIITTYY  FFOORRCCEESS  RREESSPPOONNDD  TTOO  SSEECCUURRIITTYY  BBRREEAACCHH..  

  AAUUBBUURRNN  MMAANN  IIDDEENNTTIIFFIIEEDD  AASS  TTHHIIRRDD  VVIICCTTIIMM  KKIILLLLEEDD  IINN  TTRRAAIINN  DDEERRAAIILLMMEENNTT..  

  JJUUSSTTIINN  TTRRUUDDEEAAUU’’SS  BBAAHHAAMMAASS  VVAACCAATTIIOONN  BBRROOKKEE  MMUULLTTIIPPLLEE  EETTHHIICCSS  RRUULLEESS::  CCOOMMMMIISSSSIIOONNEERR..  

  TTRRUUMMPP  CCAALLLLSS  TTAAXX  BBIILLLL  ““HHIISSTTOORRYY  VVIICCTTOORRYY  FFOORR  TTHHEE  AAMMEERRIICCAANN  PPEEOOPPLLEE””..  

  AAMMTTRRAAKK  TTRRAAIINN  WWAASS  TTRRAAVVEELLIINNGG  AATT  8800MMPPHH  IINN  3300MMPPHH  ZZOONNEE,,  NNTTSSBB  SSAAYYSS..  

  AALLPPHHAA  CCEENNTTAAUURRII  ::  TTHHEE  SSUUNN  NNEEAARREESSTT  TTOO  OOUURRSS  CCOOUULLDD  BBEE  HHIIDDIINNGG  PPLLAANNEETTSS  LLIIKKEE  EEAARRTTHH..  

  ““SSTTUUNNNNIINNGG””  TTIICC  TTAACC  SSHHAAPPEEDD  UUFFOO  EENNCCOOUUNNTTEERR  BBYY  UUSS  NNAAVVYY  PPIILLOOTT??  ““IITT  WWAASS  NNOOTT  FFRROOMM  TTHHIISS  WWOORRLLDD””..  

Q did not post on that day. All the anons are working hard at creating graphics, memes, deciphering the stringers, creating PDF, Qmaps, 

answering Q, gathering information, facts, details and the most important spreading it ! 

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/129812.html#130030
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/129812.html#130064
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/129812.html#130030
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/129812.html#130170
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/129812.html#130185
http://www.foxnews.com/us/2017/12/20/amtrak-train-derailment-victims-identified-as-transit-employee-rail-advocate.html
http://english.yonhapnews.co.kr/national/2017/12/21/0301000000AEN20171221002553315.html
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2017/12/alabama-secretary-of-state-john-merrill-is-investigating-a-doug-jones-supporter-for-voter-fraud.html
https://nypost.com/2017/12/21/a-deafening-media-silence-on-the-obama-hezbollah-scandal/
http://www.redpilledfrogs.com/2017/12/journalist-who-vowed-to-expose-george.html
http://breaking911.com/travis-air-force-base-security-forces-respond-security-breach/
http://www.kiro7.com/news/local/auburn-man-identified-as-third-person-killed-in-train-derailment/666725855
https://globalnews.ca/news/3926724/justin-trudeaus-bahamas-vacation-broke-multiple-ethics-rules-commissioner/
https://www.msn.com/g00/en-us/news/politics/trump-calls-tax-bill-historic-victory-for-the-american-people/ar-BBH4Yv5?li=AA5a8k&ocid=spartanntp&i10c.encReferrer=aHR0cHM6Ly84Y2gubmV0L2NidHMvcmVzLzQ0ODUuaHRtbA%3D%3D&i10c.ua=1
http://www.foxnews.com/us/2017/12/19/amtrak-train-was-traveling-at-80-mph-in-30-mph-zone-ntsb-says.html
http://www.newsweek.com/alpha-centauri-sun-nearest-ours-could-be-hiding-planets-earth-751675
http://www.foxnews.com/science/2017/12/19/stunning-ufo-encounter-by-us-navy-pilot-it-was-not-from-this-world.html
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Here is the link to the interview if you are interested: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zx0WJ7q9KjA 

 

Link to the Reddit CBTS board: https://www.reddit.com/r/CBTS_Stream/ 

 

  VVEEHHIICCLLEE  RRAAMMSS  EEDDEESSTTRRIIAANNSS  IINN  MMEELLBBOOUURRNNEE,,  AAUUSSTTRRAALLIIAA..  

  PPRROOSSEECCUUTTOORRSS  AASSKK  FFBBII  AAGGEENNTTSS  FFOORR  IINNFFOO  OONN  UURRAANNIIUUMM  OONNEE  DDEEAALL  ((OONN  TTHHEE  OORRDDEERRSS  OOFF  AATTTTOORRNNEEYY  GGEENNEERRAALL  JJEEFFFF  

SSEESSSSIIOONNSS))..  

  UUNNIITTEEDD  SSTTAATTEESS  SSAANNCCTTIIOONNSS  HHUUMMAANN  RRIIGGHHTTSS  AABBUUSSEERRSS  AANNDD  CCOORRRRUUTT  AACCTTOORRSS  AACCRROOSSSS  TTHHEE  GGLLOOBBEE..  

  EEXXEECCUUTTIIVVEE  OORRDDEERR  BBLLOOCCKKIINNGG  TTHHEE  PPRROOPPEERRTTYY  OOFF  PPEERRSSOONNSS  IINNVVOOLLVVEEDD  IINN  SSEERRIIOOUUSS  HHUUMMAANN  RRIIGGHHTTSS  AABBUUSSEE  OORR  

CCOORRRRPPUUPPTTIIOONN..  

  TTEEXXTT  OOFF  AA  LLEETTTTEERR  FFRROOMM  TTHHEE  PPRREESSIIDDEENNTT  TTOO  TTHHEE  CCOONNGGRREESSSS  OOFF  TTHHEE  UUNNIITTEEDD  SSTTAATTEESS..  

Q posted that day but some problems occurred. His firsts posts (see below) were untripped again (no tripcode), he said that it doesn’t work. 

 

FOUND IT!!! HOLY SHIT! 

 

https://twitter.com/ABCPolitics/status/943866651803611136 

 

>>139380 

We were inspired by anons here to make our efforts more public. 

Find the exchange 2 days ago. 

Feel proud! 

Q 

 

Trip entered but not showing. 

Q 

 

 

/cbts/ error in trip. 

Q 

 

Q verified another tripcode, probably to check if the problem is about the tripcode itself or more from the CBTS board (maybe from the 

Tripcode Whitelist?). The next post he use his current tripcode, both posts share the same ID, that’s how we know the new tripcode is Q too. 

New tripcode (for the sake of logging info): Q !2nVA4xm522 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC98Zwfvjq12M1oi99Yqd78w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zx0WJ7q9KjA
https://www.reddit.com/r/CBTS_Stream/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/vehicle-rams-pedestrians-on-melbourne-australia-street-live-updates/
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/prosecutors-ask-fbi-agents-info-uranium-one-deal-n831436
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/prosecutors-ask-fbi-agents-info-uranium-one-deal-n831436
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm0243
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/text-letter-president-congress-united-states-6/
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/138779.html#139380
https://twitter.com/ABCPolitics/status/943866651803611136
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/139594.html#139686
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/138779.html#139380
https://8ch.net/pol/res/11034208.html#11068694
https://8ch.net/pol/res/11034208.html#11068701
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Trip test. 

Q 

 

Test. 

Q 

 

https://8ch.net/pol/res/11034208.html#11068701 

Q 

 

In this post, Q linked directly his own post on the /pol/ board so that we could know it is him 

Pass entered incorrectly first time. 

Complex. 

Q 

 

>>139836 

Multiple people were asking Q to make things more public. RE: calling for full disclosure 

 

>>139840 

We listened. 

Find the exchange. 

No coincidences. 

Q 

 

Q Posted again a few hours later, he’s still having problems with his tripcode. Apparently it depends which devices he use to post. 

 

 

Test. 

Q 

 

 

Did you find the exchange 2 days ago re: WH EO today? 

We listened. 

Feel proud. 

Q 

 

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/139594.html#139686
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/139594.html#139761
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/139594.html#139784
https://8ch.net/pol/res/11034208.html#11068701
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/139594.html#139792
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/139594.html#139840
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/139594.html#139836
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/139594.html#139851
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/139594.html#139840
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/142052.html#142621
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/142052.html#142639
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https://twitter.com/ABCPolitics/status/943866651803611136 https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-

blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-

corruption/ 

 

 
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm0243 

 

https://twitter.com/ABCPolitics/status/943866651803611136
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm0243
https://twitter.com/ABCPolitics/status/943866651803611136
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm0243
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https://twitter.com/USTreasury/status/943868664369111046 

 
I STRONGLY recommand you to read the article and the Executive Order. Some would have expected “BIG NAMES” such as Podesta, Clintons 

and so on but you gotta start “publicly” somewhere to be able to justify the rest of the digging. The Execute Order (EO) specifically says 

“ANYONE”. So anyone is potentially a target. 

 

 

>>142639 

ES (Goog) resigned today post EO. 

Coincidence? 

Q 

 

 
>>142449 

>>142449 

>>142449 

Put the question that crumb is the answer to… 

< to give the reader context… 

 

>>142811 

Correct exchange. 

Anon(s) changed our mind re: Private / Public.  

We are listening. 

Highest priorty. 

Have faith. 

Q 

 

Trip not working on multiple devices. 

Q 

  

https://twitter.com/USTreasury/status/943868664369111046
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/142052.html#142660
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/142052.html#142639
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/142052.html#142811
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/142052.html#142449
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/142052.html#142449
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/142052.html#142449
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/142880.html#142996
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/142052.html#142811
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/142880.html#143007
https://twitter.com/USTreasury/status/943868664369111046
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/a1d5a1d5b7367706b114120615447ae591f3bca8939b7ad66f1182e8160b19f2.jpg
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>>143007 

Test. 

Q 

 
With this last post, Q was able to use his tripcode. Which confirm / validate all the previous posts without tripcode but having the same ID. 

 

 

Trip working on one device only. 

Multiple devices necessary. 

Q 

 
Q is posting again without tripcode but it was verified and it is still the same ID. 

 

Track CEO resignations.  

Q 

 

So Q, my brother and family took a WH tour today. Sorry you missed them. I would have loved for you to redpill them (non-believers). That 

would have been awesome. Thank you for all that you are doing, Merry Christmas to you and all of your family, friends and staff. 

 

>>143179 

Hope you enjoyed the Xmas decor! 

POTUS will verify directly to provide crumb auth for dissemination. 

We are crushing these sick people. 

God bless, Patriot. 

Q 

 

We are in this together. 

No one person is above another. 

We stand together.  

Watch the news. 

Godspeed, Patriots. 

Q 

 

Soros takes orders from P. 

You have no idea how sick and evil these people are. 

Fight, fight, fight. 

Day of days. 

Game over. 

Q 

 

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/142880.html#143025
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/142880.html#143007
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/142880.html#143034
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/142880.html#143174
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/142880.html#143179
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/142880.html#142996
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/142880.html#143179
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/142880.html#143258
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/142880.html#143329
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  AASS  NNFFLL  FFAADDEESS,,  VVIINNCCEE  MMCCMMAAHHOONN  SSEELLLLSS  $$110000  MMIILLLLIIOONNSS  IINN  WWWWEE  SSTTOOCCKK,,  MMOOVVEESS  CCLLOOSSEERR  TTOO  RREESSUURRRREECCTTIINNGG  XXFFLL..  

  MMEEEETTIINNGG  WWIITTHH  SSEENNIIOORR  DDEEFFEENNCCEE  MMIINNIISSTTRRYY  OOFFFFIICCIIAALLSS  CCOOMMMMAANNDDEERRSS  OOFF  MMIILLIITTAARRYY  DDIISSTTRRIICCTTSS  AANNDD  TTHHEE  NNOORRTTHHEERRNN  FFLLEEEETT..  

  SSEESSSSIIOONNSS  OORRDDEERRSS  DDOOJJ  RREEVVIIEEWW  AAFFTTEERR  RREEPPOORRTT  OOBBAAMMAA  AADDMMIINNIISSTTRRAATTIIOONN  GGAAVVEE  HHEEZZBBOOLLLLAAHH  AA  PPAASSSS  

  GGUUYY  BBEENNSSOONN  CCAALLLLSS  OOUUTT  MMEEDDIIAA’’SS  ““NNEEAARR  SSIILLEENNCCEE””  OONN  OOBBAAMMAA--HHEEZZBBOOLLLLAAHH  BBOOMMBBSSHHEELLLL  RREEPPOORRTT..  

  HHOOUURRSS  AAFFTTEERR  BBLLOOWWIINNGG  WWHHIISSTTLLEE  OONN  AALLLLEEGGEEDD  DDEEEEPP  SSTTAATTEE  PPLLOOTT  TTOO  BBLLOOWW  UUPP  FFEEDDEERRAALL  BBUUIILLDDIINNGG,,  BBLLAACCKK  OOPPSS  

CCOONNTTRRAACCTTOORR  IINNJJUURREEDD  IINN  CCAARR  AACCCCIIRRDDEENNTT..  

  EEDDWWAARRDD  SSNNOOWWDDEENN  CCRREEAATTEEDD  AANN  AAPPPP  TTHHAATT  TTUURRNNSS  SSMMAARRTTPPHHOONNEESS  IINNTTOO  SSEECCUURRIITTYY  SSYYSSTTEEMMSS  AAIIMMEEDD  AATT  TTHHWWAARRTTIINNGG  SSPPIIEESS..  

  TTHHIISS  TTIINNYY  SSEECCTTIIOONN  OOFF  SSUURRVVEEIILLLLAANNCCEE  LLAAWW  IISS  GGOOIINNGG  TTOO  CCAAUUSSEE  AA  BBIIGG  FFIIGGHHTT  IINN  CCOONNGGRREESSSS  CCOOMMEE  JJAANNUUAARRYY..  

  BBIITTCCOOIINN  PPLLUUNNGGEESS  2255%%    IINN  2244  HHOOUURRSS  IINN  AA  CCRRYYPPTTOOCCUURRRREENNCCYY  MMAARRKKEETT  RROOUUTT..  

 

News unlocks Map. 

Future proves past. 

Stringers important. 

Hint: 

12/19 

22_WH_POTUS_PRESS 

Divert-ATT_CAP_H 

(Find Post) 

News: 

POTUS Tax Bill Speech (learn (22)(2+2_)). 

AT&T Diverted Capital Home. 

Q 

 

Test. 

Q 

 

It’s Q, same ID, he’s testing his devices. 

 

 

>>145408 

Trip works on single device. 

Multiple devices required. 

Q 

 

 

All devices provided specifically for comm here.  

Secured (heavily). 

Non Win 10. 

Multiple. 

Q 

 

 

Test. 

Q 

http://www.breitbart.com/sports/2017/12/22/nfl-fades-vince-mcmahon-sells-100-million-wwe-stock-moves-closer-resurrecting-xfl/
http://en.kremlin.ru/events/president/news/56474
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/12/22/sessions-orders-doj-review-after-report-obama-administration-gave-hezbollah-pass.html
http://insider.foxnews.com/2017/12/22/obama-hezbollah-iran-deal-scandal-media-blackout-bombshell-report
https://truepundit.com/hours-blowing-whistle-alleged-deep-state-plot-blow-federal-building-black-ops-contractor-injured-car-accident/
https://truepundit.com/hours-blowing-whistle-alleged-deep-state-plot-blow-federal-building-black-ops-contractor-injured-car-accident/
http://www.businessinsider.fr/us/edward-snowden-haven-security-app-2017-12/
https://www.circa.com/story/2017/12/21/politics/rand-paul-lawmakers-gear-up-for-january-battle-over-fisa-surveillance
https://www.wsj.com/articles/bitcoin-plunges-25-in-24-hours-in-a-cryptocurrency-market-rout-1513928835
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/145318.html#145363
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/145318.html#145408
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/145318.html#145418
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/145318.html#145408
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/145318.html#145498
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/145318.html#145878
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Test 2. 

Q 

 

 

Test 3. 

Q 

 

 

Fully operational. 

Resolved. 

Q 

 
No more shitty problem with Q’s tripcode, he can post again. 

 

>>145899 

No SHUTDOWN it seems. 

 

 

>>145983 

Define Shutdown. 

Was ATL shutdown? 

Will NK be shutdown? 

Who controls NK? 

Leverage? 

Remove leverage to capture the flag? 

Capture the flag to end the rule? 

End the rule of who? 

Who controls NK? 

TRUST. 

Q 

 

 

How did NK suddenly have miniaturized nukes upon POTUS taking office? 

What was stated during Hussein’s term by agencies? 

How did NK suddenly obtain missle guidance cap? 

What is leverage? 

Define hostage. 

Their last hope! 

Q 

 

Q just said this:  

How did NK suddenly have miniaturized nukes upon POTUS taking office? 

What was stated during Hussein’s term by agencies? 

How did NK suddenly obtain missle guidance cap? 

What is leverage? 

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/145318.html#145882
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/145318.html#145885
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/145318.html#145899
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/145318.html#145983
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/145318.html#145899
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/145318.html#146058
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/145318.html#145983
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/145318.html#145878
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/146035.html#146134
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Define hostage. 

Their last hope! 

Q 

 

 

>>146134 

Why is the ‘i’ missing? 

Q 

 

>>146127 

Missile tech/guidance cap is SpaceX tech, methinks. Via Obama possibly? 

Amirite q? 

 

 

>>146142 

Why is EM provided BIG WW subsidies?  

No subsidies = ? 

Clown contribution in exchange for access code? 

Why relevant? 

Amazon Echo? 

Google Home? 

Clown contributions? 

Apple Face ID Tech? 

FB Face ID Tech? 

Catching on? 

Bombs Away. 

Q 

 

Resignations from Sept to Dec in chronological order:  

Equifax CEO Richard Smith Sep. 26, 2017  

Dentsply Sirona Inc CEO Jeffrey T. Slovin Oct. 2, 2017  

Greater Naples CEO Paul Thein Oct. 4, 2017  

Pepsico CEO D Shivakumar Oct. 9, 2017  

Samsung CEO Kwon Oh-hyun Oct. 12, 2017  

Oman Air CEO Paul Gregorowitsch Oct. 16, 2017  

ASCENDAS Funds Management CEO Chia Nam Toon Oct. 20, 2017  

Hudson's Bay CEO Gerald Storch Oct. 20, 2017  

Red Cross Texas Gulf Coast Region CEO David Brady Oct. 28, 2017  

BuildDirect CEO Jeff Booth Oct. 29, 2017  

Podesta Group founder Tony Podesta Oct. 30, 2017  

Menninger Clinic CEO Dr. C. Edward Coffey Oct. 31, 2017  

Renaissance Technologies CEO Robert Mercer Nov. 2, 2017  

Ardent Leisure CEO Simon Kelly Nov. 7, 2017  

El Al CEO David Maimon Nov. 8, 2017  

Altice CEO Michel Combes Nov. 9, 2017  

Public Protector Busisiwe Mkhwebane CEO Themba Dlamini Nov. 14, 2017  

James Cancer Hospital CEO Michael Caligiuri Nov. 16, 2017  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/146035.html#146147
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/146035.html#146134
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/146035.html#146142
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/145318.html#146127
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/146035.html#146268
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/146035.html#146142
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/146035.html#146206
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PR Electric Power Authority CEO Ricardo L. Ramos Nov. 17, 2017  

Ellies CEO Wayne Samson Nov. 21, 2017  

Hewlett Packard CEO Meg Whitman Nov. 22, 2017  

Oi SA CEO Marco Schroeder Nov. 24, 2017  

Tumblr CEO David Karp Nov. 27, 2017  

London Stock Exchange CEO Xavier Rolet Nov. 28, 2017  

Bruce Telecom CEO Bart Cameron Nov. 29, 2017  

TravelCenters of America LLC CEO Thomas O'Brien Nov. 30, 2017  

Tricentennial Commission CEO Edward Benavides Nov. 30, 2017  

City Light CEO Larry Weis Dec. 4, 2017  

Steinhoff's R100bn CEO Markus Jooste Dec. 5, 2017  

Uchumi Supermarkets CEO Julius Kipng'etich Dec. 6, 2017  

Chicago Public Schools CEO Forrest Claypool Dec. 8, 2017  

Deutsche Boerse CEO Carsten Kengeter Dec. 8, 2017  

Nation Media Group CEO Joe Muganda Dec. 11, 2017  

Cheil Worldwide CEO Daiki Lim Dec. 11, 2017  

Fenway Health CEO Dr. Stephen L. Boswell Dec. 11, 2017  

Diebold/Nixdorf CEO Andy Mattes Dec. 14, 2017  

Diebold/Nixdorf CEO Andy Mattes Dec. 14, 2017  

AT&T CEO Randall Stephenson Dec. 15, 2017  

Vast Resources CEO Roy Pitchford Dec. 18, 2017  

Spackman Entertainment Group CEO Charles Spackman Dec. 18, 2017  

ESPN President John Skipper Dec. 18, 2017  

Innogy CEO Peter Terium Dec. 20, 2017  

Papa John CEO John Schnatter Dec. 22, 2017  

NYPD Police Chief Carlos Gomez retires Dec. 22, 2017  

Alphabet Executive Chairman Eric Schmidt Dec. 22, 2017 

pastebin.com/zQutR4Xr 

I’ll create a page to keep track of the resigning CEO list and update it next to the non running for re-election politicians list. 

 

 

>>146206 

Do you believe in coincidences? 

Keep list updated. 

Flood unstoppable.  

Q 

 

>>146268 

we already knew this though. 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/146035.html#146328
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/146035.html#146206
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/146035.html#146326
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/146035.html#146268
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>>146326 

What do Clowns do w/ the access codes and tech? 

Who controls NK? 

Who really controls NK? 

What families are protected using leverage? 

Bank/ Financial leverage? 

NUKE strike package leverage? 

Why is IRAN protected? 

Why is IRAN funded by the US? 

What news about IRAN broke? 

Drugs? 

What about WMDs? 

Why did Brennan / others provide false intel re: NK capability + IRAN Tech / NUKE DEV? 

Plate full. 

Have faith. 

Q 

 

 

We are moving fast. 

Remember, not all within the C-A, D-J, F-I are bad apples. 

House cleaning (TOP). 

Restructuring (1 to 2). 

Operations 24/7. 

Speed. 

Q 

 

Then, a few hours later Q posted again, starting by quoting this anon’s post: 

Donald J. Trump 
  

Verified account 

@realDonaldTrump 

44m44 minutes ago 

More 

Will be signing the biggest ever Tax Cut and Reform Bill in 30 minutes in Oval Office. Will also be signing a much needed 4 billion dollar 

missile defense bill. 

 

 

>>148634 

MISSILE. 

MISSLE. 

FOX THREE. 

SPLASH. 

AS THE WORLD TURNS. 

RED_OCTOBER> 

Q 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/146035.html#146454
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/146035.html#146326
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/146035.html#146147
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/148453.html#148634
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/148453.html#148746
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/148453.html#148634
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Thomas Paine   

@Thomas1774Paine 

Follow  

Follow @Thomas1774Paine 

If you are FBI and don't know who you can trust contact True Pundit or Kallstrom and we will take your Intel and protect your identity. 

 

 

>>148729 

TRUST WRAY. 

Q 

 

Been sober over a hundred days. 

Planning to end that. 

Finally going to kill myself. 

Fuck all this, been here since the start too. 

 

 

>>148751 

Patriot, your country needs you. 

You are not alone. 

God is LOVE. 

2018 will be GLORIOUS! 

God bless, 

Q 

 

 

‘Yellow Brick Road’. 

F-I speech - history. 

Wizards & Warlocks. 

Alice & Wonderland. 

Solved? 

Q 

 
  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/148453.html#148729
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/148453.html#148761
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/148453.html#148729
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/148453.html#148751
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/148453.html#148848
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/148453.html#148751
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/148453.html#148994
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Then, a few hours later Q dropped this huge post : 

 

ONE OF TWENTY TWO: 

[DNC BREACH / DOSSIER] 

[DNC] 

[SR]> 

[WL]> 

HUSSEIN> 

DNI DIR> 

CLOWN DIR> 

CLAS: 1-12> 

GOOG> 

CROWDSTRIKE> 

DNC> 

(SR 187)(MS13 (2) 187)> 

DWS_DIR> 

F-I/D-J ASSIST> 

"INSURANCE" 

/_\ > 

HUSSEIN> 

HRC> 

LL> 

JC> 

AM> 

PS> 

(SUPPORT: CS, NP, AS, CLAS-1, CLAS-2, CLAS-3, CLAS-4, CLAS-5, CLAS-6)> 

BRIT INTEL> 

HRC CAMP PAY> 

DNC PAY> 

CLAS: 1-4 PAY> 

STEELE> 

PODESTA> 

HOLDER RELAY SPEC RUSSIA> 

CLAS: 1-9> 

US SEN NO NAME> 

US SEN CLAS-1> 

US SEN CLAS-2> 

JC> 

LL> 

HUSSEIN> 

[FISA 2] 

PRES DAILY B> 

US SEN NO NAME> 

NEWS SHOP> 

BUZZF> 

PUBLIC/NARRATIVE. 

STAGE SET FUTURE PREVENT/REMOVAL OP. 

RAMIF: US INTEL LEGAL SPY ON PRES CANDIDATE / PRES ELECT / R CONGRESS / R SEN / NEWS FRIENDLY / ETC> 

Q 

First hand toughts: 

 

 SR = Seth Rich 

 GOOG = Google 

 LL = Loretta Lynch 

 BUZZF = BuzzFeed 

 WL = WikiLeaks ??? 

 DWS DIR = Debbi 

Wasserman Shultz ??? 

 JC = James Comey ??? 

 DNI DIR = 

 HUSSEIN = Barack 

Hussein Obama 

 AM = 

 CLOWN DIR = 

 HRC = Hillary 

Rodham Clinton 

 PS = 

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/150923.html#151134
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  AATT  GGOOOOGGLLEE,,  EERRIICC  SSCCHHMMIIDDTT  WWRROOTTEE  TTHHEE  BBOOOOKK  OONN  AADDUULLTT  SSUUPPEERRVVIISSIIOONN..  

  SSPPAACCEEXX  RROOCCKKEETT  LLAAUUNNCCHH  LLIIGGHHTTSS  UUPP  SSAANN  DDIIEEGGOO  SSKKYY..  

  CCLLIINNTTOONN  CCAAMMPPAAIIGGNN  PPRROOPPAAGGAANN  AAPPPPEERRSS  TTOO  HHAAVVEE  TTRRIIGGGGEERREEDD  OOBBAAMMAA  AADDMMIINNIISSTTRRAATTIIOONN  SSPPYYIINNGG  OONN  TTRRUUMMPP’’SS  CCAAMMPPAAIIGGNN..  

  MMAATTTTIISS::  ““SSTTOORRMM  CCLLOOUUDDSS  GGAATTHHEERRIINNGG  OOVVEERR  KKOORREEAANN  PPEENNIINNSSUULLAA..  

  LLAASS  VVEEGGAASS  SSHHOOOOTTEERR  SSTTEEPPHHEENN  PPAADDDDOOCCKK  KKIILLLLEEDD  HHIIMMSSEELLFF  WWIITTHH  GGUUNNSSHHOOTT  TTOO  MMOOUUTTHH::  CCOORROONNEERR..  

  335500  AARRRREESSTTSS  IINN  PPEEDDOO  RRIINNGG  AAFFTTEERR  CCIINNCCIINNNNAATTII  FFBBII’’SS  ““OOPPEERRAATTIIOONN  PPAACCIIFFIIEERR””  EENNDDSS  DDAARRKK  WWEEBB  CCHHIILLDD  PPOORRNN  SSIITTEE..  

  TTRRUUMMPP  JJUUSSTT  UUSSEEDD  HHIISS  PPRREESSIIDDEENNTTIIAALL  PPOOWWEERR  TTOO  DDEECCLLAARREE  AA  ““NNAATTIIOONNAALL  EEMMEERRGGEENNCCYY””  RRIIGGHHTT  BBEEFFOORREE  CCHHRRIISSTTMMAASS..  

 

‘2011 Shuttle Program terminated by Hussein. 

US loses space dominance. 

http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2017/08/09/obama-administration-knew-about-north-koreas-miniaturized-nukes.html 

IRAN Nuke deal. 

NK Nuke/Missile Tech. 

SpaceX. 

NASA Tech to ? 

HRC SAPs (private server). 

Connected. 

$$$,$$$,$$$.00 (pockets). 

EYE OF RA. 

Left eye [marker]. 

Symbolism. 

EVIL. 

STUPID. 

JUSTICE. 

Q 

 

‘>>154238 

Q posts missing letter "i" are markers? 

 

 

‘>>154372 

What rocket fired today? 

[i] 

Message sent. 

Q 

SpaceX launched a Dragon Rocket transporting a few hundred satellites. 

 

‘>>154238 

“The DIA report represented inconvenient facts that threatened President Obama’s North Korea “strategic patience” policy – a policy to do 

nothing about North Korea and kick this problem down the road to the next president.” 

Hmmm “down the road” sounds familiar. Wonder who said it? 

  

https://www.wired.com/story/at-google-eric-schmidt-wrote-the-book-on-adult-supervision/
http://fox5sandiego.com/2017/12/22/spacex-rocket-launch-seen-in-san-diego-sky/
http://www.nationalreview.com/article/454909/trump-russia-collusion-fbi-investigation-steele-dossier-hillary-clinton-campaign
https://apnews.com/4009aed26e5e47a981b08837b591939c/Mattis:-'Storm-clouds-gathering'-over-Korean-Peninsula
http://www.foxnews.com/us/2017/12/23/las-vegas-shooter-stephen-paddock-killed-himself-with-gunshot-to-mouth-coroner.html
https://thegoldwater.com/news/14594-350-Arrests-in-Pedo-Ring-after-Cincinnati-FBI-s-Operation-Pacifier-ends-Dark-Web-Child-Porn-Site
https://ijr.com/the-declaration/2017/12/1039384-trump-just-used-presidential-power-declare-national-emergency-right-christmas/
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/154170.html#154238
http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2017/08/09/obama-administration-knew-about-north-koreas-miniaturized-nukes.html
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/154170.html#154372
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/154170.html#154238
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/154170.html#154468
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/154170.html#154372
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/154170.html#154429
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/154170.html#154238
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‘>>154429 

Who was suppose to be the next President? 

Expand your thinking. 

Q 

 

‘>>154468 

Iridium? 

 

 

‘>>154477 

Future news will unlock more of the message. 

Missing [i] confirmed. 

Q 

[i] could be Iridium ? Q confirm. SpaceX had to do something with iridium. 

 

‘  

>>154468 

 

 

‘>>154493 

Message back. 

UFO put out to detract from drops. 

Q 

 

‘>>154583 

I'm from SoCal, everybody worked their ass off to win in space, so many people that made a lot of money in the 70s till 80s, it was a dream to make your 

country the greatest on earth, so many dreams destroyed, a fountain of talent squashed and sold out, it really hurts, we really cried when we watched each 

shuttle launch and knew we did that 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/154170.html#154505
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/154170.html#154429
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/154170.html#154477
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/154170.html#154468
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/154170.html#154535
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/154170.html#154477
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/154170.html#154493
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/154170.html#154468
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/154170.html#154583
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/154170.html#154493
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/154170.html#154644
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/154170.html#154583
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/02b07cb9225ccdfa31b3d2133585a5b59ef8f75dde8bd158ec548e365cfd7d18.png
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‘>>154644 

It’s coming back in a big way. 

Space is critical to our NAT SEC. 

Was terminated for a specific reason. 

Godspeed, Patriot. 

Q 

 

+10 hours  later, Q started to post again : 

 

 

 
 

 

https://www.crowdstrike.com/resources/crowdstrike-closes-100-million-financing-round-led-google-capital/ 

Q 

 

 

http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/07/07/hacked-dnc-servers-will-government-ever-be-given-access.html 

Q 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/154170.html#154682
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/154170.html#154644
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/156622.html#156837
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/156622.html#156848
https://www.crowdstrike.com/resources/crowdstrike-closes-100-million-financing-round-led-google-capital/
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/156622.html#156837
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/07/07/hacked-dnc-servers-will-government-ever-be-given-access.html
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/a404d1fb43a092c93e9887e409d1151744e1f2a17c22318ef7f3a08960f8f0bb.png
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SEARCH crumbs: [#2] 

Who is #2? 

No deals. 

Q 

 

AIDS is trending on Twitter. NYT ran this story today with sources saying POTUS said: 

"Haiti had sent 15,000 people. They “all have AIDS,” he grumbled, according to one person who attended the meeting and another person who was briefed 

about it by a different person who was there." 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/23/us/politics/trump-immigration.html 

Related Q: 

Dec 4, 19:38:51 

Q !ITPb.qbhqo 

RED_RED 

Remember? 

Hussein AIDS Video. 

Hidden message? 

Response? 

Twitter. 

Roles. 

Actions. 

Expand your thinking. 

News unlocks meaning. 

Q 

Dec 4, 19:50:10 

Q !ITPb.qbhqo 

34323 

Re-review RED_RED stringer. 

Focus on Hussein AIDS Video. 

Cross reference. 

Date of stringer vs video? 

Learn to decider.  

News unlocks message. 

Find the keystone. 

Q 

Dec 4, 20:01:17 

Q !ITPb.qbhqo 

Red Cross is corrupt and used as a piggy bank. 

Future topic. 

Diseases created by families in power (pop control + pharma billions kb). 

Think AIDS. 

Future topic. 

Relevant.  

#FLYROTHSFLY# 

Q 

Dec 19, 17:50:59 

Q !UW.yye1fxo 

128724 

>>128571 

3,000+ saved by the raids in SA alone. 

WW lanes shut down. 

Bottom to TOP. 

[HAITI]. 

[RED CROSS] 

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/157461.html#158078
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/157461.html#158096
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/23/us/politics/trump-immigration.html
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/128199.html#128571
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[CLASSIFIED] 

High Priority. 

Q 

 

 

>>158096 

Coincidence? 

News unlocks Map. 

Q 

 

Donald J. Trump 
  

Verified account 

@realDonaldTrump 

1m1 minute ago 

More 

How can FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe, the man in charge, along with leakin’ James Comey, of the Phony Hillary Clinton investigation 

(including her 33,000 illegally deleted emails) be given $700,000 for wife’s campaign by Clinton Puppets during investigation? 

 

 

>>158138 

Who posted first? 

[#2]. 

Q 

 

 
>>158078 

5 MIN BEFORE TRUMP POSTED AGAIN 

 

>>158188 

HOLY SHIT! That is exactly what I wrote earlier!!! 

See my post. 

Q, POTUS actually see my post? Lol, more motivation if so. 

 

 

>>158194 

>>158202 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/157461.html#158144
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/157461.html#158096
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/157461.html#158138
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/157461.html#158162
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/157461.html#158138
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/157461.html#158194
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/157461.html#158078
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/157461.html#158202
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/157461.html#158188
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/157461.html#158162
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/157461.html#158194
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/157461.html#158202
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/b1cd17abbcf8b17585b541113cf27fa42629e9a97e3515cc36a0da0a54acc6ef.png
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Who is meeting in secret right now? 

WE SEE YOU! 

WE HEAR YOU! 

YOU EVIL SICK BASTARDS ARE STUPID!!! 

Q 

 

 

ENOU[G]H IS EN[O]UGH. 

_CONF_AW-CjF78-82(Z 00:00)_ 

:OWLS: 

Good Hunting! 

Q 

 
Actually, Zulu (Z 00:00)  does not mean the "start of a mission"… it DOES refer to GMT, now known as UTC,(time at prime meridian) but they 

DO work off local time(time-zone) so it absolutely DOES matter what time zone you're in!! Here's some useful info on that… 

 
What is "Zulu" time? 

"Zulu" time is that which you might know as "GMT" (Greenwich Mean Time). Our natural concept of time is linked to the rotation of the earth and we 

define the length of the day as the 24 hours it takes the earth to spin once on its axis. 

 

As time pieces became more accurate and communication became global, there needed to be a point from which all other world times were based. Since 

Great Britain was the world's foremost maritime power when the concept of latitude and longitude came to be, the starting point for designating longitude 

was the "prime meridian" which is zero degrees and runs through the Royal Greenwich Observatory, in Greenwich, England, southeast of central London. 

As a result, when the concept of time zones was introduced, the "starting" point for calculating the different time zones was/is at the Royal Greenwich 

Observatory. When it is noon at the observatory, it is five hours earlier (under Standard Time) in Washington, D.C.; six hours earlier in Chicago; seven 

hours earlier in Denver; and, eight hours earlier in Los Angeles. 

 

Unfortunately the Earth does not rotate at exactly a constant rate. Due to various scientific reasons and increased accuracy in measuring the earth's 

rotation, a new timescale, called Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), has been adopted and replaces the term GMT. 

The Navy, as well as civil aviation, uses the letter "Z" (phonetically "Zulu") to refer to the time at the prime meridian. The U.S. time zones are Eastern ["R", 

"Romeo]; Central ["S", "Sierra"]; Mountain ["T", "Tango"]; Pacific ["U", "Uniform"]; Alaska ["V", "Victor"], and Hawaii ["W", "Whiskey"]. 

 

The Department of the Navy serves as the country's official timekeeper, with the Master Clock facility at the U.S. Naval Observatory, Washington, D.C. 

 

SOURCE: http://www.navy.mil/navydata/questions/zulutime.html 

 

Then in this post you had two letters between brackets, [G] & [O]. Should it be read as a “GO” for the mission  or for the “_CONF_AW-C...”, 

starting at UTC / GMT 00:00 ? Just a first thought for now on. 

 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/157461.html#158261
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/158326.html#158439
http://www.navy.mil/navydata/questions/zulutime.html
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Side-by-side graphic? 

Locate and create. 

[:22] 

SEARCH crumbs: [#2] 

Who is #2? 

No deals. 

Q 

[:27] 

How can FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe, the man in charge, along with leakin’ James Comey, of the Phony Hillary Clinton investigation 

(including her 33,000 illegally deleted emails) be given $700,000 for wife’s campaign by Clinton Puppets during investigation? 

[5] 

Previous also logged in graphic form [10] + others? 

Timestamps important. 

Countdown? 

Markers. 

Q 

 

 
Confirms Q posted about McCabe 7 mins prior to trumps first tweet about McCabe today 

 

 

>>158952 

5 minutes. 

Missing 10 marker from past. 

Missing 15 marker from past. 

Timestamps have meaning. 

Q 

  

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/158326.html#159000
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/158326.html#158952
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/158326.html#158980
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/158326.html#158952
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/107ef80ccd0053a2aa8502a4b079f538f0a21d95ca5b58a518f4aeb2cb389bd6.jpeg
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>>158980 

Graphics should be in same time zone.  

Delta relevant. 

[5] Today 

[10] Past 

[15] Past 

Q 

 

 

 
 

 

George Washington's crossing of the 

Delaware River, which occurred on the night 

of December 25–26, 1776, during the 

American Revolutionary War, was the first 

move in a surprise attack organized 

by George Washington against 

the Hessian forces in Trenton, New Jersey, on 

the morning of December 26. 

 

Read more on Wikipedia. 

 

SOURCE: Wikipedia 

 

 

https://8ch.net/cbts/res/158326.html#159016
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/158326.html#158980
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/162161.html#162785
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Washington
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hessian_(soldier)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trenton,_New_Jersey
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Washington's_crossing_of_the_Delaware_River
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/e8739a359ccfae09fb677e44b8ae2400f831035af36d7aae222fd7fb04156e6e.jpeg
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Merry Christmas everyone! 

  TTHHEE  GGRREEAATTEESSTT  CCHHRRIISSTTMMAASSSS  EEVVEERR..  

  AAMMAAZZOONN  AANNDD  MMIICCRROOSSOOFFTT  EEMMPPLLOOYYEEEESS  CCAAUUGGHHTT  UUPP  IINN  SSEEXX  TTRRAAFFFFIICCKKIINNGG  SSTTIINNGG..  

Q didn’t posted that day. 

 

  WWIIFFEE  OOFF  FFUUSSIIOONN  GGPPSS  FFOOUUNNDDEERR  AADDMMIITTSS  HHEERR  HHUUSSBBAANNDD  WWAASS  BBEEHHIINNDD  FFAAKKEE  ““RRUUSSSSIIAANNGGAATTEE””  SSTTOORRYY..  

  EEXXIISSTTEENNCCEE  OOFF  EEXXTTRRAA--TTEERRRREESSTTRRIIAALL  CCRRAAFFTT  ““PPRROOVVEEDD  BBEEYYOONNDD  RREEAASSOONNAABBLLEE  DDOOUUBBTT””,,  SSAAYYSS  FFOORRMMEERR  PPEENNTTAAGGOONN  ““XX--FFIILLEESS””  

CCHHIIEEFF..  

  ““NNSSAA  BBAACCKKDDOOOORR  SSPPYYIINNGG  OONN  UUSS  CCIITTIIZZEENNSS  RREEQQUUIIRREESS  SSTTRRIINNGGEENNTT  CCOONNTTRROOLLSS  &&  AACCCCOOUUNNTTAABBIILLIITTYY””..  

  44CCHHAANN  UUSSEERRSS  FFIINNDD  EEVVIIDDEENNCCEE  AATTLLAANNTTAA  AAIIRRPPOORRTT  BBLLAACCKKOOUUTT  WWAASS  PPAARRTT  OOFF  IINNTTEENNTTIIOONNAALL  CCOOVVEERR--UUPP..  

  RROOLLLL--UUPP  OOFF  TTHHEE  CCAABBAALL  &&  RREESSTTOORRAATTIIOONN  OOFF  TTHHEE  RREEPPUUBBLLIICC  IINN  22001188::  TTHHEE  DDEETTAAIILLSS..  

  PPEERRUUVVIIAANN  PPRREESSIIDDEENNTT  PPEERRDDRROO  PPAABBLLOO  KKUUCCZZYYNNSSKKII  PPAARRDDOONNEEDD  FFOORRMMEERR  AAUUTTHHOORRIITTAARRIIAANN  LLEEAADDEERR  AALLBBEERRTTOO  FFUUJJIIMMOORRII..  

  HHOOUUSSEE  IINNTTEELLLLIIGGEENNCCEE  CCHHAAIIRRMMAANN  WWOORRKKIINNGG  OONN  ““CCOORRRRUUPPTTIIOONN””  RREEPPOORRTT  IINN  FFBBII::  WWAAPPOOSSTT..  

  

Merry Christmas Q! 

 

 

>>172726 

MERRY CHRISTMAS! 

Celebrate this SPECIAL day in a BIG way. 

God bless you all. 

Q 

 

 

Thank you all for your trust, faith, and patriotism.  

WE are privileged to serve you. 

Please PRAY for those who would lay down their lives to protect our FREEDOM. 

You are safe. 

God bless. 

Q 

 

 

10, [10-9] 

Operational_window(5-6)_FDeltaC25-26 

Secured. 

Floor is yours. 

Twitter FW_ 

Twitter [kill_rogue] 

CONF_WHITE_WHITE_ 

Q 

  

http://magapill.com/o/the-greatest-christmas-ever.htm
https://www.engadget.com/2017/12/25/amazon-microsoft-employees-sex-trafficking-sting/?platform=hootsuite
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-12-24/wife-fusion-gps-founder-admits-her-husband-was-behind-fake-russiagate-story
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/12/23/existence-ufos-proved-beyond-reasonable-doubt-says-former-pentagon/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/12/23/existence-ufos-proved-beyond-reasonable-doubt-says-former-pentagon/
https://www.rt.com/usa/414128-nsa-backdoor-spying-fisa/
https://www.sgtreport.com/articles/2017/12/25/4chan-users-find-evidence-atlanta-airport-blackout-was-part-of-intentional-cover-up
https://www.fulcrumnews.com/blog/2017/12/25/roll-up-of-the-cabal-restoration-of-republic-in-2018-the-details
https://youtu.be/szaILpZZGGY
https://www.infowars.com/house-intelligence-chairman-working-on-corruption-report-in-fbi-wapost/
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/172112.html#172726
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/172112.html#172761
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/172112.html#172726
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/172112.html#172884
https://8ch.net/cbts/res/172919.html#173382
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  SSOOMMEETTHHIINNGG  BBIIGG  EEXXPPLLOODDEESS  IINN  TTHHEE  SSKKYY  OOVVEERR  CCRRIIMMEEAA..  

  SSUUSSPPEECCTTEEDD  SSAAUUDDII--LLEEDD  CCOOAALLIITTIIOONN  AAIIRRSSTTRRIIKKEE  IINN  YYEEMMEENN  KKIILLLLSS  2255..  

  TTOOUUSSAANNDDSS  OOFF  PPEEOOPPLLEE  IINN  PPEERRUU  HHAAVVEE  TTAAKKEENN  TTOO  TTHHEE  SSTTRREEEETTSS  TTOO  PPRROOTTEESSTT  AAGGAAIINNSSTT  TTHHEE  PPAARRDDOONNIINNGG  OOFF  TTHHEEIIRR  FFOORRMMEERR  

““PPRREESSIIDDEENNTT””,,  AALLBBEERRTTOO  FFUUJJIIMMOORRII..  

  TTOOKKYYOO  BBOOUUNNDD  FFLLIIGGHHTT  RREETTUURRNNSS  TTOO  LLOOSS  AANNGGEELLEESS  WWIITTHH  UUNNAAUUTTHHOORRIIZZEEDD  PPEERRSSOONN..  

  RRUUSSSSIIAA  WWIILLLLIINNGG  TTOO  MMEEDDIIAATTEE  UUSS--NNOORRTTHH  KKOORREEAA  TTAALLKKSS::  RREEPPOORRTT..  

  WWHHYY  IISS  AALLPPHHAABBEETT  ((GGOOOOGGLLEE))  CCEEOO  EERRIICC  SSCCHHMMIIDDTT  TTEECCHHNNIICCAALLLLYY  SSEERRVVIINNGG  IINN  TTHHEE  DDEEPPAARRTTMMEENNTT  OOFF  DDEEFFEENNSSEE??  

Q didn’t post that day. 

 

  YYEEAARR  OONNEE  LLIISSTT::  8811  MMAAJJOORR  TTRRUUMMPP  AACCHHIIEEVVEEMMEENNTTSS,,  1111  OOBBAAMMAA  LLEEGGAACCYY  IITTEEMMSS  RREEPPEEAALLEEDD..  

  CCHHRRIISSSSYY  TTEEIIGGEENN  TTWWEEEETT--SSTTOORRMMSS  AABBOOUUTT  SSUURRVVIIVVIINNGG  HHEERR  88--HHOOUURR  FFLLIIGGHHTT  TTOO  NNOOWWHHEERREE,,  AAIIRRLLIINNEE  AAPPOOLLOOGGIIZZEESS..  

  PPOOWWEERR  OOUUTTAAGGEE  RREEPPOORRTTEEDD  AATT  DDIISSNNEEYYLLAANNDD..  

  TTRRUUMMPP’’SS  TTOOUUCCHH  TTOOXXIICC  EENNOOUUGGHH  TTOO  FFLLIIPP  PPUUBBLLIICC  OOPPIINNIIOONN  OONN  RRAANNGGEE  OOFF  IISSSSUUEESS..  

  TTOOKKYYOO--BBOOUUNNDD  FFLLIIGGHHTT  DDIIVVEERRTTEEDD  BBAACCKK  TTOO  LLAAXX  AAFFTTEERR  ““UUNNAAUUTTHHOORRIIZZEEDD  PPEERRSSOONN””  DDIISSCCOOVVEERREEDD  OONN  PPLLAANNEE..  

Q didn’t posted today yet, maybe later on. 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 
  

http://www.pravdareport.com/news/science/mysteries/26-12-2017/139546-crimea_meteorite-0/
http://www.foxnews.com/world/2017/12/26/suspected-saudi-led-coalition-airstrike-in-yemen-kills-25.html
https://youtu.be/69bCquk5yQE
https://youtu.be/69bCquk5yQE
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/tokyo-bound-flight-returns-to-la-with-unauthorized-person/2017/12/27/85b4fd6c-eac3-11e7-956e-baea358f9725_story.html?utm_term=.06447da3395d
https://www.infowars.com/russia-willing-to-mediate-us-north-korea-talks-report/
https://www.infowars.com/why-is-alphabet-ceo-eric-schmidt-technically-serving-in-the-department-of-defense/
http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/year-one-list-81-major-trump-achievements-11-obama-legacy-items-repealed/article/2644159
https://www.usatoday.com/story/life/entertainthis/2017/12/26/chrissy-teigen-twitter-flight-nowhere/983386001/
http://breaking911.com/developing-power-outage-reported-disneyland/
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2017/dec/27/donald-trump-changes-voters-minds-against-issues-h/
http://abc7.com/travel/tokyo-bound-flight-sent-back-to-lax-after-unauthorized-person-discovered/2828071/
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The Rothschild family is a wealthy family descending from Mayer Amschel Rothschild, a court Jew to the German Landgraves of Hesse-

Kassel in the Free City of Frankfurt, who established his banking business in the 1760s.
[2]

 Unlike most previous court Jews, Rothschild 

managed to bequeath his wealth and established an international banking family through his five sons,
[3]

 who established themselves 

in London, Paris, Frankfurt, Vienna, and Naples. 

During the 19th century, the Rothschild family possessed the largest private fortune in the world, as well as the largest private fortune 

in modern world history.
[4][5][6]

 The family's wealth was divided among various descendants,
[7]

 and today their interests cover a diverse range 

of fields, including financial services, real estate, mining, energy, mixed farming, winemaking and nonprofits.
[8][9]
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They even mention straight in the overview on Wikipedia that they are in hearth of a lot of “conspiracy theories” trololololo, is it a conspiracy when it’s factual? TOP KEK BRO. 
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Succession to the Saudi Arabian throne information: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Succession_to_the_Saudi_Arabian_throne 

 

 

The House of Saud (Arabic: آل سعود , translit. Āl Saʻūd IPA: [ʔæːl saʕuːd]) is the ruling royal family of Saudi Arabia. It is composed of the 

descendants of Muhammad bin Saud, founder of the Emirate of Diriyah, known as the First Saudi state (1744–1818), and his brothers, 

though the ruling faction of the family is primarily led by the descendants of Ibn Saud, the modern founder of Saudi Arabia.
[1]

 The most 

influential member of the Royal family is the King of Saudi Arabia, currently King Salman, who chose first his nephew and then his son as 

crown prince without consulting the Allegiance Council. The family is estimated to comprise 15,000 members, but the majority of the power 

and wealth is possessed by a group of about 2,000 of them.
[2][3]

 

The House of Saud has gone through three phases: the Emirate of Diriyah, the First Saudi State (1744–1818), marked by the expansion 

of Wahhabism; the Emirate of Nejd, the Second Saudi State (1824–1891), marked with continuous infighting; and the Third Saudi State 

(1902–present), which evolved into Saudi Arabia in 1932 and now wields considerable influence in the Middle East. The family has had 

conflicts with the Ottoman Empire, the Sharif of Mecca, the Al Rashid family of Ha'il and their vassal houses in Najd, 

numerous Islamist groups both inside and outside Saudi Arabia and Shia minority in Saudi Arabia. 

The succession to the Saudi Arabian throne was designed to pass from one son of the first king, Ibn Saud, to another. The next in line, Crown 

Prince Mohammad bin Salman, is the son of King Salman.
[4][5][6]

 The king-appointed cabinet includes more members of the royal family. The 

monarchy was hereditary by agnatic seniority until 2006, when a royal decree provided that future Saudi kings are to be elected by a 

committee of Saudi princes.
[7]
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George Soros, Hon FBA (/ˈsɔːroʊs/,
[4]

 /ˈsɔːrɒs/; Hungarian: Soros 

György, pronounced [ˈʃoroʃ ˈɟørɟ]; born György Schwartz,
[1][2]

 August 

12, 1930) is a Hungarian-American
[a]

 investor,
[7]

 business magnate, 

philanthropist, political activist and author.
[8]

 Soros is one of the 

world's most successful investors.
[9][10][11]

 As of December 2017, Soros 

had a net worth of $8 billion,
[12]

 after donating $18 billion to his 

philanthropic agency, Open Society Foundations.
[13]

 

 
Born in Budapest, he survived Nazi Germany-occupied Hungary and 

emigrated to England in 1947. He attended the London School of 

Economics graduating with a bachelor's and eventually a master's in philosophy. He began his business career by taking various jobs 

at merchant banks in England and then the United States, before starting his first hedge fund, Double Eagle, in 1969. Profits from his first 

fund furnished the seed money to start Soros Fund Management, his second hedge fund, in 1970. Double Eagle was renamed the Quantum 

Fund and was the principal firm Soros advised. At its founding, the Quantum Fund had $12 million in assets under management, and as of 

2011 it had $25 billion, the majority of his overall net worth.
[14]

 He is known as "The Man Who Broke the Bank of England" because of 

his short sale of US$10 billion worth of Pound sterling, making him a profit of $1 billion during the 1992 Black Wednesday UK currency 

crisis.
[15][16]

 

 
His early studies of philosophy led him to develop and apply Karl Popper's General Theory of Reflexivity to capital markets, which he claims 

renders him a clear picture of asset bubbles and fundamental/market value of securities, as well as value discrepancies used 

for shorting and swapping stocks.
[17]

 

 
He is a well-known supporter of American progressive and American liberal political causes and dispenses his donations through his 

foundation, the Open Society Foundations.
[18]

 Between 1979 and 2011, Soros donated more than $11 billion to various philanthropic 

causes;
[19][20]

 by 2017, his donations "on civil initiatives to reduce poverty and increase transparency, and on scholarships and universities 

around the world" totaled $12 billion.
[21]

He played a significant role in the peaceful transition from communism to capitalism in Eastern 

Europe in the late 1980s and early 1990s,
[15]

 and provided one of Europe's largest higher education endowments to the Central European 

University in his Hungarian hometown.
[22]

 His extensive political philanthropy has made him a "bugaboo of European nationalists."
[23]

 

 

SOURCE: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Soros 

 

Open Society Foundations (OSF), formerly the Open Society Institute, is an 

international grantmaking network founded by business magnate George Soros.
[2]

 Open Society 

Foundations financially support civil society groups around the world, with a stated aim of advancing 

justice, education, public health and independent media.
[3][4]

 

 
The OSF has branches in 37 countries,

[5]
 encompassing a group of country and regional foundations, 

such as the Open Society Initiative for West Africa, and the Open Society Initiative for Southern 

Africa; its headquarters are in New York, New York. 

 

Since its founding in 1993, OSF has reported expenditures of over $11 billion.
[6]

 The group's name is inspired by Karl Popper's 1945 

book The Open Society and Its Enemies.
[7]
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SOURCE: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Family_tree_of_the_British_royal_family 

 

I recommend you to check the sources, under House Windsor, so you will be able to see it in more details. 

 

Elizabeth II (Elizabeth Alexandra Mary; born 21 April 1926)
[a]

 has been Queen of the United 

Kingdom, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand since 6 February 1952. Additionally, she is Head of 

the Commonwealth and queen of 12 countries that have become independent since her 

accession: Jamaica, Barbados, the Bahamas, Grenada, Papua New Guinea, Solomon 

Islands, Tuvalu, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Belize, Antigua and Barbuda, 

and Saint Kitts and Nevis.
[b]

 

 
Elizabeth was born in London as the first child of the Duke and Duchess of York, later King George 

VI and Queen Elizabeth, and she was educated privately at home. Her father acceded to the 

throne on the abdication of his brother Edward VIII in 1936, from which time she was the heir 

presumptive. She began to undertake public duties during the Second World War, serving in 

the Auxiliary Territorial Service. In 1947, she married Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, a former 

prince of Greece and Denmark, with whom she has four children: Charles, Prince of Wales; Anne, 

Princess Royal; Andrew, Duke of York; and Edward, Earl of Wessex. 

 
Elizabeth's many historic visits and meetings include a state visit to the Republic of Ireland and visits to or from five popes. She has seen 

major constitutional changes, such as devolution in the United Kingdom, Canadian patriation, and the decolonisation of Africa. She has 

reigned through various wars and conflicts involving many of her realms. Significant events have included her coronation in 1953 and the 

celebrations of her Silver, Golden, and Diamond Jubilees in 1977, 2002, and 2012 respectively. In 2017, she became the first British monarch 

to reach a Sapphire Jubilee. She is the longest-lived and longest-reigning British monarch as well as the world's longest-reigning queen 

regnant and female head of state, the oldest and longest-reigning current monarch and the oldest and longest-serving current head of state. 
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Elizabeth has occasionally faced republican sentiments and press criticism of the royal family, in particular after the breakdown of her 

children's marriages and the Windsor Castle fire in 1992 (her annus horribilis) and the death in 1997 of her former daughter-in-law Diana, 

Princess of Wales; however, support for the monarchy remains high, as does her personal popularity. 

 

SOURCE: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_II 

The British royal family comprises the monarch of the United Kingdom and her close 

relations. There is no strict legal or formal definition of who is or is not a member of the 

British royal family and, apart from Queen Elizabeth II herself, different lists include 

different people. Those who at the time are entitled to the style His or Her Royal Highness 

(HRH), and any styled His or Her Majesty (HM), are normally considered members, 

including those so styled before the beginning of the current monarch's reign. By this 

criterion, a list of the current royal family will usually include the monarch, the children 

and male-line grandchildren of the monarch and previous monarchs, the children of the 

eldest son of the Prince of Wales, and all their current or widowed spouses. 

 
Different terms may be applied to the same or similar group of relatives of the monarch in his or her role as sovereign of any of the other 

Commonwealth realms. For example, in Canada the family is officially known as the Canadian royal family. 

 

Some members of the royal family have official residences named as the places from which announcements are made in the Court 

Circular about official engagements they have carried out. The state duties and staff of some members of the royal family are funded from a 

parliamentary annuity, the amount of which is fully refunded by the Queen to the Treasury.
[1]

 

 

Since 1917, when King George V changed the name of the royal house from Saxe-Coburg and Gotha, members of the royal family belong, 

either by birth or by marriage, to the House of Windsor. Senior titled members of the royal family do not usually use a surname, although 

since 1960 Mountbatten-Windsor, incorporating Prince Philip's adopted surname of Mountbatten, has been prescribed as a surname for 

Elizabeth II's direct descendants who do not have royal styles and titles, and it has sometimes been used when required for those who do 

have such titles. In 2014 the royal family were regarded as British cultural icons, with young adults from abroad naming the family among a 

group of people that they most associated with UK culture.
[2]

 

 

SOURCE: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_royal_family 
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President Date of birth Presidency 

Jimmy Carter  October 1, 1924 (age 93) 39  1977–1981 

Ronald Reagan (died on-June 5, 2004) February 6, 1911 (aged 93) 40  1981 - 1989 

George H. W. Bush June 12, 1924 (age 93) 41  1989–1993 

Bill Clinton  August 19, 1946 (age 71) 42  1993–2001 

George W. Bush July 6, 1946 (age 71) 43  2001–2009 

Barack Obama August 4, 1961 (age 56) 44  2009–2017 

To be completed… 
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The Clinton Foundation (founded in 1997 as the William J. 

Clinton Foundation),
[2]

 and from 2013 to 2015, briefly 

renamed the Bill, Hillary & Chelsea Clinton Foundation
[3]

) is 

a non-profit organization under section 501(c)(3) of the U.S. 

tax code. It was established by former President of the 

United States Bill Clinton with the stated mission to 

"strengthen the capacity of people in the United States and 

throughout the world to meet the challenges of global 

interdependence."
[4]

 Its offices are located in New York 

City and Little Rock, Arkansas. 

 
Through 2016 the foundation had raised an estimated $2 billion from U.S. corporations, foreign governments and corporations, political 

donors, and various other groups and individuals.
[5]

 The acceptance of funds from wealthy donors has been a source of controversy.
[5][6]

 The 

foundation "has won accolades from philanthropy experts and has drawn bipartisan support".
[5]

 Charitable grants are not a major focus of 

the Clinton Foundation, which instead uses most of its money to carry out its own humanitarian programs.
[7]

 

 
This foundation is a public organization to which anyone may donate and is distinct from the Clinton Family Foundation, a private 

organization for personal Clinton family philanthropy.
[8][9]

 

 

According to the Clinton Foundation's website, neither Bill Clinton nor his daughter, Chelsea Clinton (both are members of the governing 

board), draws any salary or receives any income from the Foundation. When Hillary Clinton was a board member she reportedly also 

received no income from the Foundation.
[10]
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Playboy is an American men's lifestyle and entertainment magazine. It 

was founded in Chicago in 1953, by Hugh Hefner and his associates, 

and funded in part by a $1,000 loan from Hefner's mother.
[3]

 Notable 

for its centerfolds of nude and semi-

nude
[4]

 models (Playmates), Playboy played an important role in 

the sexual revolution
[5]

 and remains one of the world's best-known 

brands, having grown into Playboy Enterprises, Inc., with a presence in 

nearly every medium.
[6]

 In addition to the flagship magazine in the 

United States, special nation-specific versions of Playboy are published 

worldwide. 

 

The magazine has a long history of publishing short stories by notable novelists such as Arthur C. Clarke,
[7]

 Ian Fleming,
[7]

 Vladimir 

Nabokov,
[8]

 Saul Bellow, Chuck Palahniuk, P. G. Wodehouse,
[7]

 Roald Dahl,
[9]

 Haruki Murakami, and Margaret Atwood.
[7]

 With a regular 

display of full-page color cartoons, it became a showcase for notable cartoonists, including Harvey Kurtzman, Jack Cole,
[10]

 Eldon 

Dedini,
[11]

 Jules Feiffer,
[12]

 Shel Silverstein,
[13]

 Erich Sokol,
[7]

 Roy Raymonde,
[14]

 Gahan Wilson, and Rowland B. Wilson.
[15]

 Playboy features 

monthly interviews of notable public figures, such as artists, architects, economists, composers, conductors, film directors, journalists, 

novelists, playwrights, religious figures, politicians, athletes, and race car drivers. The magazine generally reflects a liberal editorial stance, 

although it often interviews conservative celebrities.
[16]
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Playboy’s logo is a White Rabbit, hmmm, funny. 
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Space Exploration Technologies Corp., doing business as SpaceX, is 

an American aerospace manufacturer and space transport services 

company headquartered in Hawthorne, California. It was founded 

in 2002 by entrepreneur Elon Musk with the goal of reducing space transportation costs and enabling the colonization of Mars.
[8]

 SpaceX has 

since developed the Falcon launch vehicle family and the Dragon spacecraft family, which both currently deliver payloads into Earth orbit. 

 

SpaceX's achievements include the first privately funded liquid-propellant rocket to reach orbit (Falcon 1 in 2008);
[9]

 the first privately funded 

company to successfully launch, orbit, and recover a spacecraft (Dragon in 2010); the first private company to send a spacecraft to 

the International Space Station (Dragon in 2012);
[10]

 the first propulsive landing for an orbital rocket (Falcon 9 in 2015); and the first reuse of 

an orbital rocket (Falcon 9 in 2017). As of March 2017, SpaceX has since flown ten missions to the International Space Station (ISS) under 

a cargo resupply contract.
[11]

 NASA also awarded SpaceX a further development contract in 2011 to develop and demonstrate a human-

rated Dragon, which would be used to transport astronauts to the ISS and return them safely to Earth.
[12]

 

 

SpaceX announced in 2011 that they were beginning a privately 

funded reusable launch system technology development program. In 

December 2015, a first stage was flown back to a landing pad near the 

launch site, where it successfully accomplished a propulsive vertical landing. 

This was the first such achievement by a rocket for orbital spaceflight.
[13]

 In 

April 2016, with the launch of CRS-8, SpaceX successfully vertically landed a 

first stage on an ocean drone-ship landing platform.
[14]

 In May 2016, in 

another first, SpaceX again landed a first stage, but during a significantly 

more energetic geostationary transfer orbit mission.
[15]

 In March 2017, 

SpaceX became the first to successfully re-launch and land the first stage of an orbital rocket.
[16]

 

 
In September 2016, CEO Elon Musk unveiled the mission architecture of the Interplanetary Transport System program, an ambitious privately 

funded initiative to develop spaceflight technology for use in manned interplanetary spaceflight, and which, if demand emerges, could lead 

to sustainable human settlements on Mars over the long term. This is the main purpose this System was designed for.
[17][18]

 In 2017, Elon 

Musk announced that the company had been contracted by two private individuals to send them in a Dragon spacecraft on a free return 

trajectory around the Moon.
[19][20][21]

 Provisionally launching in 2018, this could become the first instance of lunar tourism. 
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Alphabet Inc. is an American 

multinational conglomerate created in a corporate 

restructuring of Google on October 2, 2015.
[3]

 It is now the 

parent company of Google and several former 

Google subsidiaries.
[4][5][6][7][8]

 The two founders of Google 

assumed executive roles in the new company, with Larry 

Page serving as CEO and Sergey Brin as President.
[9]

 The 

company is based in Mountain View, California. It has over 

75,606 employees as of July 2017.
[10]

 

 

Alphabet's portfolio encompasses several industries, including 

technology, life sciences, investment capital, and research. 

Some of its subsidiaries 

include Google, Calico, GV, CapitalG, Verily, Waymo, X, Nest 

Labs and Google Fiber. Some of the subsidiaries of Alphabet 

have altered their names since leaving Google and becoming 

part of the larger parent company—Google Ventures 

becoming GV, Google Life Sciences becoming Verily and Google 

X becoming just X. Following the restructuring Page became CEO of Alphabet while Sundar Pichai took his position as CEO of 

Google.
[4][5]

 Shares of Google's stock have been converted into Alphabet stock, which trade under Google's former ticker symbols of "GOOG" 

and "GOOGL". 

 
The establishment of Alphabet was prompted by a desire to make the core Google Internet services business "cleaner and more 

accountable" while allowing greater autonomy to group companies that operate in businesses other than Internet services.
[5][11]

 

 

SOURCE: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alphabet_Inc. 

Google LLC
[5]

 is an American multinational technology company that specializes in Internet-related services and products. These 

include online advertising technologies, search, cloud computing, software, and hardware. Google was founded in 1998 by Larry 

Page and Sergey Brin while they were Ph.D. students 

at Stanford University, in California. Together, they own 

about 14 percent of its shares, and control 56 percent of 

the stockholder voting power through supervoting stock. 

They incorporated Google as a privately held company on 

September 4, 1998. An initial public offering (IPO) took 

place on August 19, 2004, and Google moved to its new 

headquarters in Mountain View, California, nicknamed 

the Googleplex. In August 2015, Google announced plans 

to reorganize its various interests as 

a conglomerate called Alphabet Inc. Google, Alphabet's 

leading subsidiary, will continue to be the umbrella 

company for Alphabet's Internet interests. Upon 

completion of the restructure, Sundar Pichai was 

appointed CEO of Google; he replaced Larry Page, who 

became CEO of Alphabet. 
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The company's rapid growth since incorporation has triggered a chain of products, acquisitions, and partnerships beyond Google's core 

search engine (Google Search). It offers services designed for work and productivity (Google Docs, Sheets, and Slides), email (Gmail/Inbox), 

scheduling and time management (Google Calendar), cloud storage (Google Drive), social networking (Google+), instant messaging and 

video chat (Google Allo/Duo/Hangouts), language translation (Google Translate), mapping and turn-by-turn navigation (Google 

Maps/Waze/Earth/Street View), video sharing (YouTube), notetaking (Google Keep), and photo organizing and editing(Google Photos). The 

company leads the development of the Android mobile operating system, the Google Chrome web browser, and Chrome OS, a lightweight 

operating system based on the Chrome browser. Google has moved increasingly into hardware; from 2010 to 2015, it partnered with major 

electronics manufacturers in the production of its Nexus devices, and in October 2016, it released multiple hardware products (including 

the Google Pixel smartphone, Home smart speaker, Wifi mesh wireless router, and Daydream View virtual reality headset). The new 

hardware chief, Rick Osterloh, stated: "a lot of the innovation that we want to do now ends up requiring controlling the end-to-end user 

experience". Google has also experimented with becoming an Internet carrier. In February 2010, it announced Google Fiber, a fiber-optic 

infrastructure that was installed in Kansas City; in April 2015, it launched Project Fi in the United States, combining Wi-Fi and cellular 

networks from different providers; and in 2016, it announced the Google Station initiative to make public Wi-Fi available around the world, 

with initial deployment in India. 

 
Alexa, a company that monitors commercial web traffic, lists Google.com as the most visited website in the world. Several other Google 

services also figure in the top 100 most visited websites, including YouTube and Blogger. Google is the most valuable brand in the 

world,
[6]

 but has received significant criticism involving issues such as privacy concerns, tax avoidance, antitrust, censorship, and search 

neutrality. Google's mission statement, from the outset, was "to organize the world's information and make it universally accessible and 

useful", and its unofficial slogan was "Don't be evil". In October 2015, the motto was replaced in the Alphabet corporate code of conduct by 

the phrase "Do the right thing". 

 

SOURCE: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google 

No Wikipedia page. Weird coincidence isn’t it? Only a brief mention on the Google Earth’s Wikipedia page. 

 

Google Earth was originally developed by 

Keyhole, Inc., a Mountain View-based 

company founded in 2001. Keyhole, after 

being spun off from Intrinsic Graphics, 

received funding from the Central Intelligence 

Agency's venture capital firm, In-Q-Tel
[6]

 and 

the National Geospatial-Intelligence 

Agency,
[7]

 in addition to smaller capital 

from Nvidia and Sony.
[8]

 Keyhole developed 

the program under the name Keyhole 

EarthViewer, and sold the product for uses in 

fields such as real estate, urban 

planning, defense, and intelligence. Google 

acquired the company in 2004,
[9]

 driving 

public interest in geospatial technologies and 

applications.
[10][11]

 Since then, Google has 

given the program a focus on exploration, with tours provided by humanitarian outreach programs, 3D modeling of hundreds of cities, and 

3D globes of other planets. 

 

SOURCE: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Earth#History 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brian_McClendon 

 Twitter page : https://twitter.com/bmcclendon 

 

To be completed… 

 
What is the last World known company created by John Hanke? Niantic. Doesn’t ring a bell ? What about “Pokemon Go”? That’s right, the 

smartphone App. It was created by Niantic, John Hanke, Keyhole Inc, the CIA. No wonder why you’ve to allow front & back camera, mic and so 

many other data to be able to play the game. The augmented reality or what so ever excuses are just excuses. Same shit with social media, 

no one reads the agreements rules. Mehhhh too boring, to long to read. Well if you do, it’s also stated that they records your cookies, mic, 

cam (without letting you know when and for what). By making an accounted (((YOU))) accepted that (((THEY))) have that power over you. 

 
To be completed… 
 
Some news articles: 

 http://www.businessinsider.com/the-cias-earthviewer-was-the-original-google-earth-2015-11?IR=T 

 https://www.theregister.co.uk/2004/10/28/google_buys_keyhole/ 
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Facebook is an American for-profit corporation and an online social 

media and social networking service based in Menlo Park, California. The 

Facebook website was launched on February 4, 2004, by Mark Zuckerberg, 

along with fellow Harvard College students and roommates, Eduardo 

Saverin, Andrew McCollum, Dustin Moskovitz, and Chris Hughes. 

 
The founders had initially limited the website's membership to Harvard students; however, later they expanded it to higher education 

institutions in the Boston area, the Ivy League schools, and Stanford University. Facebook gradually added support for students at various 

other universities, and eventually to high school students as well. Since 2006, anyone who claims to be at least 13 years old has been allowed 

to become a registered user of Facebook, though variations exist in the minimum age requirement, depending on applicable local laws. The 

Facebook name comes from the face book directories often given to United States university students. The company held its initial public 

offering (IPO) in February 2012, and began selling stock to the public three months later, reaching an original peak market capitalization of 

$104 billion, a new record. Facebook makes most of its revenue from advertisements which appear onscreen. 

 
Facebook may be accessed by a large range of devices with Internet connectivity, such as desktop, laptop and tablet computers, 

and smartphones. After registering to use the site, users can create a customized profile indicating their name, occupation, schools attended 

and so on. Users can add other users as "friends", exchange messages, post status updates, share photos, videos and links, use 

various software applications ("apps"), and receive notifications of activity. Additionally, users may join common-interest user groups 

organized by workplace, school, hobbies or other topics, and categorize their friends into lists such as "People From Work" or "Close 

Friends". Additionally, users can complain about or block unpleasant people. 

 

Facebook has more than 2 billion monthly active users as of June 2017. Its popularity has led to prominent media coverage for the company, 

including significant scrutiny over privacy and the psychological effects it has on users. In recent years, the company has faced intense 

pressure over the amount of fake news, hate speech and violence prevalent on its services, all of which it is attempting to counteract. 

 

SOURCE : https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Facebook 

 

Twitter (/ˈtwɪtər/) is an online news and social networking service where users post and interact with 

messages, called "tweets." These messages were originally restricted to 140 characters, but on November 7, 

2017, the limit was doubled to 280 characters for all languages except Japanese, Korean and 

Chinese.
[10]

 Registered users can post tweets, but those who are unregistered can only read them. Users access 

Twitter through its website interface, Short Message Service (SMS) or mobile device application 

software ("app").
[11]

 Twitter, Inc. is based in San Francisco, California, United States, and has more than 25 offices around the world.
[12]

 

Twitter was created in March 2006 by Jack Dorsey, Noah Glass, Biz Stone, and Evan Williams and launched in July of that year. The service 

rapidly gained worldwide popularity. In 2012, more than 100 million users posted 340 million tweets a day,
[13]

 and the service handled an 

average of 1.6 billion search queries per day.
[14][15][16]

 In 2013, it was one of the ten most-visited websites and has been described as "the 

SMS of the Internet".
[17][18]

 As of 2016, Twitter had more than 319 million monthly active users.
[6]

 On the day of the 2016 U.S. presidential 

election, Twitter proved to be the largest source of breaking news, with 40 million election-related tweets sent by 10 p.m. (Eastern Time) that 

day.
[19]

 

 

SOURCE : https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twitter 
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The International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement is an international humanitarian movement with 

approximately 97 million volunteers, members and staff worldwide
[2]

 which was founded to protect human life 

and health, to ensure respect for all human beings, and to prevent and alleviate human suffering. 

The movement consists of several distinct organizations that are legally independent from each other, but are 

united within the movement through common basic principles, objectives, symbols, statutes and governing organisations. The movement's 

parts are: 

 The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) is a private humanitarian institution founded in 1863 in Geneva, Switzerland, 

by Henry Dunant and Gustave Moynier. Its 25-member committee has a unique authority under international humanitarian law to 

protect the life and dignity of the victims of international and internal armed conflicts. The ICRC was awarded the Nobel Peace 

Prize on three occasions (in 1917, 1944 and 1963).
[3]

 

 The International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC) was founded in 1919 and today it coordinates 

activities between the 190 National Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies within the Movement. On an international level, the 

Federation leads and organizes, in close cooperation with the National Societies, relief assistance missions responding to large-

scale emergencies. The International Federation Secretariat is based in Geneva, Switzerland. In 1963, the Federation (then known 

as the League of Red Cross Societies) was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize jointly with the ICRC.
[3]

 

 National Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies exist in nearly every country in the world. Currently 190 National Societies are 

recognized by the ICRC and admitted as full members of the Federation. Each entity works in its home country according to the 

principles of international humanitarian law and the statutes of the international Movement. Depending on their specific 

circumstances and capacities, National Societies can take on additional humanitarian tasks that are not directly defined by 

international humanitarian law or the mandates of the international Movement. In many countries, they are tightly linked to the 

respective national health care system by providing emergency medical services. 

SOURCE: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Red_Cross_and_Red_Crescent_Movement 

 

 

Henry Dunant (born Jean-Henri Dunant; 8 May 1828 – 30 October 1910), also known 

as Henri Dunant, was a Swiss businessman and social activist, the founder of the Red 

Cross, and the first recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize. The 

1864 Geneva Convention was based on Dunant's ideas. In 1901 he received 

the first Nobel Peace Prize together with Frédéric Passy, making 

Dunant the first Swiss Nobel laureate. 

 

During a business trip in 1859, Dunant was witness to the aftermath of the Battle of 

Solferino in modern-day Italy. He recorded his memories and experiences in the 

book A Memory of Solferino which inspired the creation of 

the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) in 1863. 

 
SOURCE: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Dunant 
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North Korea, officially the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (abbreviated DPRK), is a country in East Asia constituting the northern part 

of the Korean Peninsula. Pyongyang is the nation's capital and largest city. To the north and northwest, the 

country is bordered by China and by Russia along the Amnok (known as the Yalu in China) 

and Tumen rivers;
[13]

 it is bordered to the south by South Korea, with the heavily fortified Korean 

Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) separating the two. Nevertheless, North Korea, like its southern counterpart, 

claims to be the legitimate government of the entire peninsula.
[14]

 

 
In 1910, Korea was annexed by Japan. After the Japanese surrender at the end of World War II in 1945, Korea 

was divided into two zones, with the north occupied by the Soviets and the south occupied by the Americans. 

Negotiations on reunification failed, and in 1948, separate governments were formed: the socialist Democratic 

People's Republic of Korea in the north, and the capitalist Republic of Korea in the south. An invasion initiated by 

North Korea led to the Korean War (1950–1953). The Korean Armistice Agreement brought about a ceasefire, but no 

peace treaty was signed.
[15]

 

 
North Korea officially describes itself as a self-reliant, socialist state

[16]
 and formally holds elections. Various media outlets have called 

it Stalinist,
[25]

 particularly noting the elaborate cult of personality around Kim Il-sungand his family. The Workers' Party of Korea (WPK), led by 

a member of the ruling family,
[26]

 holds power in the state and leads the Democratic Front for the Reunification of the Fatherland of which all 

political officers are required to be members.
[27]

 Juche, an ideology of national self-reliance, was introduced into the constitution in 

1972.
[28][29]

 The means of production are owned by the state through state-run enterprises and collectivized farms. Most services such as 

healthcare, education, housing and food production are subsidized or state-funded.
[30]

 From 1994 to 1998, North Korea suffered a 

famine that resulted in the deaths of between 240,000 and 420,000 people,
[31]

 and the country continues to struggle with food production. A 

sizeable amount of the population is thought to suffer from malnutrition, parasite infestations and food and waterborne diseases. North 

Korea follows Songun, or "military-first" policy.
[32]

 It is the country with the highest number of military and paramilitary personnel, with a total 

of 9,495,000 active, reserve and paramilitary personnel. Its active duty army of 1.21 million is the fourth largest in the world, after China, 

the United States and India.
[33]

 It possesses nuclear weapons.
[34][35]

 North Korea is an atheist state with no official religion, and public 

religion is discouraged.
[36]

Both North Korea and South Korea became members of the United Nations in 1991.
[37]

 

 
International organizations have assessed that human rights violations in North Korea have no parallel in the contemporary 

world.
[38][39][40]

 North Korea operates re-education and prison camps, akin to the gulag prisons of the Soviet Union. The concentration camps 

are used to segregate those seen as enemies of the state and punish them for alleged political misdemeanours or alleged misdemeanours of 

relatives as part of the "3 generations of punishment" policy instigated by state founder Kim Il-Sung. Prisoners are frequently subject to slave 

labour, malnutrition, torture, human experimentation, rape and arbitrary executions. 

 

SOURCE : https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_Korea 
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On the night of October 1, 2017, a gunman opened fire on a crowd of concertgoers at the Route 91 Harvest music festival on the Las Vegas 

Strip in Nevada, leaving 58 people dead and 546 injured. Between 10:05 and 10:15 p.m. PDT, 64-year-old Stephen Paddock of Mesquite, 

Nevada, fired more than 1,100 rounds from his suite on the 32nd floor of the nearby Mandalay Bay hotel. About an hour after Paddock fired 

his last shot into the crowd of 22,000, he was found dead in his room from a self-inflicted gunshot wound. His motive is unknown. 

 
The incident is the deadliest mass shooting committed by an individual in the United States. The shooting reignited the debate about gun 

laws in the U.S., with attention focused on bump fire stocks, which Paddock used to allow his semi-automatic rifles to fire at a rate similar to 

that of a fully automatic weapon. 

 

  
 

SOURCE: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2017_Las_Vegas_shooting 
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On December 17, 2017, the airport suffered a power outage due to a fire in an underground Georgia Power electrical facility. The outage 

began shortly after 1 p.m. ET. Tens of thousands of passengers were stranded and over 900 outgoing flights had to be cancelled. Power was 

restored to one concourse by 7:30 p.m. ET. The FAA maintained that the tower was functional throughout the outage. However, flight 

operations were disrupted as the concourses did not have power.[113][114][115][116] The effects of the power outage spilled into the following 

Monday with flights continuing to be cancelled despite power being partially restored at the airport.[117] 
 

SOURCE: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hartsfield%E2%80%93Jackson_Atlanta_International_Airport#Accidents_and_incidents 

 
MainStream Media (MSM) news link from Wikipedia: After 11 hours outage, power restored to world’s busiest airport. 
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On December 18, 2017, Amtrak Cascades passenger train 501 derailed near DuPont, Washington, United States. It was the inaugural 

southbound revenue service run on the Point Defiance Bypass, a new passenger rail route south of Tacoma, Washington. The bypass was 

intended to reduce congestion and separate passenger and freight traffic, and was designed for faster speeds and shorter travel times 

(from Seattle to Portland about ten minutes less) than the previous route used by Cascades.
[1]

 

 

The lead locomotive and all twelve cars derailed while approaching a bridge over Interstate 5 (I-5). The trailing locomotive remained on the 

rails. A number of automobiles on southbound I-5 were crushed and at least three people on board the train died. The train derailed a short 

distance from where the new route merges with the previous route. 

 

Preliminary data from the data recorder showed that the train was traveling 50 miles per hour (80 km/h) over the speed limit when the 

incident happened.
[2]
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John F. Kennedy, the 35th President of the United States, was assassinated on Friday, November 22, 1963 at 12:30 p.m. in Dallas, Texas while 

riding in a presidential motorcade in Dealey Plaza.
[1]

 Kennedy was riding with his wife Jacqueline, Texas Governor John Connally, and 

Connally's wife, Nellie, and was fatally shot by former U.S. Marine
[2]

 Lee Harvey Oswald. A ten-month investigation by the Warren 

Commission from November 1963 to September 1964 concluded that Oswald acted alone in shooting Kennedy, and that Jack Ruby also acted 

alone when he killed Oswald before he could stand trial.
[3]

 Kennedy's death marked the fourth (following that of Lincoln, Garfield, 

and McKinley) and most recent assassination of an American President. Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson automatically became President 

upon Kennedy's death.
[4]

 

 

In contrast to the conclusions of the Warren Commission, the United States House Select Committee on Assassinations (HSCA) concluded in 

1979 that Kennedy was "probably assassinated as a result of a conspiracy".
[5]

The HSCA agreed with the Warren Commission that the injuries 

sustained by Kennedy and Connally were caused by Oswald's three rifle shots, but they also determined the existence of an additional 

gunshot based on analysis of an audio recording and therefore "... a high probability that two gunmen fired at [the] President."
[6][7]

 The 

Committee was not able to identify any individuals or groups involved with the possible conspiracy. In addition, the HSCA found that the 

original federal investigations were "seriously flawed" with respect to information-sharing and the possibility of conspiracy.
[8]

 As 

recommended by the HSCA, the acoustic evidence indicating conspiracy was subsequently re-examined and rejected.
[9]

 

 
In light of the investigative reports determining that "reliable acoustic data do not support a conclusion that there was a second gunman," 

the U.S. Justice Department concluded active investigations and stated "that no persuasive evidence can be identified to support the theory of 

a conspiracy in ... the assassination of President Kennedy."
[10]

 However, Kennedy's assassination is still the subject of widespread debate and 

has spawned numerous conspiracy theories and alternative scenarios. Polling in 2013 showed that 60% of Americans believe that a group of 

conspirators was responsible for the assassination.
[11][12]
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The September 11 attacks (also referred to as 9/11)
[a]

 were a series of four coordinated terrorist attacks by the Islamic terrorist group al-

Qaeda on the United States on the morning of Tuesday, September 11, 2001. The attacks killed 2,996 people, injured over 6,000 others, and 

caused at least $10 billion in infrastructure and property damage.
[2][3]

 

 
Four passenger airliners operated by two major U.S. passenger air carriers (United Airlines and American Airlines) — all of which departed 

from airports in the northeastern United States bound for California — were hijackedby 19 al-Qaeda terrorists. Two of the planes, American 

Airlines Flight 11 and United Airlines Flight 175, were crashed into the North and South towers, respectively, of the World Trade 

Center complex in New York City. Within an hour and 42 minutes, both 110-story towers collapsed, with debris and the resulting fires causing 

partial or complete collapse of all other buildings in the World Trade Center complex, including the 47-story 7 World Trade Center tower, as 

well as significant damage to ten other large surrounding structures. A third plane, American Airlines Flight 77, was crashed into the 

Pentagon (the headquarters of the United States Department of Defense) in Arlington County, Virginia, leading to a partial collapse of the 

building's western side. The fourth plane, United Airlines Flight 93, was initially steered toward Washington, D.C., but crashed into a field 

in Stonycreek Townshipnear Shanksville, Pennsylvania, after its passengers tried to overcome the hijackers. 9/11 was the single deadliest 

incident for firefighters and law enforcement officers
[4]

 in the history of the United States, with 343 and 72 killed respectively. 
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Operation Paperclip was a secret program of the Joint Intelligence Objectives Agency (JIOA) in which more than 1,600 German scientists, 

engineers, and technicians, such as Wernher von Braun and his V-2 rocket team, were recruited in post-Nazi Germany and taken to the U.S. 

for government employment, primarily between 1945 and 1959; many were former members and some were former leaders of the Nazi 

Party.
[1][2]

 

 

The primary purpose for Operation Paperclip was U.S. military advantage in the Russo–American Cold War, and the Space Race. The Soviet 

Union were more aggressive in forcibly recruiting (at gunpoint) some 2,000 German scientists with Operation Osoaviakhim during one night. 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) established the first secret recruitment program, called Operation Overcast, on July 20, 1945, initially "to assist 

in shortening the Japanese war and to aid our postwar military research".
[3]

 The term "Overcast" was the name first given by the German 

scientists' family members for the housing camp where they were held in Bavaria.
[4]

 In late summer 1945, the JCS established the Joint 

Intelligence Objectives Agency (JIOA), a subcommittee of the Joint Intelligence Community, to directly oversee Operation Overcast and later 

Operation Paperclip.
[5]
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Operation Mockingbird was an alleged large-scale program of the United States Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) that began in the early 

1950s and attempted to manipulate news media for propaganda purposes. It funded student and cultural organizations and magazines 

as front organizations. 

 
According to writer Deborah Davis, Mockingbird recruited leading American journalists into a propaganda network and oversaw the 

operations of front groups. CIA support of front groups was exposed after a 1967 Ramparts magazine article reported that the National 

Student Association received funding from the CIA. In the 1970s, Congressional investigations and reports also revealed Agency connections 

with journalists and civic groups. None of these reports, however, mentions an Operation Mockingbird controlling or supporting these 

activities. 

 
A Project Mockingbird is mentioned in the CIA Family Jewels report, compiled in the mid-1970s. According to the declassified version of the 

report released in 2007, Project Mockingbird involved wire-tapping of two American journalists for several months in the early 1960s. 
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Project MKUltra, also called the CIA mind control program, is the code name given to a program of experiments on human subjects, at times 

illegal, designed and undertaken by the United States Central Intelligence Agency.
[1]

Experiments on humans were intended to identify and 

develop drugs and procedures to be used in interrogations and torture in order to weaken the individual to force confessions through mind 

control. Organized through the Scientific Intelligence Division of the CIA, the project coordinated with the Special Operations Division of the 

U.S. Army's Chemical Corps.
[2]

 

 

The operation began in the early 1950s, was officially sanctioned in 1953, was reduced in scope in 1964, further curtailed in 1967, and 

officially halted in 1973.
[3]

 The program engaged in many illegal activities,
[4][5][6]

 including the use of unwitting U.S. and Canadian citizens as 

its test subjects, which led to controversy regarding its legitimacy.
[4](p74)[7][8][9]

 MKUltra used numerous methods to manipulate people's 

mental states and alter brain functions, including the surreptitious administration of drugs (especially LSD) and other 

chemicals, hypnosis,
[citation needed]

 sensory deprivation, isolation and verbal abuse, as well as other forms of psychological torture.
[10][11]

 

The scope of Project MKUltra was broad, with research undertaken at 80 institutions, including 44 colleges and universities, as well as 

hospitals, prisons, and pharmaceutical companies.
[12]

 The CIA operated through these institutions using front organizations, although 

sometimes top officials at these institutions were aware of the CIA's involvement.
[13]

 As the US Supreme Court later noted in CIA v. Sims 471 

U.S. 159 (1985) 
[14]

 MKULTRA was: 

 
concerned with "the research and development of chemical, biological, and radiological materials capable of employment in clandestine operations to 

control human behavior." The program consisted of some 149 subprojects which the Agency contracted out to various universities, research foundations, 

and similar institutions. At least 80 institutions and 185 private researchers participated. Because the Agency funded MKUltra indirectly, many of the 

participating individuals were unaware that they were dealing with the Agency.
[15]

 

Although the Supreme Court sided with the CIA that sources' names could be redacted for their protection, it nonetheless validated the existence of 

MKULTRA to be used in future court cases and confirmed that the CIA for 14 years performed clandestine experiments on human behavior. 

 
Between 1953 and 1966, the Central Intelligence Agency financed a wide-ranging project, code-named MKULTRA, concerned with the 

research and development of chemical, biological, and radiological materials capable of employment in clandestine operations to control 

human behavior. 

 
Project MKUltra was first brought to public attention in 1975 by the Church Committee of the U.S. Congress, and a Gerald Ford commission 

to investigate CIA activities within the United States. Investigative efforts were hampered by the fact that CIA Director Richard Helms ordered 

all MKUltra files destroyed in 1973; the Church Committee and Rockefeller Commission investigations relied on the sworn testimony of direct 

participants and on the relatively small number of documents that survived Helms' destruction order.
[16]

 

 

In 1977, a Freedom of Information Act request uncovered a cache of 20,000 documents relating to project MKUltra, which led to Senate 

hearings later that same year.
[4][17]

 In July 2001, some surviving information regarding MKUltra was declassified. 

 

Forty-four American colleges or universities, 15 research foundations or chemical or pharmaceutical 

companies including Sandoz (now Novartis) and Eli Lilly and Company, 12 hospitals or clinics (in addition to those associated with 

universities), and three prisons are known to have participated in MKUltra.
[18][19]
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Project Blue Book was one of a series of systematic studies of unidentified flying objects (UFOs) conducted by the United States Air Force. It 

started in 1952, and it was the third study of its kind (the first two were projects Sign (1947) and Grudge (1949)). A termination order was 

given for the study in December 1969, and all activity under its auspices ceased in January 1970. 

 
Project Blue Book had two goals: 

1. To determine if UFOs were a threat to national security, and 

2. To scientifically analyze UFO-related data. 

Thousands of UFO reports were collected, analyzed and filed. As the result of the Condon Report (1968), which concluded there was nothing 

anomalous about UFOs, Project Blue Book was ordered shut down in December 1969 and the Air Force continues to provide the following 

summary of its investigations: 

1. No UFO reported, investigated and evaluated by the Air Force was ever an indication of threat to our national security; 

2. There was no evidence submitted to or discovered by the Air Force that sightings categorized as "unidentified" represented 

technological developments or principles beyond the range of modern scientific knowledge; and 

3. There was no evidence indicating that sightings categorized as "unidentified" were extraterrestrial vehicles.
[1]

 

 
By the time Project Blue Book ended, it had collected 12,618 UFO reports, and concluded that most of them were misidentifications of 

natural phenomena (clouds, stars, etc.) or conventional aircraft. According to the National Reconnaissance Office a number of the reports 

could be explained by flights of the formerly secret reconnaissance planes U-2 and A-12.
[2]

 A small percentage of UFO reports were classified 

as unexplained, even after stringent analysis. The UFO reports were archived and are available under the Freedom of Information Act, but 

names and other personal information of all witnesses have been redacted. 
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Person Rank occupied Enterprise / Corporation Resignation date 

Paul Gregorowitsch CEO Oman Air Oct. 16, 2017 

Chia Nam Toon CEO ASCENDAS Funds Management Oct. 20, 2017 

Gerald Storch CEO Hudson’s Bay Oct 20, 2017 

David Brady CEO 
Red Cross Texas Gulf Coast 

Region 
Oct. 28, 2017 

Jeff Booth CEO BuildDirect Oct. 29, 2017 

Tony Podesta FOUNDER Podesta Group Oct 30, 2017 

Edward Coffey CEO Menninger Clinic Oct. 31, 2017 

Robert Mercer CEO Renaissance Technologies Nov. 2, 2017 

Simon Kelly CEO Ardent Leisure Nov. 7, 2017 

David Maimon CEO EI AI Nov. 8, 2017 

Michel Combes CEO Altice Nov. 9, 2017 

Themba Dlamini CEO 
Public Protector Busisiwe 

Mkhwebane 
Nov. 14, 2017 

Michael Caliguri CEO James Cancer Hospital Nov. 16, 2017 

Ricardo L. Ramos CEO PR Electric Poiwer Authority Nov. 17, 2017 

Wayne Samson CEO Ellies Nov. 21, 2017 

Meg Whitman CEO Hewlett Packard Nov. 22, 2017 

Marco Shroeder CEO Oi SA Nov. 24, 2017 

David Karp CEO Tumblr Nov. 27, 2017 

Xavier Rolet CEO London Stock Exchange Nov. 28, 2017 

Bart Cameron CEO Bruce Telecom Nov. 29, 2017 

Thomas O’Brien CEO Travel centers of America Nov. 30, 2017 

Edward Benavides CEO Tricentennial Commission Nov. 30, 2017 

Larry Weis CEO City Light Dec. 4, 2017 

Markus Joost CEO Steinhogg’s R100bn Dec. 5, 2017 

Julius Kpng’etich CEO Uchumi Supermarkets Dec. 6, 2017 

Forrest Claypool CEO Chicago Public Schools Dec. 8, 2017 

Carsten Kengeter CEO Deutsche Boerse Dec. 8, 2017 

Joe Muganda CEO Nation Media Group Dec 11, 2017 

Daiki Lim CEO Cheil Worldwide Dec. 11, 2017 

Dr. Stephen L. Boswell CEO Fenway Health Dec. 11, 2014 

Andy Mattes CEO Diebold / Nixdorf Dec. 14, 2017 

Randall Stephenson CEO AT&T Dec. 15, 2017 

Roy Pitchford CEO Vast Ressources Dec. 18, 2017 

Charles Spackman CEO Spackman Entertainment Group Dec 18, 2017 

John Skipper PRESIDENT ESPN Dec. 18, 2017 

Peter Terium CEO Innogy Dec. 20, 2017 

John Schnatter CEO Papa John Dec, 22, 2017 

Carlos Gomez Retires CHIEF NYPD Police Dec. 22, 2017 

Eric Schmidt EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN Alphabet (Google company.) Dec. 22, 2017 

Last update: 12.23.17 
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A few politicians started to wear 

“medical boots”. Their reason are 

always hazardous and the McCain 

example he even switched his boots 

to the other legs with another 

hazardous excuses explained on 

Twitter since the story got so much social media attention, even some news. 

 

Here’s the list: 

 

 
  

NOT FOUND 

Jackie Speier Hillary Rodham Clinton John McCain 
Jeff Flake 

(((rumors))) 

Last update: 12.23.17 

 

*I’m gonna add my notes and info on WH anon when I have more time. 
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From Q’s posts on Dec. 8
th

: 
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